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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IOAHO 
BIGWOOD RANCH, LLC., 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant/ Appellant, ) 
WATER USERS' ASSOCIATION OF 
THE BROADFORD SLOUGH AND 
ROCKWELL BYPASS LATERAL 
DITCHES, INC., 
Defendant/ Counterclaimant/ Respondent ) 
----.-------> 
LA RK 
) 
) Supreme Court No. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
41265 
RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Blaine. 
HONORABLE ROBERT J. ELGEE, DISTRICT JUDGE 
••********** 
EEA 
RICHARD C. BOARDMAN 
1111 W. Jefferson St. , Ste. 500 
Boise, ID 83702 
Attorney for 
Plalntiff/Counterdefendant/Appellant 
IO 
• ! 
GARY D. SLETTE 
PO Box 1906 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Attorney for 
Defendant/Counterclaimant/ Respondent 
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Page 1 of 10 
Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2010-0000842 Current Judge: Robert J. Elgee 
User: CRYSTAL 
Bigwood Ranch, LLC vs. Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and 
Bigwood Ranch, LLC vs. Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and 
Date 
11/5/2010 
11/8/2010 
11/9/2010 
5/11/2011 
5/16/2011 
7/14/2011 
7/26/2011 
7/28/2011 
9/15/2011 
10/31/2011 
Other Claims 
Judge 
New Case Filed - Other Claims Robert J. Elgee 
Filing: A - All initial civil case filings of any type not listed in categories B-H, Robert J. Elgee 
or the other A listings below Paid by: Big Wood Ranch, LLC (plaintiff) 
Receipt number: 0007245 Dated: 11/5/2010 Amount: $88.00 (Credit card) 
For: Big Wood Ranch, LLC (plaintiff) 
Filing: Technology Cost - CC Paid by: Big Wood Ranch, LLC (plaintiff) Robert J. Elgee 
Receipt number: 0007245 Dated: 11/5/2010 Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) 
For: Big Wood Ranch, LLC (plaintiff) 
Plaintiff: Big Wood Ranch, LLC Appearance Erika E Malmen Robert J. Elgee 
Complaint Filed Robert J. Elgee 
Motion to Transfer and Consolidate Small Claims Case Robert J. Elgee 
Objection to Motion to Transfer and Consolidate Small Claims Case Robert J. Elgee 
Order Granting Motion to Transfer and Consolidate Small Claims Case Robert J. Elgee 
Summons: Document Service Issued: on 11/9/2010 to Water Users-' Robert J. Elgee 
Association of Broadford Slough and; Assigned to Returned to Counsel for 
Service. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Summons Issued 
Affidavit Of Service 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Defendant: Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and Appearance Robert J. Elgee 
John E. Robertson 
Notice Of Appearance Robert J. Elgee 
Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other than the plaintiff or Robert J. Elgee 
petitioner Paid by: J. Evan Robertson Receipt number: 0003335 Dated: 
5/16/2011 Amount: $58.00 (Check) For: Water Users' Association of 
Broadford Slough and (defendant) 
Notice of Trial Scheduling 
Hearing Scheduled (Clerk's Status 08/04/2011 04:59 PM) unavailable 
dates 
Response to notice of trial scheduling 
Plaintiffs response to Notice of trial scheduling 
Hearing Scheduled (Status 10/31/2011 01:30 PM) 
Notice Of Hearing 
Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Status 
Hearing date: 10/31/2011 
Time: 1 :31 pm 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Linda Leadbetter 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: Big Wood Ranch, LLC, Attorney: Erika Malmen 
Party: Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and, Attorney: John 
Robertson 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Date: 8/27/2013 Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine County 
ROA Report 
User: CRYSTAL 
Time: 08:52 AM 
Page 2 of 10 Case: CV-2010-0000842 Current Judge: Robert J. Elgee 
Bigwood Ranch, LLC vs. Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and 
Bigwood Ranch, LLC vs. Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and 
Date 
10/31/2011 
11/3/2011 
11/16/2011 
12/5/2011 
12/6/2011 
12/20/2011 
12/29/2011 
1/9/2012 
1/11/2012 
2/22/2012 
3/6/2012 
3/12/2012 
3/15/2012 
3/19/2012 
3/22/2012 
3/27/2012 
Other Claims 
Hearing result for Status scheduled on 10/31/2011 01 :30 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Linda Leadbetter 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: telephonic less 
100 
Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference 11/28/2011 01 :30 PM) 
Notice Of Hearing 
Continued (Scheduling Conference 12/05/2011 11 :30 AM) 
Notice Of Hearing 
Judge 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. El gee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Court Minutes Robert J. Elgee 
Hearing type: Scheduling Conference 
Hearing date: 12/5/2011 
Time: 11 :20 am 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Susan Israel 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: Big Wood Ranch, LLC, Attorney: Erika Malmen 
Party: Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and, Attorney: John 
Robertson 
Hearing result for Scheduling Conference scheduled on 12/05/2011 11:30 Robert J. Elgee 
AM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Susan Israel 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: less 100 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 05/14/2012 01 :30 PM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 06/06/2012 09:00 AM) 2 day 
Civil Case Scheduling Order, Notice of Trial Setting and Initial Pretrial 
Order 
Notice Of Hearing 
Stipulated motion to reschedule trial date 
Answer & counterclaim 
Continued (Court Trial 07/10/2012 09:00 AM) 2 day 
Order Granting Stipulated Motion to Reschedule Trial Date 
Answer to counterclaim 
Notice Of Service of discovery 
Notice of Service of Documents 
Notice Of Service of documents 
Notice Of Service of plaintiffs/counterdefendants preliminary answers to 
defendants interrogatory nos. 7 through 9 
Notice Of Hearing on cross-motions for summary judgment 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Judgment 05/21/2012 02:00 
AM) 
Notice Of Service of documents 
Notice Of Service of plaintiffs/counterdefendants supplental preliminary 
answers to defendant interrogatory nos. 7 through 9 
Robert J. El gee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
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Date: 8/27/2013 Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine County 
ROA Report 
User: CRYSTAL 
Time: 08:52 AM 
Page 3 of 10 Case: CV-2010-0000842 Current Judge: Robert J. Elgee 
Bigwood Ranch, LLC vs. Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and 
Bigwood Ranch, LLC vs. Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and 
Date 
4/4/2012 
4/6/2012 
4/12/2012 
4/23/2012 
5/4/2012 
5/7/2012 
5/14/2012 
Other Claims 
Notice of rule 30(b)(6) deposition of plaintiff big wood ranch lie 
Amended notice of rule 30(b)(6) deposition of plaintiff big wood lie 
Defendant/counterclaimants waiver of affirmative defenses 
Notice Of Service of documents 
Motion to strike & motion to exclude Plaintiff's expert witness 
Judge 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Notice Of Hearing on Motion to strike & motion to exclude Plaintiff's expert Robert J. Elgee 
witness 
Defendant/Counterclaimant's Motion for summary judgment 
Memorandum in support of Defendant's motion for summary judgment 
Affidavit of Gary D. Slette 
Affidavit of Terry Blau 
Affidavit of Charles E. Brockway 
Affidavit of Lee Peterson 
Affidavit of Leroy Lewis 
Affidavit of Ed Cameron 
Affidavit of Kevin Lakey 
Affidavit of Marc Reinemann 
Affidavit of Brian Brockette 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Strike 05/21/2012 02:00 PM) motion to 
strike and motion to exclude Pit's expert witness 
Continued (Motion for Summary Judgment 05/21/2012 02:00 PM) 
Affidavit of scott n. king p.e. 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. El gee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. El gee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. El gee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Memorandum in support of plaintiff/counterdefendants motion for summary Robert J. Elgee 
judgment 
Plaintiffs Motion for summary judgment Robert J. Elgee 
Affidavit of erika e. malmen in support of plaintiff/counterdefendants motion Robert J. Elgee 
for summary judgment 
Continued (Pretrial Conference 06/18/2012 02:00 PM) Robert J. Elgee 
Amended Notice Of Hearing 
Affidavit of Robert "Archie" Bouttier 
Second Affidavit of Marc Reinemann 
Second Affidavit of Brian Brockette 
Second Affidavit of Gary D. Slette 
Response Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff/ Counterdefendant's 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Plaintiff/ Counterdefendant's Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant's I Robert J. Elgee 
Counterclaimant's Motion for Summary Judgment 
Supplemental affidavit of erika e. maimen in support of 
plaintiff/counterdefendants motion for summary judgment 
Robert J. Elgee 
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Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine County 
ROA Report 
User: CRYSTAL 
Case: CV-2010-0000842 Current Judge: Robert J. Elgee 
Bigwood Ranch, LLC vs. Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and 
Bigwood Ranch, LLC vs. Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and 
Date 
5/14/2012 
5/15/2012 
5/16/2012 
5/18/2012 
5/21/2012 
5/24/2012 
Other Claims 
Judge 
Affidavit of erika e. malmen in support of plaintiff/counterdefendants Robert J. Elgee 
memorandum in opposition to defendants motion to strike and motion to 
exclude plainitffs expert witness 
Plaintiff/counterdefendants memorandum in opposition to defendants 
motion to strike and motion to exclude plaintiffs expert witness 
Robert J. Elgee 
Reply memorandum in support of plaintiff/counterdefendants motion for Robert J. Elgee 
summary judgment 
Notice of Service of plaintiffs first supplement to the april 5 2012 responses Robert J. Elgee 
to defendants first set of discovery requests 
Order shortening time re: motion to strike supplemental affidavit of Erika E. Robert J. Elgee 
Malmen in support of Plaintiff/Counterdefendants motion for summary 
judgment 
Motion for order shortening time 
Notice Of Hearing on motion to strike supplemental affidavit of erika e. 
malmen in support of plaintiff/counterdefendants motion for summary 
judgment 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Memorandum in support of motion to strike supplemental affidavit of erika Robert J. Elgee 
e. malmen in support of plaintiff/counterdefendants motion for summary 
judgment 
Motion to strike supplemental affidavit of erika e. malmen in support of 
plaintiff/counterdefendants motion for summary judgment 
Robert J. Elgee 
Reply brief in support of motion to strike & motion to exclude plaintiffs Robert J. Elgee 
expert witness 
Notice of withdrawal of supplemental affidavit of erika e. malmen in support Robert J. Elgee 
of plaintiff/counterdefednatns motion for summary judgment 
Court Minutes Robert J. Elgee 
Hearing type: Motion for Summary Judgment 
Hearing date: 5/21/2012 
Time: 2: 10 pm 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Susan Israel 
Minutes Clerk: ANDREA 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: Big Wood Ranch, LLC, Attorney: Erika Malmen & Richard Borden 
Party: Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and, Attorney: John 
Robertson and Gary Slette 
Hearing result for Motion to Strike scheduled on 05/21/2012 02:00 PM: Robert J. Elgee 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Susan Israel 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: less 100 pages 
motion to strike and motion to exclude Pit's expert witness 
Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment scheduled on 
05/21/2012 02:00 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Susan Israel 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: more than 100 
Motion for protective order 
Motion for order shortening time 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
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Date: 8/27/2013 Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine County 
ROA Report 
User: CRYSTAL 
Time: 08:52 AM 
Page 5 of 10 Case: CV-2010-0000842 Current Judge: Robert J. Elgee 
Bigwood Ranch, LLC vs. Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and 
Bigwood Ranch, LLC vs. Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and 
Date 
5/24/2012 
5/25/2012 
5/29/2012 
6/6/2012 
6/11/2012 
6/18/2012 
6/19/2012 
6/28/2012 
6/29/2012 
7/2/2012 
7/3/2012 
Affidavit Of Service 
Affidavit Of Service 
Other Claims 
Judge 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Memorandum in response to Defs motion for protective order Robert J. Elgee 
District Court Hearing Held (Motion for Protective Order on 5/25/2012 Robert J. Elgee 
10:15AM) 
Court Reporter: Virginia Bailey 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: less 100 
Court Minutes(Motion for Protective Order on 5/25/2012 10:15AM) Robert J. Elgee 
Notice Of Service of Pit's second supplement to the April 5, 2012 Robert J. Elgee 
responses to Defs first set of discovery requests 
Affidavit Of Service Robert J. Elgee 
Plaintiff/counterdefendants pretrial conference memorandum pursuant to Robert J. Elgee 
IRCP 16(d) 
Defendant/counterclaimants pretrial conference memorandum Robert J. Elgee 
Court Minutes Robert J. Elgee 
Hearing type: Pretrial Conference 
Hearing date: 6/18/2012 
Time: 2:00 pm 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Susan Israel 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: Big Wood Ranch, LLC, Attorney: Erika Malmen 
Party: Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and, Attorney: John 
Robertson 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled on 06/18/2012 02:00 PM: Robert J. Elgee 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Susan Israel 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: telephonic less 
100 
Order on Motion for Protective Order 
Order on Cross Motions for Summary Judgment 
Miscellaneous Payment: Copy CD Fee Paid by: Erika Malmen Receipt 
number: 0005145 Dated: 6/28/2012 Amount: $6.00 (Credit card) 
Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost - CC Paid by: Erika Malmen 
Receipt number: 0005145 Dated: 6/28/2012 Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) 
Notice & agreement re: purchase of audio recording of Magistrate and/or 
District Court proceedings 
Hearing result for Court Trial scheduled on 07/10/2012 09:00 AM: 
Hearing Vacated 2 day 
Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference 07/11/2012 01 :30 PM) 
telephonic 
Stipulated motion to vacate and continue trial setting and set scheduling 
conference 
Transcript Filed (Hearing on 5/21/12) 
Continued (Scheduling Conference 07/09/2012 10:30 AM) telephonic 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. El gee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. El gee 
Robert J. Elgee 5 
Date: 8/27/2013 Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine County 
ROA Report 
User: CRYSTAL 
Time: 08:52 AM 
Page 6 of 10 Case: CV-2010-0000842 Current Judge: Robert J. Elgee 
Bigwood Ranch, LLC vs. Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and 
Bigwood Ranch, LLC vs. Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and 
Date 
7/3/2012 
7/9/2012 
917/2012 
9/10/2012 
10/22/2012 
10/29/2012 
10/30/2012 
11/6/2012 
11/7/2012 
11/8/2012 
Other Claims 
Judge 
Order Granting Stipulated Motion to Vacate and Continue Trial Setting and Robert J. Elgee 
Set Scheduling Conference 
Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Scheduling Conference 
Hearing date: 7/9/2012 
Time: 10:30 am 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Susan Israel 
Minutes Clerk: ANDREA 
Tape Number: DC 
Robert J. Elgee 
Hearing result for Scheduling Conference scheduled on 07/09/2012 10:30 Robert J. Elgee 
AM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Susan Israel 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: less 100 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 10/29/2012 01:30 PM) Robert J. Elgee 
Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 11/13/2012 09:00 AM) 2 days Robert J. Elgee 
Notice Of Hearing 
Notice Of Service of Plaintiff's 3rd Supplement to the April 5 2012 
Responses to Defendant's 1st Set of Discovery Requests 
Notice Of Service of documents 
Defendant/counterclaimants pretrial conference memorandum 
Plaintiff/counterclaimants pretrial conference memorandum 
Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Pretrial Conference 
Hearing date: 10/29/2012 
Time: 1 :27 pm 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Susan Israel 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: Big Wood Ranch, LLC, Attorney: Erika Malmen 
Party: Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and, Attorney: John 
Robertson 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled on 10/29/2012 01 :30 PM: Robert J. Elgee 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Linda Leadbetter 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: less 100 
Defendant's Exhibit List Robert J. Elgee 
Plaintiff/ Counterdefendant's Exhibit List 
Notice Of Service of documents 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant's Trial Memorandum 
Defendant's Pretrial Memorandum 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
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Page 7 of 10 Case: CV-2010-0000842 Current Judge: Robert J. Elgee 
Bigwood Ranch, LLC vs. Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and 
Bigwood Ranch, LLC vs. Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and 
Date 
11/13/2012 
11/14/2012 
11/15/2012 
11/16/2012 
12/13/2012 
Other Claims 
Judge 
Court Minutes Robert J. Elgee 
Hearing type: Court Trial 
Hearing date: 11/13/2012 
Time: 8:31 am 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Susan Israel 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: Big Wood Ranch, LLC, Attorney: Erika Malmen 
Party: Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and, Attorney: John 
Robertson 
Hearing result for Court Trial scheduled on 11/13/2012 09:00 AM: District Robert J. Elgee 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Susan Israel 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: 2 days more than 
100 
Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference 11/14/2012 04:30 PM) 
telephonic 
Robert J. El gee 
Court Minutes Robert J. Elgee 
Hearing type: Scheduling Conference 
Hearing date: 11/14/2012 
Time: 4:22 pm 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Susan Israel 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: Big Wood Ranch, LLC, Attorney: Erika Malmen 
Party: Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and, Attorney: John 
Robertson 
Hearing result for Scheduling Conference scheduled on 11/14/2012 04:30 Robert J. Elgee 
PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Susan Israel 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: telephonic less 
100 
Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 12/18/2012 09:00 AM) 1st setting 
Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 01/04/2013 01 :00 PM) 2nd setting 
Notice Of Hearing 
Hearing result for Court Trial scheduled on 01/04/2013 01 :00 PM: 
Hearing Vacated 2nd setting 
Plainitiff /Counterdefendent's Supplemental Trial Memorandum 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. El gee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. El gee 
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Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine County 
ROA Report 
User: CRYSTAL 
Case: CV-2010-0000842 Current Judge: Robert J. Elgee 
Bigwood Ranch, LLC vs. Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and 
Bigwood Ranch, LLC vs. Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and 
Date 
12/18/2012 
12/24/2012 
12/27/2012 
12/28/2012 
1/3/2013 
1/4/2013 
1/10/2013 
1/11/2013 
2/28/2013 
Other Claims 
Judge 
Court Minutes Robert J. Elgee 
Hearing type: Court Trial 
Hearing date: 12/18/2012 
Time: 8:23 am 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Susan Israel 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: 
Party: Big Wood Ranch, LLC, Attorney: Erika Malmen 
Party: Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and, Attorney: John 
Robertson 
Hearing result for Court Trial scheduled on 12/18/2012 09:00 AM: District Robert J. Elgee 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Susan Israel 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: 1st setting less 
100 
Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 01/04/2013 09:00 AM) Robert J. Elgee 
Transcript Filed (Testimony of Charles E. Brockway 11/13/12) Robert J. Elgee 
Defendent's Memorandum of Costs, Disbursements and Attorneys Fees Robert J. Elgee 
Affidavit in Support of Defendent's Memorandum of Costs, Disbursements Robert J. Elgee 
and Attorney's Fees 
Order Robert J. Elgee 
Court Minutes Robert J. Elgee 
Hearing type: Court Trial 
Hearing date: 1/4/2013 
Time: 8:37 am 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Susan Israel 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: Big Wood Ranch, LLC, Attorney: Erika Malmen 
Party: Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and, Attorney: John 
Robertson 
Hearing result for Court Trial scheduled on 01/04/2013 09:00 AM: District Robert J. Elgee 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Susan Israel 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: more than 100 
Case Taken Under Advisement Robert J. Elgee 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendent's [Proposed] Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Robert J. Elgee 
Law & Judgment 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendent's Memorandum in Support of Motion to Disallow Robert J. Elgee 
Certain Defendent/Counterclaimant's Claimed Costs, 
Disbursments and Attorney's Fees 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendent's Motion to Disallow Certain 
Defendent/Counterclaimant's Claimed Costs, Disbursements and 
Attorney's Fees 
No Longer UA 
Judgment 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 8 
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Page 9 of 10 Case: CV-2010-0000842 Current Judge: Robert J. Elgee 
Bigwood Ranch, LLC vs. Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and 
Bigwood Ranch, LLC vs. Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and 
Date 
2/28/2013 
3/8/2013 
3/11/2013 
3/14/2013 
3/21/2013 
3/25/2013 
3/28/2013 
4/2/2013 
5/13/2013 
5/20/2013 
5/30/2013 
Other Claims 
Findings Of Fact And Conclusions Of Law 
STATUS CHANGED: Closed 
Judge 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Civil Disposition entered for: Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough Robert J. Elgee 
and, Defendant; Big Wood Ranch, LLC, Plaintiff. Filing date: 2/28/2013 
Affidavit in Support of Defendant's Post-Judgment Memorandum of Costs, Robert J. Elgee 
Disbursements and Attorney's Fees 
Defendant's Post Judgment Memorandum of Costs, Disbursements and Robert J. Elgee 
Attorney's Fees 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Comparing And Conforming A Prepared Robert J. Elgee 
Record, Per Page Paid by: Gary Slette Receipt number: 0001961 Dated: 
3/11/2013 Amount: $1.50 (Check) 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Certifying The Same Additional Fee For 
Certificate And Seal Paid by: Gary Slette Receipt number: 0001961 
Dated: 3/11/2013 Amount: $1.00 (Check) 
Plaintiffs motion to alter/amend judgment 
Plaintiff/ Conterdefendant's Objection and Motion to Disallow Costs and 
Attorney's Fees 
Defendant/Counterclaimants Response to Motion to Disallow Costs and 
Attorney Fees 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Alter/Amend Judgment 
Notice Of Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/20/2013 02:00 PM) Motion to 
Alter/Amend Judgment, and Objection and Motion to Disallow Costs and 
Attorneys' Fees 
STATUS CHANGED: Closed pending clerk action 
Response Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff/Counterdefendant's 
Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment 
Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Motion 
Hearing date: 5/20/2013 
Time: 1:54 pm 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Susan Israel 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: Bigwood Ranch, LLC, Attorney: Erika Malmen 
Party: Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and, Attorney: John 
Robertson 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 05/20/2013 02:00 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Susan Israel 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: Motion to 
Alter/Amend Judgment, and Objection and Motion to Disallow Costs and 
Attorneys' Fees less 100 
Defendant's Supplemental Post-Judgment Memorandum of Attorney's 
Fees 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
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Date: 8/27/2013 
Time: 08:52 AM 
Page 10 of 10 
Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine County 
ROA Report 
User: CRY ST AL 
Case: CV-2010-0000842 Current Judge: Robert J. Elgee 
Bigwood Ranch, LLC vs. Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and 
Bigwood Ranch, LLC vs. Water Users' Association of Broadford Slough and 
Date 
5/30/2013 
6/13/2013 
6/18/2013 
6/25/2013 
7/5/2013 
7/8/2013 
7/30/2013 
8/9/2013 
8/15/2013 
Other Claims 
Affidavit in Support of Defendant's Supplemental Post-Judgment 
Memorandum of Attorney's Fees 
Order on Plaintiff/Counterdefendant's motion to Alter or Amend Judgment 
and Motion to Disallow Attorney's Fees 
Amended Judgment 
STATUS CHANGED: Closed 
Order on Defendants Supplemental Post-Judgment Memorandum of 
Attorney's Fees 
Second Amended Judgment 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Comparing And Conforming A Prepared 
Record, Per Page Paid by: Gary Slette Receipt number: 0004646 Dated: 
6/25/2013 Amount: $1.00 (Check) 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Certifying The Same Additional Fee For 
Certificate And Seal Paid by: Gary Slette Receipt number: 0004646 
Dated: 6/25/2013 Amount: $1.00 (Check) 
Instructions from Judgment Creditor 
Affidavit for Writ Of Execution 
Miscellaneous Payment: Writs Of Execution Paid by: Gary D. Slette, PA 
Receipt number: 0004895 Dated: 7/8/2013 Amount: $2.00 (Check) 
Judge 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Writ: Document Service Issued: on 7/8/2013 to Water Users-' Robert J. Elgee 
Association of Broadford Slough and; Assigned to Returned to Counsel for 
Service. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Writ of Execution Robert J. Elgee 
Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Supreme Court Paid Robert J. Elgee 
by: Perkins Coie LLP Receipt number: 0005487 Dated: 7/30/2013 
Amount $109.00 (Check) For: Bigwood Ranch, LLC (plaintiff) 
Notice Of Appeal 
Appealed To The Supreme Court 
STATUS CHANGED: Inactive 
Respondent's Request for Additional Clerk's Record 
Notice Of Sheriff's Sale ( Real Property ) 
Notice Of Levy 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
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-
Erika E. Malmen, Bar No. 6185 
EMalmen@perkinscoie.com 
Cynthia L. Yee-Wallace, Bar No. 6793 
CY ee W allace@perkinscoie.com 
PERKINS COIE LLP 
1111 West Jefferson Street, Suite 500 
Boise, ID 83702-5391 
Telephone: 208.343.3434 
Facsimile: 208.343.3232 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Big Wood Ranch, LLC 
02: :28 p.m. 11-05-2010 
-
FILED ;,~--:,b'!,,,----
Nov - 5 .2010 
Jolynn Draf19 c . 
Court Blatn9 'county, ~;~i~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
BIG WOOD RANCH, LLC, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
WATER USERS' ASSOCIATION OF 
THEBROADFORDSLOUGHAND 
ROCKWELL BYPASS LATERAL 
DITCHES, INC., 
Defendant. 
Case No. :_ v' l (J \ U - ~ l{ L~ 
COMPLAINT 
Big Wood Ranch, LLC ("Big Wood Ranch" or 11Plaintiff'), by and through its counsel of 
record, Perkins Coie LLP, for its causes of action against Defendant Water Users' Association of 
the Broadford Slough and Rockwell Bypass Lateral Ditches, Inc. ("the Association" or 
"Defendant") states, alleges and complains as follows: 
I. THE PARTIES 
1. Plaintiff Big Wood Ranch, LLC, is an Idaho limited liability company and is the 
record owner of real property located at 303 Broadford Road, in Bellevue, Idaho (hereinafter 
the "Property"). 
COMPLAINT - 1 
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2. Defendant Water Users' Association of the Broadford Slough and Rockwell 
Bypass Lateral Ditches, Inc. is an Idaho corporation fonned in 2002, purporting to conduct 
business in Blaine County, Idaho, as a non-profit lateral ditch water users' association. The 
Association1s principal place of business is located at 125 Lower Broadford Road, Bellevue, 
Idaho. 
II. JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
3. This Courthasjurisdictionoverthis action pursuant to Idaho Code§ 5-514, and 
other applicable provisions ofldaho law. 
4. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant Idaho Code § 5-404, and other applicable 
provisions of Idaho law. 
III. GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
5. Plaintiff purchased the Property in 2006. There are groundwater, surface 
irrigation and stock water rights appurtenant to the Property. 
6. The Property includes a naturally-occurring branch of the Big Wood River 
(hereinafter referred to as 11the stream"). The Big Wood River is identified as the source of 
surface water rights appurtenant to the Property. 
7. In 2008, Plaintiff, for the first time since purc~ing the Property in 2006, 
received an invoice from the Association whereby the Association alleged that Plaintiff owed 
dues to the Association for years 2006-2009. 
8. Members, officers, agents or employees of the Association have threatened to 
interfere with surface water delivery to the Property should Plaintiff refuse to pay Association 
dues. 
COMPLAINT - 2 
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9. Plaintiff disputes that it owes past, present, or future dues to the Association, and 
alleges that the Association is not a validly formed water users' association pursuant to Idaho 
Code§ 42-1301, that the Association has not complied with Idaho Code provisions applicable 
to Later Ditch Water Users' Associations, including Idaho Code§§ 42-1303 and 42-1304, and 
otherwise does not have the authority to assess dues on Big Wood Ranch. 
10. On July 2~, 2010, the Association filed a small claims Complaint in the 
Magistrate Court of Blaine County, State ofldaho, Case No. CVl0-570, against Big Wood 
Ranch for dues it alleges are owed by Big Wood Ranch for 2006, 2007, 2008, and 2009. Big 
Wood Ranch filed its Answer to this C_2mplaint on August 23, 2010, denying the allegations set 
forth in the small claims Complaint. 
11. Big Wood Ranch has also received an invoice for dues that the Association 
claims Big Wood Ranch owes it for the year 2010. 
12. The claims alleged by Big Wood Ranch arise from the same transaction or 
occurrence as the claims asserted by the Association in the small claims Complaint. 
IV. COUNT ONE 
Declaratory Judgment 
13. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates by this reference each and every allegation set 
forth above, inclusive, as if set forth here in full. 
14. As set forth above, there is an existing and actual controversy between Big 
Wood Ranch and the Association regarding the validity of the Association's authority to collect 
and assess dues and/or fees from Big Wood Ranch, Big Wood Ranch's relationship with the 
Association, whether Big Wood Ranch must pay Association dues, the Association's 
compliance with Idaho Code, and whether the Association has the right to enter the Property. 
COMPLAINT - 3 
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15. Accordingly, Big Wood Ranch seeks a judicial declaration of the parties' 
respective rights. liabilities, and obligations in this matter, including the validity of the 
Association's authority to collect and assess dues, fees, or any other sum of money from Big 
Wood Ranch. 
V. ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 
16. As a consequence of the Association's conduct, Big Wood Ranch has been 
required to retain the services of legal counsel, and, therefore, is entitled to recover from the 
Association its costs and expenses associated with this action, including reasonable attorney's 
fees ptLrsuantto Idaho Code§§ 12-120 and 12-121, and other applicable law. 
VI. PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE Plaintiff Big Wood Ranch, LLC prays for relief as follows: 
1. That the Court enter a declaratory judgment declaring the rights and obligations of 
the parties in this matter, including a declaration that the Association has not complied with · 
Idaho Code, including but not limited to Idaho Code§§ 42-1301, 42-1303 and 42-1304, and a . 
declaration that Big Wood Ranch is not obligated to pay past, present, or future dues to the 
Association; 
2. That Big Wood Ranch be awarded its reasonable a~omey1s fees and costs 
pursuant to Idaho law, with interest at the rate allowed by law; and 
3. That the Court grant such further and additional relief as it deems just and 
proper. 
COMPLAINT - 4 
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DATED: November 5, 2010. 
COMPLAINT· 5 
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. Malmen, ISB No. 6185 
· L. Yee-Wallace, ISB No, 6793 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Big Wood Ranch, LLC 
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Erika E. Malmen, Bar No. 6185 
EMalmen@perkinscoie.com 
CynthiaL. Yee-Wallace, Bar No. 6793 
CY ee W allace@perkinscoie.com 
PERKINS COIE LLP 
1111 West Jefferson Street, Suite 500 
Boise, ID 83702-5391 
Telephone: 208.343.3434 
Facsimile: 208.343.3232 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Big Wood Ranch, LLC 
11-05-2010 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF TIIB STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
BIG WOOD RANCH, LLC, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
WATER USERS' ASSOCIATION OF 
THE BROADFORD SLOUGH AND 
ROCKWELL BYPASS LATERAL 
DITCHES, INC., 
Defendant. 
I 
Case No. C If ~t)/0- !.t/:L 
MOTION TO TRANSFER AND 
CONSOLIDATE SMALL CLAIMS CASE 
Big Wood Ranch, LLC C'Big Wood Ranch"), by and through its counsel of record, 
Perkins Coie LLP, hereby moves the Court, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 81(c), to 
transfer the small claims case entitled Water Users' Association of the Broadford Slough and 
Rockwell Bypass Lateral Ditches, Inc. v. Big Wood Ranch, LLC, Fifth Judicial District, County 
of Blaine, State ofldaho, Case No. CV 10-570, to the district court and consolidate Case No. CV 
10-570 with this case. 
This motion is made and based op the grounds and for the reasons that this case and Case 
No. CV 10-570 arise out of the same transaction or occurrence. This motion is supported by the 
MOTION TO TRANSFER AND CONSOLIDATE SMALL 
CLAIMS CASE - 1 
6IS92-0004/L£0AL19S4001S.I 
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Complaint filed in this matter and the Complaint filed in Case No. CV 10-570, a copy of which 
is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
DATED: November 5, 2010. PERKINS COIE LLP 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Big Wood Ranch, LLC 
MOTION TO TRANSFER AND CONSOLIDATE SMALL 
CLAIMS CASE - 2 . ' 
61592-0004/LEGAL 19540015.1 
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FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT, STATE OF IDAHO 
BLAINE COUNTY 
SMALL CLAIMS DEPARTMENT 
Water Users' Association·ofthe Broadford Slough 
and Rockwell Bypass Lateral Ditches, Inc., 
Corporation, 
PLAINTIFF, 
vs. 
Btgwood Ranch. LLC, Legal Association, 
DEFENDANT. 
03: :10p.m. 11-05-2010 
FILED q It) AT<f;~.M 
CLERK E DISTRICTCOURT 
BY ___ .._.J..__,.__ _ __, Deputy 
CASE NO. CV10-,5'7Q 
ISTARS ROA CODE: CAl15 
CLAIM $ _____ _ 
$. _____ _ 
$. ____ _ 
$ ____ _ 
$ _____ _ 
$ ____ _ 
Claim 
Filing Fee 
Service Fee 
Another Notice 
TOTAL 
Water Users' Association P.O. Box 1840 Sun Valley, Idaho 83353 (208} 726-7100 
of the Broadford Slough 
and RockWell Bypass 
Lateral Ditches, Inc., 
Corporation 
Bigwood Ranch. LLC, P.O. Box 9180 Seattle, WA, 98109 
Legal Association 
If you are seeking a judgment for money, fill out this portion. 
AMOUNT OF CLAIM: $.4,950.00 (not Including filing and service fees) 
DATE CLAIM AROSE: July, 2009 (month and year) 
(206) 383-7011 
BASIS FOR YOUR CLAIM: Non payment of Broadf'ord Slough Ditch User's Association Dyes for the yeal'§ 
2001, 2008 and 2009. The dues fOT 2007 were $2,350.00, for 2008 they were $1,300.00 and for 2009 they 
were $1,300.00, for a total of $4,950.00. · 
If you· are seeking a judgment for the return of personal property, fill out this portion. 
PERSONAL PROPERTY: I am the owner, or I am entitled to possess, the following personal property, which 
is being held by the defendant (specifically describe the property): 
NIA 
VALUE OF THE PROPERTY: $N£6 
Service of process by certified mall requested: D Yes D No 
BY SIGNING THIS CLAIM, T!-IE PLAINTIFF VERIFIES THAT 1) the plaintiff is the true owner of ttie claim, 2) 
the defendant resides in or the claim arose in ~ County and 3} the informatio above is true and correct 
to the plaintiff's best knowledge. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me 1 /1,JII I 0 
(date) 
Sign ~~r>l~J;~= of P~~\~.A. 
. ~K)~ 
Deputy Clerk or Notary Public 
If Notary, my commission expires: 
5 /7 
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Erika E. Malmen, Bar No. 6185 
EMalmen@perkinscoie.com 
Cynthia 1. Yee-Wallace, Bar No. 6793 
CY ee W allace(aroerkinscoie.com 
PERKINS con~ LLP 
1111 West Jefferson Street, Suite 500 
Boise. ID 83702-5391 
Telephone: 208.343.3434 
Facsimile: 208.343.3232 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Big Wood Ranch, LLC 
11-05-2010 
IN TIIE DISTRICT COURT OF Tiffi FIFIB JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF TIIE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
BIG WOOD RANCH, LLC, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
WATER USERS' ASSOCIATION OF 
TIIE BROADFORD SLOUGH AND 
ROCKWELL BYPASS LATERAL 
DITCHES, INC., 
Defendant. 
Case No. C II o20/0- f!4,,j_, 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO 
TRANSFER AND CONSOLIDATE SMALL 
CLAIMS CASE 
THIS MATTER, having come before the Court upon Plaintiff Big Wood Ranch, LLC's 
Motion to Transfer and Consolidate Small Claims Case, and good cause appearing therefore; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the small claims case entitled Water Users' Association 
of the Broadford Slough and Rockwell Bypass Lateral Ditches, Inc. v. Big Wood Ranch, LLC, 
filed in the Fifth Judicial District, County of Blaine, State ofldaho, Case No. CV 10-570, shall 
be transferred to the District Court and is hereby consolidated with the above-captioned case. 
DATED: /J~ ~ ,2010. /;J,,tJ /{I,,. 
Disml{!Jlfr 
ORDER GRANTrNG MOTION TO TRANSFER AND 
CONSOLIDATE SMALL CLAIMS CASE - 1 
61S92-0004/LEGALl9S40141.l 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
Ngv~f 
I, the undersigned, certify that on / / /a[' , 20 l 0, I caused a true and correct 
' 
copy of the foregoing to be forwarded with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) 
indicated below, in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, to the following 
person(s): 
Cynthia L. Yee-Wallace 
Perkins Coie LLP 
1111 W. Jefferson St. 
Suite 500 
Boise, ID 83702-5391 
Clerf 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO TRANSFER AND 
CONSOLIDATE SMALL CLAIMS CASE - 2 
61592-0004/LEOAL 19540141. l 
Hand Delivery 
U.S. Mail 
Facsimile 
Overnight Mail 
.7 
717 
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Gary D. Slette ISB # 3198 
ROBERTSON & SLETIE, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906 
Telephone: (208) 933-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701 
lrhn\liti\m!sWer.cntrchn_broad!brd 
lN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFlH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TIIE 
STATE OF IDAHO> IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
********* 
BIG WOOD RANCH, LLC, ) 
) 
Plaintiff1Counterdefendant, ) 
v. 
WA1ER USERS' ASSOCIATION OF 
THE BROADFORD SLOUGH AND 
ROCKWELL BYPASS LATERAL 
DITCHES, INC., 
Defendant/Counterclaimant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
_____________ ) 
Case No. CV-10-842 
ANSWER & COUNTERCLAIM 
Defendant Water Users' Association of The Broadford Slough and Rockwell Bypass 
Lateral Ditches, Inc. ("Defendant") answers Plaintiff's Complaint as follows: 
1. 
2. 
Complaint. 
3. 
Defendant denies each and every allegation not specifically admitted herein. 
Defendant admits paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 10, 11, 12, 14 and 15 of Plaintiffs 
With regard to paragraph 5, Defendant is without specific infonnation as to the 
date Plaint:i:ff purchased its property, and therefore denies the same. Defendant admits there are 
multiple water rights appurtenant to the Plaintiff's property. 
4. With regard to paragraph 6, Defendant admits only the second sentence thereof. 
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5. With regard to paragraph 8, Defendant admits only that Plaintiff has been advised 
that delivery of its surface water would cease if assessments remain unpaid. 
6. With regard to paragraph 9, Defendant admits that Plaintiff disputes that it owes 
assessments, and admits that Plaintiff has alleged that the Association is not validly formed. 
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. 
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiff by reason of its knowledge, statements and conduct waived any rights which it 
has for any acts or omissions of the Defendant. 
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiff. and its agents and employees, voluntarily and with full knowledge of the matters 
set forth in the Complaint assumed any and all of the injuries, losses and damages alleged in the 
Complaint, if any there were. 
FOURTH AFFlRMA TIVE DEFENSE 
By reason of the knowledge, statements and conduct of Plaintiff, and its predecessor-in-
interest, their agents and employees, Plaintiff heretofore consented to all of the acts or omissions 
on the part of the Defendant. 
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiff is estopped to bring the instant action and has waived any cause of action it may 
have had. 
RESERVATION 
Defendant reserves the right, after discovery, to amend this Answer to add additional 
affinnative defenses supported by the facts, and a failure to include all such defenses in this 
Answer shall not be deemed a waiver of any right to further amend this Answer. 
REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES 
Defendant bas been required to retain the services of Robertson & Slette, PLLC to defend 
this action. Defendant is entitled to recover its costs and attomey's fees incurred in defending this 
action from the Plaintiff pursuant to any applicable rules or statutes, including Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 54, and/or Idaho Code §§ 12-120 and 12~ 121. 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Defendant prays for relief as follows: 
1. That Plaintiff's Complaint be dismissed with prejudice, and that it take nothing 
thereby. 
2. 
3. 
For an award of Defendant's costs and attorney fees incurred herein. 
For such other and further relief as this court deems just and proper. 
COUNTERCLAIM 
COMES NOW Counterclaimant Water Users' Association of The Broadford Slough and 
Rockwell Bypass Lateral Ditches, Inc. (the "Associationu) and complains and alleges against 
Counterdefendant Big Wood Ranch, LLC ("Big Wood Ranch") as follows: 
1. The Association is an Idaho non-profit corporation fonned for the purposes of 
measuring and delivering water via a ditch (the "Ditch") whose origin is at an irrigation headgate 
on the Big Wood River. Part of the flow in the Ditch is subsequently diverted therefrom into a 
man-made canal known as the "Rockwell By-Pass" canal. Big Wood Ranch has its swface water 
rights delivered via the Rock-well By-Pass. Pursuant to the letter from the Idaho Department of 
Water Resources attached hereto as Exhibit "A", the owners of property whose water rights are 
delivered through the Rockwell By-Pass must maintain the entire length of the Rock-well By-Pass. 
2. Big Wood Ranch is an Idaho limited liability company doing business in Blaine 
County, Idaho. 
The Association was formed pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-1301, et seq. for 
purposes of effecting delivery of surface water rights whose source is on either the Big Wood 
River or the Broadford Slough. 
4. Pursuant to statute, the Association imposes assessments on the individuals or 
entities who own the real property to which surface water is delivered. Such assessments are made 
to cover the costs of the Association's operating expenses, including repair and maintenance of the 
headgate, the Ditch and the Roch.--well By-Pass. 
5. The Idaho Department of Water Resources (11IDWR") has appointed a deputy 
watennaster for the Association pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-1308. Such watennaster perfonns 
duties pursuant to" Idaho Code § 42-1308, and is paid for his services by the Association. 
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6. Big Wood Ranch has, on an annual basis since acquiring its property, received the 
benefits associated with the operation, maintenance and repair of the Ditch and the Rockwell By-
Pass. 
COUNTI 
7. There exists an actual controversy between the Association and Big Wood Ranch 
regarding the Association's authority to collect assessments from Big Wood Ranch, and the ability 
of the Association to act pursuant to Idaho Code§ 42-1301, et seq. 
8. The Association seeks a judicial declaration of the parties' respective rights, 
liabilities and obligations in this matter, including the validity of the Association's authority to act 
pursuant to Idaho Code § 42~ 1301. 
COUNT II 
9. The Association realleges the allegations set forth in all of the above paragraphs as 
if set forth in full herein. 
l O. fo the alternative, in the event the court determines that the section of the Ditch 
commencing at the headgate on the Big Wood River to the point where the Rockwell By-Pass 
commences is not amenable to operation as a lateral ditch water users' association pursuant to 
Idaho Code§ 42-1301, et seq., the Association seeks the court's declaration that the owners of the 
lands who receive surface water through the Rockwell By-Pass are obligated to the Association 
consistent with the provisions ofldaho Code§ 42-1301, et seq. 
COUNT III 
11. The Association realleges the allegations set forth in all of the above paragraphs as 
if set forth in full herein. 
12. In the alternative, the Association seeks the court's declaration that it is duly 
formed and operating as a community ditch association pursuant to Idaho Code§ 42-901, et seq. 
13. There exists an actual controversy between the Association and Big Wood Ranch 
regarding the Association's authority to collect assessments from Big Wood Ranch, and the ability 
of the Association to act pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-901, et seq. The Association seeks the 
court's declaration that the Association has the authority to collect assessments pursuant to Idaho 
Code§ 42-910, and the ability to act pursuant to Idaho Code§ 42p901, et seq. 
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COUNTlV 
14. The Association realleges the allegations set forth in all of the above paragraphs as 
if set forth in full herein. 
l 5. The Association has at all times since its formation in 2002. furnished water to the 
property now o\\llled by Big Wood Ranch, and has repaired, improved and maintained the 
headgate, the Ditch and the Rockwell By-Pass canal, all of which serve to provide surface water to 
the property currently owned by Big Wood Ranch. 
16. Assessment notices therefor were routinely sent to Jann Wenner, Big Wood 
Ranch's predecessor-in-interest prior to 2006. The Association1s records reflect Wenner's payment 
of Association assessments in the amount of$4,16l .66. 
17. Assessment notices for the delivery of water to Big Wood Ranch for the years of 
2006 and thereafter, have been sent to Big Wood Ranch. 
18. Big Wood Ranch has defaulted in the payment of such assessments, and to date, is 
delinquent in the amount of$7,550. 
REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES 
17. In order to prosecute tlris action, the Association has had to employ the finn of 
Robertson & Slette, PLLC. The Association is entitled to recover costs and reasonable attorneys 
fees in order to prosecute this action against Big Wood Ranch pursuant to l.R.C.P. Rule 54, and/or 
Idaho Code§§ 12-120 and 12-121. The sum of$2,500 is a reasonable amount of fees to award the 
Association if the cow-t enters judgment by default. A larger sum will be required if Big Wood 
Ranch defends this action. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, the Association prays for relief against Big Wood Ranch as follows: 
As to Count I: 
1. A declaration that the Association is duly fonned and operating pursuant to Idaho 
Code§ 42-1301, et seq. for the purposes of effecting delivery of surface irrigation water rights 
from the point of diversion at the headgate on the Big Wood River through the Ditch and the 
Rockwell By-Pass to water users within the Association. 
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As to Count ll: 
2. In the alternative, if the court denies relief pursuant to Count I, a declaration that 
the Association is duly formed and operating pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-1301, et seq., for the 
purposes of effecting delivery of surface water irrigation rights to the Plaintiff's land via the 
Rockwell By-Pass, that the Plaintiff is obligated to the Association for assessments consistent 
with the provisions ofldaho Code§ 42~1301, et seq. 
As to Count III: 
3. In the alternative, and in the event the court should deny relief pursuant to either 
or both Counts I and II hereof, that the court declare that the Association is duly fonned and 
operating as ditch company pursuant to Idaho Code§ 42-901, et seq. 
As to Count IV: 
4. For a judgment against Big Wood Ranch in the amount of $7,550 for unpaid 
assessments. 
As to All Counts: 
5. For an award of the Association's costs and attorney fees incurred herein. 
6. For such other and further relief as this court deems just and proper. 
DATED this _J}D day of December, 2011. 
ROBERTSON & SLETIE, PLLC 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on the~ day of December) 2011, he caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following 
manner: 
Erika E. Mahnen 
Cynthia L. Yee,. Wallace 
PERKINS COIE LLP 
1111 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 500 
Boise, ID 83702-5391 
ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM - 7 
[ ) Hand Deliver 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Overnight Courier 
[t,Yiacsimile Transmission 208-343-3232 
[ ] Email EMalmen@perkinscoie.com 
CY ee W allace@perkinscoie.com 
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State of Idaho 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
1341 Fillmore Street, Suite 200, Twin Falls ID 83301-3380 
Phone; (208) 736-3033 FAX: (208) 736-3037 
SOlITHERN llEOfON DIRK KEMPTHORNE 
Governor 
KARL J. DREHER 
Director 
March 18, 2003 
Lee Peterson 
Watermaster 
State Water District 37 and 37 M 
BoxT 
Shoshone, ID 83352 
Dear Mr. Peterson: 
........... , ............. .. 
EXHIBIT 
A 
The following letter is to provide clarification concerning delivery of "saved water' from the . 
Rockwell By-Pass. 'This should also clear up any confusion with regards to Ken Dunn's November 
16, 1979 letter to Reid Newby. 
Conditions that must be met in order for saved water from the Rockwell Bypass to be available for 
beneficial use: 
1) Water must be diverted through the Rockwell By-Pass in association with delivery of valid 
priority water rights. 
2) Rockwell By-Pass owners must maintain the by-pass for the entire length of the by-pass 
capable of canying 17.36 cf& of water during the inigation season. 
The Idaho Department of Water Resow-ces interprets the above conditions being met to mean that: 
1) When water is diverted through the Rockwell By-Pass for the purpose of delivering valid 
priority water rights, 4.65 cfs shall be made available to the owners and right holders of 
Rockwell By-Pass water. 
2) The Rockwell By-Pass must be capable of carrying 17.36 cfs of water. This does not mean 
that the Rockwell By-Pass saved water rights, totaling 4.65 cfs, is not deliverable once the 
flow at the Rockwell By-Pass measuring device drops below 17.36 cfs. 
3) Rockwell saved water can only be delivered when valid priority rights from the Broadford 
Slough are called for and delivered. 
In summary: 
The saved water shall be made available to the Rockwell By-Pass saved water right holders 
any time the Rockwell By-Pass is being used to deliver water to Broadford Slough right 
holders. The Rockwell saved water rights shall be curtailed when caUs for senior water 
rights from the Broadford Slough cannot be delivered. 
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The department would also like to request that measurements are taken at the Broadford Slough 
measuring device and the Rockwell By~Pass measuring device. Please include these measurements 
in your annual report. This will help us t.o answer future questions regarding this issue if they arise. 
Please contact this office during the irrigation season when you believe there is a potential that 
senior priority rights from the Broadford Slough cannot be delivered. If further assistance is 
necessary feel free to contact me at your convenience. 
John Freitag 
Water Resource Agent Sr. 
Cc: John Stevenson, Chuck Brockway Jr., 
Allen Merritt and Tim Luke 
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Erika E. Malmen, Bar No. 6185 
EMalmen@perkinscoie.com 
Cynthia L. Yee-Wallace, Bar No. 6793 
CY ee W allace@perkinscoie.com 
PERKINS COIE LLP 
1111 West Jefferson Street, Suite 500 
Boise, ID 83702-5391 
Telephone: 208.343.3434 
Facsimile: 208.343.3232 
Attorneys for Plaintif£1Counterdefendant 
Big Wood Ranch, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
BIG WOOD RANCH, LLC, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
WATER USERS' ASSOCIATION OF 
THE BROADFORD SLOUGH A!\TD 
ROCKWELL BYPASS LATERAL 
DITCHES, INC., 
Defendant. 
WATER USERS' ASSOCIATION OF 
THEBROADFORDSLOUGHA.ND 
ROCKWELL BYPASS LATERAL 
DITCHES, INC., 
Counterclaimant, 
v. 
BIG WOOD RANCH, LLC, 
Counterdefendant. 
Case No. CV 2010-842 
ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM 
Counterdefendant, Big Wood Ranch, LLC ("Big Wood Ranch"), by and through its 
counsel ofrecord, Perkins Coie LLP, for its answer to the Counterclaim filed in this case on 
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December 20, 2011 ("Counterclaim") by the Water Users' Association of the Broadford Slough 
and Rockwell Bypass Lateral Ditches, Inc. (the "Association"), states as follows: 
I. GENERAL DENIAL 
Unless specifically admitted below, Big Wood Ranch denies each and every allegation, 
claim, and prayer for relief contained in the Counterclaim. 
II. SPECIFIC ANSWERS AND DENL\.LS 
1. Big Wood Ranch admits that the Association was formed as an Idaho non-profit 
corporation, but denies the remainder of the allegations in Paragraph 1 of the Counterclaim. 
2. Big Wood Ranch admits that it is an Idaho LLC. 
3. Big Wood Ranch denies the allegations in Paragraph 3 of the Counterclaim. 
4. Big Wood Ranch denies the allegations in Paragraph 4 of the Counterclaim. 
5. Big Wood Ranch is without sufficient information to admit or deny the 
allegations in Paragraph 5 of the Counterclaim and therefore denies the same. 
6. Big Wood Ranch denies the allegations in Paragraph 6 of the Counterclaim. 
COUNTI 
7. Big Wood Ranch admits the allegations in Paragraph 7 of the Counterclaim. 
8. Big Wood Ranch denies that the Association is entitled to a declaration that it c 
collect assessments from Big Wood Ranch, as sought in Paragraph 8 of the Counterclaim, and 
denies that the Association is otherwise entitled to relief as set forth in that Paragraph. 
COUNT II 
9. In response to Paragraph 9 of the Counterclaim, Big Wood Ranch restates each 
and every response above, as though set forth here in full. 
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10. Big Wood Ranch denies that the Association is entitled to the relief sought in 
Paragraph 10 of the Counterclaim. 
COUNTIII 
11. In response to Paragraph 11 of the Counterclaim, Big Wood Ranch restates each 
and every response above, as though set forth here in full. 
12. Big Wood Ranch denies that the Association is entitled to the relief sought in 
Paragraph 12 of the Counterclaim. 
13. Big Wood Ranch admits that there is an actual controversy between it and the 
Association regarding the Association's ability to collect assessments from Big Wood Ranch as 
set forth in Paragraph 13 of the Counterclaim. Big Wood Ranch denies that the Association is 
entitled to the relief sought in Paragraph 13. 
COUNTIV 
14. In response to Paragraph 14 of the Counterclaim, Big Wood Ranch restates each1 
and every response above, as though set forth here in full. 
15. Big Wood Ranch denies the allegations in Paragraph 15 of the Counterclaim. 
16. Big Wood Ranch is without sufficient information to admit or deny the 
allegations in Paragraph 16 and therefore denies the same. 
17. Big Wood Ranch denies the allegations in the first Paragraph 17 on page 5 of th 
Counterclaim. 
18. Big Wood Ranch denies the allegations in Paragraph 18 of the Counterclaim. 
REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES 
19. Big Wood Ranch denies that the Association is entitled to its costs and attorney$ 
fees as set forth in the second Paragraph 17 on page 5 of the Counterclaim. 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
20. Big Wood Ranch denies each and every prayer for reliefin the Counterclaim and 
denies that the Association is entitled to the relief sought in its Counterclaim. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES I 
21. By pleading certain defenses as "affirmative defenses," Big Wood Ranch does s4 
I 
I 
for the purpose of completeness and does not intend to suggest that it has the burden of proof fo' 
any such defense._ Furthermore, Big Wood Ranch, by failing to raise an affirmative defense, 
does not intend to waive any such defense, and Big Wood Ranch specifically reserves the right 
to amend its Answer to the Counterclaim to include additional affirmative defenses if, as a resuit 
t 
of discovery or otherwise, it becomes aware of such additional affirmative defenses. 
FIRST DEFENSE 
22. The Counterclaim fails to state a claim against Big Wood Ranch upon whkh 
relief can be granted. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
23. The Association's claims are barred, either in whole or in part, by the doctrines f 
estoppel, waiver, release, and/or laches. 
THIRD DEFENSE 
24. The Association lacks standing to assert the claims set forth in the Countercla· 
FOURTH DEFENSE 
25. The Association's claims are barred by the applicable statute of limitations, 
including Idaho Code § 42-1304. 
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FIFfH DEFENSE I 
26. The Association's recovery, if any, is barred or limited by its failure to mitigate it1 
damages. 
SIXTH DEFENSE 
27. The Association's claims are barred by the doctrine of unclean hands. 
BIG WOOD RANCH'S REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES 
As a result of the actions of the Association, Big Wood Ranch has been required to ret · 
the services of Perkins Coie LLP to defend against the Counterclaim. Big Wood Ranch is 
entitled, pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 12-120, 12-121 and other applicable Idaho law, to recover is 
costs and attorney's fees from the Association. 
WHEREFORE, having answered the Counterclaim, Big Wood Ranch prays for the 
following relief: 
A. That the Counterclaim be dismissed with prejudice and that the Association take 
nothing thereby; 
B. That Big Wood Ranch be awarded its attorney's fees and costs incurred in 
defending against the Counterclaim; 
C. That the Court enter the relief requested by Big Wood Ranch as set forth in its 
Complaint filed in this case; and 
D. For such further relief as the Court deems just under the circumstances. 
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DATED: January 9, 2012. PERKINS COIE LLP 
"' 
By~,~µ_Q~ 
EaEMalmen, 1SB No. 6185 
Cynthia L. Yee-Wallace, ISB No. 6793 
Attorneys for Plaintiff/Counterdefendant 
Big Wood Ranch, LLC 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
lgj007 
I, the undersigned, certify that on January 9, 2012, I caused a true and correct copy of th 
foregoing to be forwarded with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, 
in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Procedure, to the following person(s): 
J. Evan Robertson 
Robertson & Slette, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906 
FAX: 208-933-0701 
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant 
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Gary D. SJette ISB # 3198 
ROBERTSON & SLE1TE, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906 
Telephone: (208) 933-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701 
trlm\JER\broadford\wave aff defus 
APR 1 2 2012 
Jolynn Drage, Clerk District 
Court Blaine Coun , Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TI-IE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
* * * * * * * lj< * 
BIG WOOD RANCH, LLC, 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, 
V. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-I 0-842 
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAlMANl'S 
W AIYER OF AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
WATER USERS' ASSOCIATION OF 
THE BROADFORD SLOUGH AND 
ROCKWELL BYPASS LATERAL 
DITCHES, INC., 
Defendant/Counterclaimant. ) 
) 
COMES NOW the Defendant/Counterclaimant, Water Users' Association of The 
Broadford Slough and Rockwell Bypass Lateral Ditches, Inc. ("Association"), and hereby waives 
its First, Second, Third, Fourth and Fifth Affirmative Defenses set forth in its Answer and 
Counterclaim previously filed in this matter on December 20, 2011. 
DATED this f21'lctay of April, 2012. 
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAlMANT'S WAIVER OF AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES - 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on the )Z Jt...day of April, 2012, he caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following 
manner: 
Erika E. Malmen 
Cynthia L. Y ee.-Wallace 
PERKINS COIE LLP 
P.O. Box 737 
Boise, ID 83701 
[ ] Hand Deliver [ .,,yu. S. Mail 
[ ] qyemight Courier 
[ ~acsimile Transmission 208-343-3232 
( ] Email EMalmen(a:)perkinscoie.com 
CYee Wallace@perkinscoie.com 
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Gary D. Slette ISB # 3198 
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906 
Telephone: (208) 933-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701 
!rlm\JER\broadford\MSJ _mtn 
Joiynn Drag", Clerk District 
Court Blame County, Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
********* 
BIG WOOD RANCH, LLC, 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, 
V. 
WATER USERS' ASSOCIATION OF 
THEBROADFORDSLOUGHAND 
ROCKWELL BYPASS LATERAL 
DITCHES, INC., 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Defendant/Counterclaimant. ) 
______________ ) 
Case No. CV-10-842 
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW the Defendant/Counterclaimant ("Association"), Water Users' Association 
of The Broadford Slough and Rockwell Bypass Lateral Ditches, Inc., and, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 
Rule 56(c), moves the above-named court for an order granting summary judgment against the 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, Big Wood Ranch, LLC, by dismissing the Plaintiffs Complaint, 
granting the Association's relief under Counts One and Two of its Counterclaim, or, in the 
alternative, granting the Association's motion pursuant to Count Three of its Counterclaim. 
Additionally, the Association seeks summary judgment as to Count Four relative to the 
assessments due and owing by the Plaintiff/Counterdefendant to the Association. 
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This Motion is supported by the Memorandum and Affidavits of Terry Blau, Marc 
Reinemann, Charles E. Brockway, Brian Brockette, Kevin Lakey, Leroy Lewis, Lee Peterson, Ed 
Cameron and Gary D. Slette submitted contemporaneously herewith. 
Oral argument is hereby requested. 
DATED this iZ0 day of April, 2012. 
~
ROBERTSON & SLETIE, PLLC 
By:~ GaryD.1ette 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on the 20 day of April, 2012, he caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following 
manner: 
Erika E. Malmen 
Cynthia L. Yee-Wallace 
PERKINS COIE LLP 
1111 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 500 
Boise, ID 83702-5391 
[ ] Hand Deliver 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[-{' Overnight Courier 
[ ] Facsimile Transmission 208-343-3232 
[ ] Email EMalmen@perkinscoie.com 
CY ee Wallace@perkinscoie.com 
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Gary D. Slette ISB # 3198 
ROBERTSON & SLETIE, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906 
Telephone: (208) 933-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701 
!dm\JER\broadfurd\MSJ _memo 
FILED 
APR 2 :l 2G12 
Joi:;nn Dmqe, Clerk District 
Court Hi;1u;e County. Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
****••••• 
BIG WOOD RANCH, LLC, 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, 
v. 
WATER USERS' ASSOCIATION OF 
THE BROADFORD SLOUGH AND 
ROCKWELL BYPASS LATERAL 
DITCHES, INC., 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Defendant/Counterclaimant ) 
______________ ) 
Case No. CV-10-842 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW the Defendant/Counterclaim.ant ("Association"), Water Users' Association 
of The Broadford Slough and Rockwell Bypass Lateral Ditches, Inc., and submits this 
Memorandum in support of its Motion for Summary Judgment as follows. 
NATURE OF THE CASE 
The Association is incorporated in the State of Idaho for purposes of effecting water right 
delivery. The Association maintains the diversion works and ditches of the Broadford Slough and 
the Rockwell Bypass, and charges assessments for those functions pursuant to Idaho Code. When 
the Plaintiff ("BWR") failed to pay its assessment, the Association commenced a small claims 
action seeking to recover the amounts alleged to be due and owing by BWR. BWR thereafter filed 
its declaratory judgment action seeking the court's determination that the Association was 
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invalidly formed under the statute, and not entitled to impose assessments. The Association 
counterclaimed for declaratory relief relative to the validity of its information, and the propriety of 
its assessments. 
FACTS 
Articles of Incorporation of the Association were filed with the Idaho Secretary of State on 
May 3, 2002, and the Association was formed pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-1301, et seq. The 
Bylaws of the Association had previously been adopted on April 16, 2002, after notice had been 
provided to all the owners of water rights on the Broadford Slough and the Rockwell Bypass. A 
list of those original individuals is attached as Exhibit "D" to the Affidavit of Marc Reinemann. 
BWR has admitted in its discovery responses that the Rockwell Bypass is a man-made ditch. (See 
Exhibit "A" to the Affidavit of Gary D. Slette.) The Rockwell Bypass was constructed as a result 
of a judicial decree for purposes of "saving" water. (See Irvin E. Rockwell v. Mans Coffin dated 
August 25, 1949, and recorded in Book 12 of Judgments, page 115, Blaine County, Idaho, 
attached to Affidavit of Gary D. Slette as Exhibit "B" [hereinafter the "Rockwell Decree"].) As 
noted in the letter from the Deputy Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
("IDWR") dated November 16, 1979: 
The Rockwell Bypass was constructed by private individuals 
for the purposes of reducing water loss occurring when Big Wood 
water was flowing through the Broadford Slough. 
See Exhibit "B" to the Affidavit of Marc Reinemann. The water that flows in the Rockwell 
Bypass is diverted out of a headgate on the Broadford Slough ditch. (See Affidavits of Kevin 
Lakey and Brian Brockette.) BWR's surface water rights are diverted out of the Rockwell Bypass. 
There is no question but that the Rockwell Bypass is a man-made canal from which irrigation 
water rights are diverted. 
The focus of BWR's Complaint and arguments therefore appears to be centered on an 
allegation that the Broadford Slough is a natural stream. According to The American Heritage 
Dictionary, 2nd College Ed. (1982), a "slough" is "a depression or hollow usually filled with deep 
mud or mire." A second definition holds that a "slough" is a "stagnant swamp, marsh, bog or 
pond, esp. as part of a bayou, inlet, or back water." Those definitions clearly fit the character of the 
Broadford Slough, and as the Affidavits filed in support of this Motion will show, water was 
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diverted out of the Big Wood River through a headgate into the Broadford Slough for purposes of 
providing for the delivery of irrigation water rights. 
A. The issue of Broadford Slough not being a natural stream was already decided in the 
Rockwell Decree. 
The characterization of the Broadford Slough as not being a natural channel appears to 
have been decided in the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law contained in the Rockwell 
Decree in 1949. In those Findings, District Judge Glennon stated: 
vm 
That from the time said waters were first put to beneficial use 
by the plaintiff herein, the same have been diverted from Big Wood 
River through canals and ditches leading from said Big Wood 
River to the lands described in paragraphs IV and V hereof, and 
were diverted from said river by and through the defendant 
Watermaster and at the special request of the plaintiff herein, and 
that the defendant, on his own behalf and the appropriators of the 
waters of Big Wood River have recognized plaintiff's right in and to 
the waters hereinbefore set forth, and the right of Plaintiff's use 
thereof, and have consented and acquiesced therein. 
(Emphasis added). Id at VIII. The diversion of water from the Big Wood River into the Broadford 
Slough is consistent with the observations of long-time Bellevue residents who have attested in 
their Affidavits to the existence of a wooden headgate structure on the Big Wood River in the 
1950's at the point where the Broadford Slough begins. Because the issue was already decided in 
the Rockwell Decree, summary judgment should be granted in favor of the Association on this 
issue. 
B. The evidence in the record supports the Association's summary judgment motion. 
The Association believes that the evidence submitted with this Memorandum in the fonn 
of Affidavits substantiates that the Broadford Slough is not a natural stream, and that the 
Association has been validly formed to conduct its activities as a water delivery organization. 
Although the November 16, 1979, letter referenced above expresses that author's opinion about 
the Broadford Slough being a natural channel, there is absolutely nothing in the way of evidence 
to support his statement. Assuming, arguendo, that the court was to make a determination that the 
Broadford Slough was a natural stream at some unknown time in history, the holding of the Idaho 
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Supreme Court in Dayley v. City of Burley, 96 Idaho 101,524 P.2d 1073 (1974) is dispositive of 
the issue asserted by BWR in this action. In Dayley, supra, the City of Burley sought to discharge 
surface waters into Goose Creek. The Court noted that while Goose Creek was formerly a natural 
stream, a dam had been constructed across the stream near Oakley. The Court affmned the trial 
court's finding that the Goose Creek channel had been so altered so as to have lost its character as 
a natural channel. The same must be found to be true in the instant case. 
According to the Affidavit of Ed Cameron, the point at which water was diverted out of 
the Big Wood River into the Broadford Slough in the l 950's was regulated by a wooden headgate 
that he personally observed. Some time in the 1950's or 1960's, a flood event occurred that 
destroyed the wooden headgate. Id Thereafter, the Army Corps of Engineers constructed a levee 
across the banks of the Big Wood River and installed a new headgate. Id. at ,r 5. (See also 
Affidavit of Kevin Lakey at ,r 5 which evidences the current existence of a lockable and 
controllable headgate on the river.) 
The Affidavit of long-time Bellevue resident, Leroy Lewis, attests to the fact that the 
Slough was previously dried up during the winter months to prevent flooding in the Broadford 
area. He had personally observed the old original headgate, and he knew the Broadford Slough 
was controlled by that headgate because no water was allowed to flow down the Broadford 
Slough ditch during the winter. 
The Affidavit of Lee Peterson, the former Water Master for Water Districts 37 and 37M, 
acknowledges the existence of a lockable headgate on the Big Wood River, and the IDWR's 
posture that the Broadford Slough and the Rockwell Bypass were regarded as ditches used for the 
delivery of water rights. Although work within the ditch system had to be undertaken from time to 
time to keep water flowing to permit delivery of the water rights, Peterson attested to the fact that 
he was unaware that any stream channel alteration permits were ever sought or required from the 
IDWR for such purposes. Id. at ,r 6. 
The Affidavit of Terry Blau presents even more compelling evidence for this court relative 
to BWR's assertions that the Broadford Slough and Rockwell Bypass are not natural streams. Mr. 
Blau was employed by the IDWR for 35 years, and he administered the Stream Channel 
Protection Program. He administered that program for the IDWR on natural channels in Blaine 
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County. Id at ,r 2. He attested to his familiarity with both the Broadford Slough and the Rockwell 
Bypass, and the lockable headgate device located on the banks of the Big Wood River that led to 
the Broadford Slough. Id. at ,r 3. Mr. Blau further attested to the fact that during his 35-year 
employment with the IDWR, the area of the Broadford Slough where water was diverted out of 
the Big Wood River was not considered as a natural stream for purposes of regulation under the 
Stream Channel Alteration statutes. Id at ,r 5. 
The Affidavit of Kevin Lakey attests to his current role as the Water Master for Districts 
37 and 37M in Blaine County. In that capacity, he is familiar with water right administration on 
the Big Wood River, the Broadford Slough and the Rockwell Bypass. Id at ,r 3. From a review of 
the IDWR records, he was able to ascertain that the Army Corps of Engineers constructed a levee 
on the Big Wood River at the point where the Broadford Slough had its origin. He is also aware 
that a lockable and controllable headgate was installed at that location. Paragraph 7 of his 
Affidavit reads as follows: 
7. During the irrigation season, all irrigation water 
rights that are delivered through the Bypass are diverted from the 
River, and the volume of such rights is controlled by means of the 
headgate on the Slough. Another headgate is located immediately 
below the Slough headgate, and serves as the diversion point for 
the Bypass. An irrigation check structure is located immediately 
adjacent to the Bypass headgate as shown in the photograph 
attached hereto as Exhibit "A". During the irrigation season, boards 
are placed in that structure so that no flow is allowed to go down 
the Slough, and all water diverted out of the River must flow down 
the Bypass for water right delivery. 
The photograph attached as Exhibit "A" to his Affidavit depicts conditions as they exist during the 
irrigation season when no water is permitted to run down the Broadford Slough ditch, with all 
water diverted out of the Big Wood River necessarily flowing down the Rockwell Bypass for 
delivery. Mr. Lakey attested to the substantial amount of work that has been done and the 
improvements that have been made by the Association on both the Broadford Slough and the 
Rockwell Bypass ditches. Id at ,r 8. Mr. Lakey acknowledged that the Association's role in 
managing the delivery of water rights on the Broadford Slough and the Rockwell Bypass has 
made administration of those water rights much simpler for the IDWR. /d at ,r 9. 
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Dr. Charles Brockway attested to the formation of the Association for the purpose of 
addressing flow obstructions which were preventing senior water right users from obtaining their 
decreed water rights. Beaver dams also impeded the flow of water in the Broadford Slough which 
prevented authorized diversions. Id at 1 6. 
Brian Brockette is a duly appointed Deputy Water Master for the IDWR and the lateral 
manager for the Association. In his Affidavit, Mr. Brockette attested to the significant work that 
has been done by the Association in maintaining the ditches of the Broadford Slough and the 
Rockwell Bypass to facilitate water right delivery. Numerous photographs that he took are 
attached to his Affidavit, and he has detailed what those photographs represent. Additionally, he 
attached an exhibit to his Affidavit which is a copy of a United States Geological Service map 
from 1986 that shows a blue line emanating from the Big Wood River, and following generally 
the Broadford Road right-of-way. The ditch that runs alongside the Broadford Road is the man-
made Rockwell Bypass ditch. No other ditch or channel is depicted lying to the west of the 
Rockwell Bypass. The Broadford Slough ditch is located to the west of the Rockwell Bypass. 
In sum, there is no historical evidence that would tend to indicate that the Broadford 
Slough is a natural stream. As suggested by Dr. Brockway in his Affidavit, channels equipped 
with lockable and controllable headgates to control water diversions are considered by the State of 
Idaho to be canals. Id at 1 4. The evidence from long-time residents of the Bellevue area show 
that a wooden headgate existed on the river as early as the 1950's. Lacking any evidence that 
would allow BWR to meet its burden of proof, the court should reach the conclusion that the 
Broadford Slough ditch is not now a natural channel. Even if the Broadford Slough was somehow 
proven by clear and convincing evidence to have been a natural channel at the dawn of 
civilization, the Idaho Supreme Court's holding in Dayley, supra, would serve to defeat BWR's 
claims. Certainly, there is no moving body of water in the Broadford Slough during the entire 
irrigation season, a finding which was required to constitute a natural water course in Loosli v. 
Beseman, 66 Idaho 469,481, 162 P.2d 393 (1945). See also Burgess v. Salmon River Canal Co. 
Ltd, 119 Idaho 299, 805 P.2d 1223 (1991). In Burgess, the Court found that the Salmon Falls dam 
had impeded the flow of the creek, but that 25 cfs of seepage continued to flow through the 
abutments of the dam into the original channel. As a result, the channel met the criteria of a 
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natural water course because water continually flowed in the channel. Kevin Lakey's Affidavit 
clearly establishes that during the irrigation season, checkboards placed in the Broadford Slough 
allow no water to pass down the ditch, with all water being diverted into the Rockwell Bypass for 
irrigation water right delivery. 
This case bears certain similarities to the Court's decision in Independent Irrigation Co. 
Ltd v. Baldwin, 43 Idaho 371, 252 P. 489 (1926). In that case, Independent Irrigation Company 
filed suit against the water master for attempting to prevent the diversion and use of water by the 
Company. The Company claimed an entitlement to use of the water without interference by the 
water master, because they had constructed "a tight and permanent dam maintained by them, 
across the slough." The appellants had been using the water in the slough and the natural springs 
that arose in the slough. The Court stated: 
The evidence further shows that from the date of the construction of 
the dam by appellants Scott Slough ceased to be a tributary of Snake 
River. 
43 Idaho at 376. Not wtlike the Independent Irrigation Co., supra, case, the facts of the instant 
case show that a tight and permanent dike or levee that was constructed by the Army Corps of 
Engineers has operated for more than fifty (50) years. The only water that comes into the 
Broadford Slough ditch from that point is water that has been diverted through the headgate into 
the Broadford Slough. The fact that water may rise into the slough through springs does not 
change the characterization of the ditch. It is not a natural channel, and the Association is entitled 
to continue to operate, repair and maintain its ditches pursuant to the statutes governing lateral 
ditch water users' associations. 
In the alternative, and only in the event the court does not agree with the arguments 
advanced by the Association regarding the applicability of Idaho Code § 42-1301, et seq., the 
court should find that the Association is properly formed as a water delivery company that 
delivers or distributes water pursuant to Idaho Code§ 42-901, et seq. The Association distributes 
and delivers water, and imposes annual assessments for the same, and provides the necessary 
gates and measuring devices to render possible and practical measurement of water being 
delivered to any number of consumers. See Idaho Code § 42-903. The Affidavit of Brian 
Brockette clearly evidences that the Association provides and repairs the gates and measuring 
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devices that make the delivery of water in the Broadford Slough and the Rockwell Bypass 
possible. Water rights are administered by priority within the system, and it is apparent that the 
Association has functioned for that purpose during the past decade in a manner that is deemed 
both desirable and efficient by the Idaho Department of Water Resources. BWR can show little 
proof to meet its burden, and as a consequence, BWR's Motion for Summary Judgment should be 
denied, and the Association's Motion for Summary Judgment should be granted. 
CONCLUSION 
If the court concurs with the logic and rationale advanced by the Association, the court 
should grant the Association's Motion for Summary Judgment, and further find that BWR is 
delinquent in its assessments for water that has been delivered to its property by the Association. 
Judgment should be entered for the Association as to all amounts due and owing as set forth in the 
Prayer for Relief in its Counterclaim. 
DATED this .11)_ day of April, 2012. 
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC 
By:~ ~
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Plaintiff/Counterdefendant Big Wood Ranch, LLC ("Big Wood Ranch"), by and through 
its counsel of record, Perkins Coie LLP, submiL<; the following Memorandum in Support of its 
Motion for Summary Judgment. This Memorandum is supported by the Affidavits of Erika E. 
Malmen ("Malmen Aff.") and Scott N. King ("King Aff.") filed contemporaneously herewith. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This dispute arises out of the Water Users' Association of the Broadford Slough and 
Rockwell Bypa..:;s Lateral Ditches, Inc. 's ("Association") claim that Big Wood Ranch failed to 
pay dues/assessments allegedly owed to the Association for the Association's operation and 
maintenance of the Broadford Slough ("Slough'') and the Rockwell Bypass ("Bypass"). The 
Broadford Slough and the Rockwell Bypass are used for delivery of surface water from the Big 
Wood River, including water delivered to Big Wood Ranch. 
Big Wood Ranch asserts, however, that the Association does not have the authority to 
assess dues against Big Wood Ranch because the Association is not a properly formed lateral 
ditch water users' association pursuant to I.C. § 42-1301. As the name of the Association 
suggests, the Broadford Slough and the Rockwell Bypass are two distinct waterways. Alleged 
Association members do not take water from the "same canal or reservoir," and therefore the 
Association does not satisfy the first basic criteria for formation of a lateral ditch water users' 
association under LC. § 42-1301. 
The Association cannot assess dues related to maintenance of the Broadford Slough 
(assuming arguendo the Association wa,s properly formed) because the Idaho Department of 
Water Resources ("IDWR") has authority over natural waterways as a matter of law. The 
Association cannot assess dues related to maintenance of the Bypass because the owners of the 
Bypass are required, as a matter of law, to maintajn the Bypass. Finally, the Association has not 
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been operating in accordance with Idaho Code, its Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws, and 
therefore its actions in assessing Big Wood Ranch are not enforceable. 
[4]00i 
Big Wood Ranch requests the Court enter summary judgment declaring that the 
Association was not properly formed, has not operated within the parameters of its purported 
Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws and, therefore, does not have authority to assess and collect 
fees, dues, or any other sums of money from Big Wood Ranch. 
Il. LEGALSTA..1'l'DARD 
Summary judgment is appropriate when, "the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on 
file, together with the affidavjtc;, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact 
and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." I.R.C.P. 56(c). When 
considering a ruling on a motion for summary judgment, the Court must liberally construe all 
controverted facts in favor of the nonmoving party and draw all reasonable inferences in favor of 
the nonmoving party. Lawrence v. Hutchinson, 146 ldaho 892,897,204 P.3d 532,537 (Idaho 
Ct. App. 2009). "If the evidence reveals no disputed issues of material fact, then only a question 
oflaw remains, over which this Court exercises free review." Watson v. Weick, 141 ldaho 500, 
504, 112 P.3d 788, 792 (Idaho 2005). 
The fact that the parties have filed cross-motions for summary judgment does not change 
these standards. The court must evaluate each party's motion on its own merits, taking care in 
each instance to draw all reasonable inferynces against the party whose motion is under 
consideration. Bear Island Water Ass'n, Inc. v. Brown, 125 Idaho 717,721,874 P.2d 528,532 
(Idaho 1994) (internal quotations and citations omitted). 
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III. STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS NOT IN DISPUTE 
The Association was formed in May 2002. The Association's Articles of Incorporation 
("AOf') indicate fonnation pursuant to I.C. Title 30, Chapter 3 (the Idaho Non-Profit 
Corporations Act) and I.C. Title 42, Chapter 13 (Lateral Ditch Water Users' Associations). Title 
42, Chapter 9 is not referenced in the AOI. The Association's AOI indicate that the Association 
was formed to transact "any lawful activity, including, without limitation, the ownership, 
operation and maintenance of the Broadford Slough and Rockwell Bypass lateral ditches located 
in Blaine County, Idaho .... ·· Malmen Aff., Exh. A (AOI Alticle V). The AOI indicate that 
membership in the Association is evidenced by certificates of membership. Malmen Aff., 
Exh. A (AOI Article II, VI). The Association has not issued a certificate of membership to Big 
Wood Ranch, and Big Wood Ranch has not consented to Association membership verbally or in 
writing. No certificates of membership have ever been issued by the Association to any alleged 
members. Malmen Aff., Exh. B (Response to Admission No. 28); Exh. C, 38:22-39:17. The 
Association does not own surface water rights, the Slough or the Bypass, or easements in the 
Slough or the Bypass. Malmen Aff., Exh.B (Response to Admission Nos. 17, 18, 20). 
In or about July 2006, Big Wood Ranch acquired the real property commonly referred to 
as 303 Broadford Road, Bellevue, Idaho (the "Property"). The Property includes appurtenant 
surface water rights. which water it receives via the Rockwell Bypass explained below. None of 
the documents related to the purchase of the Property (e.g., Warranty Deed, Title Report) 
identified or referenced the Association. Malmen Aff., Exh. D. Big Wood Ranch otherwise did 
not have notice of the existence of the Association when it purchased the Property and did not 
become aware of the existence of the Association until approximately 2008. 
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Toe Bypass is an artificial waterway that was constructed in approximately 1936 by Irvin 
Rockwell in order to develop Big Wood River surface water rights. Malmen Aff., Exh. E. The 
Big Wood River developed water rights that were gained through construction of the Bypass are 
referred to by the parties as the "Rockwell saved water rights" 1 and are addressed in the 
Rockwell v. Coffin decree (Malmen Aff., Exh. E).2 
The Rockwell v. Coffin decree includes a provision that orders the plaintiff in,-thac case to 
;.maintain the said Rockwell Bypass from the entrance thereof at the entrance crib therefore to its 
discharge into the Broadford Slough stream." Malmen Aff., Exh. Eat~[ V; Exh. B (Response to 
Admission No. 25). Water rights with a Rockwell v. Coffin decree genesis include a condition 
of approval that states '·Rockwell By-Pass owrrers must maintain the by-pass for the entire length 
of the by-pass capable of carrying 17 .36 cfs of water during the irrigation season." Malmen Aff., 
Exh. B (Response to Admission No. 26). The Rockwell saved water rights owners have a 
continuing obligation to maintain the Bypass. Malmen Aff., Exh. C, 48:21-49:1; Exh. F. Big 
Wood Ranch's surface water rights do not trace their origin to the Rockwell v. Coffin decree and 
do not include a condition of approval that requires maintenance of the Bypass. Id., Exh. B 
(Respouse to Admission No. 27). 
In or about September 2008 Big Wood Ranch received an invoice from the Association. 
Big Wood Ranch refused to pay the invoice, and the Association brought a small claims action 
against Big Wood Ranch. Big Wood Ranch sought removal of the small claims action, which 
was granted. 
1 The tenns "saved" and "developed" water rights are used synonymously. 
2 The Rockwell saved water rights are now identified as Water Right Nos. 37-833D, 37-833F, 
37-833H, 37-833K, 37-833P. 37-833Q and 37~833R. Malmen Aff., Exh. B (Response to 
Admission No. 26). 
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IV. ARGUMENT 
A. The Association Does Not Meet the Statutory Criteria for Formation of a Lateral 
Ditch Water User's Association, Nor Does the Association Comply with Statutory 
Operating Requirements 
I.C. §§ 42-1301 et seq. does not authorize the formation of the Association and neither 
does 1.C. § 42-901. In fact, none of the Idaho Code provisions cited by the Association in their 
Counterclaim auth01ize the formation and subsequent actions of the Association. Title 42, 
Chapter 13 authorizes the formation oflateral ditch water users' associations upon satisfaction of 
certain statutory criteria. The Association does not satisfy that criteria. Title 42, Chapter 9 
concerns appointment of a watermaster by the courr and therefore does not apply to the facts in 
this case. As fully explained below, the Association has not followed the statutory criteria for 
operation of a lateral ditch water users' association nor its own AOI or Bylaws. 
1. The Association Does Not Meet Statutory Requirements Under I.C. § 42-1301 for 
Forming a Lateral Ditch Water Users' Association-the Bypass and the Slough are Not the 
"same canal or reservoir." 
This case may be quickly disposed of by simply considering the name of the Association: 
Water Users' Association of the Broad.ford Slough and Rockwell Bypass Lateral Ditches, Inc. 
The name of the Association clearly references two distinct waterways. Membership in the 
Association is based on alleged delivery of su1face water via the Slough or the Bypass. 
Idaho Code § 42-1301 states: 
Where three (3) or more parties take water from same canal or reservoir at the 
same point to be conveyed to their respective premises for any distance through a 
lateral or disuibuting ditch or laterals or distributing ditches such parties shall 
constitute a water users' association known as "Water Users' Association of 
Lateral or Laterals." Such water users' association may meet and organize at any 
time after thirty (30) days after this chapter shall take effect, and shall meet 
annually thereafter between January first and the last Monday in March of each 
year, at the call of the secretary of such association, said secretary to give ten (10) 
days' notice by mail of such annual meeting; provided that if for any reason the 
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secretary should fail to call a meeting, then the annual meeting of such association 
shall be held on the last Monday in March of each year. At such annual meetings 
each water user shall be entitled to one (1) vote in person, for each inch and a 
fractional vote for each fraction of an inch of water which such water user is 
entitled to receive from such laterals, and a corporation shall vote by one (1) of its 
officers designated by it. Such association shall organize by the election of a 
chairman, vice-chairman and a secretary-treasurer, which officers shall also 
constitute the board of directors of such association, and shall hold office for one 
(1) year and until their successors are elected. Such association at the annual 
meeting shall also elect a manager of said lateral or laterals to be known as 
"lateral manager" for the succeeding season and shall fix the compensation of said 
manager, and of all officers. Such association may adopt such rules and 
regulations for the management of said lateral or laterals or distributing ditch or 
ditches and the delivery of water therefrom as they deem best, and may, by 
majority vote, if it be deemed for the best interests of the association, combine 
one or more laterals and abandon laterals not in use, and do any and all things not 
in conflict with the provisions of this chapter or the laws of this state wherein the 
best interests of the association will be furthered. 
(Emphasis added). The plain and unambiguous language of I.C. § 42-1301 requires that 
the canal or reservoir entity be the "same." See, e.g., Verska v. Saint Alphonsus Reg'l Med. Ctr., 
151 Idaho 889,265 P.3d 502, 505-06 (Idaho 2011). The Bypass and the Slough are not the same 
canal or reservoir. King Aff. <j[ 7. 
The Broadford Slough and the Rockwell Bypass are clearly distinguishable on the ground 
and from aerial photographs. Malmen Aff., Exh. G. The Defendants depict and describe the 
Slough and the Bypass as distinct waterways and all parties refer to the Slough and the Bypass as 
different waterways. Id. Other documents produced by the Association in discovery further 
confirm that the Slough and the Bypass are distinct and separate, as does the Rockwe]I v. Coffin 
decree.3 Malmen Af_f., Exh. E. The Association fails to meet the first basic requirement for 
organization under lC. § 42-1301. 
3 The Rockwell v. Coffin decree refers to the Slough as a ''stream." 
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2. The Slough is a Natural Arm of the Big Wood River; It is Not a Canal. A Canal is a 
Prerequisite for Formation of a Lateral Ditch Water Users' Association Under 
I.C. § 42-1301. 
Even if the Court can somehow reconcile the fact that the Bypass and the Slough are not 
the "same" canal or reservoir as required by statute for proper fonnation, the Broadford Slough is 
not a "canal" or a "reservoir" as required for formation of a lateral ditch waters users' 
association.4 The presence of a headgate and maintenance activities do not transform a natural 
waterway into a canal. If the presence of a mechanism that controls flow and maintenance 
activities were the litmus test, most if not all waterways in this State would be considered a 
canal. 
In 1927, at the time I.C. § 42-1301 was first enacted, Black's Law Dictionary defined 
"canal" as: ''f a)n artificial ditch or trench in the earth. for confining water to a defined channel, to 
be used for purposes of transportation."5 The term "slough" was defined as: ''[a]n arm of a 
river, flowing between islands and the main-land, and separating the islands from one another. 
Sloughs have not the breadth of the main river, nor does the main body of water of the stream 
flow through them." Id. When l.C. § 42-1301 was enacted, by all accounts, the Slough was 
present as a natural arm of the Big Wood River.6 There is no evidence that the Slough is human-
made. A review of the aerial photographs provided by the Association (along with other 
compelling evidence) confirms that the Slough is not artificial. King Aff. 1(5. The fact that the 
Broadford Slough has been and continues to be referred to as a slough is additional evidence that 
4 The requirement for a canal or reservoir (artificial waterway) is consistent with Idaho law 
fanting IDWR authority over natural waterways. See. e.g .. J.C.§ 42-101. 
Black's Law Dictionary (2nd ed. 1910) did not define the term "reservoir." No party in this 
ca.~e asserts that the Bypass and/or the Slough are a "reservoir." 
6 The headgate on the Slough was likely constructed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in the 
1930's to keep water from the Big Wood River from redirecting to the Slough. Malmen Aff., 
Exh.H. 
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it is a natural waterway as its name suggests. While there may be some argument about the 
difference(s) between a "canal" and a ''ditch," the point here is that the Broadford Slough is 
neither. The Broadford Slough is a naturally occurring waterway. Id. 
3. The Association Does Not Operate in Conformance with Statutory Requirements 
for Lateral Ditch Water Users' Associatio'1S or In Compliance With It's Own Articles of 
Incorporation and Bylaws. 
14)013 
There are several applicable statutory requirements in Title 42, Chapter 13, Idaho Code 
and provisions in AOI and Bylaws that the Association has entirely disregarded. For ex.ample: 
(1) Assessments were not provided to members on an annual ba~is a5 required by I.C. 
§ 42-1304. Members were not invoiced for at least four consecutive years. Malmen Aff., 
Exhs. I and J. 
(2) There was no annual meeting of the Association in 2006. Malmen Aff., Exh. N. 
Annual meetings and notice of annual meetings are required by I.C. § 42-1301 and the 
Association's Bylaws. Further, the Association has not produced any documents that indicate 
notice for the annual meeting apparently held in 2007. 
(3) The Association has never issued any certificates of membership as required by the 
AOL Malmen.Aff., Exh. C, 38:22-39:17; E:!Chs. A and L. 
( 4) The Association does not comply with the "classes of membership" requirement in 
their Bylaws. Id., Exh. L (Article II, Section 2). The Association admits that some memberships 
arc voluntary and some memberships are involuntary, the practical effect of which is two distinct 
classes of membership. The Association considers membership in the Association to be 
voluntary, unless a real property predecessor in interest was a member, in which case 
membership is considered involuntary, even without notice. Malmen Aff., Exh. C, 41:12- 42:4, 
47:4-11. 
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(5) The Association has not produced any documents that indicate compliance with I.C. § 
42-1303 requirements to inspect laterals or distributing ditches and estimate operation and 
maintenance costs for the upcoming year. 
Despite the fact that the Association did not follow Idaho Code provisions and its own 
governance document~, the Association assesses and is attempting to enforce the assessments 
against Big Wood Ranch. Malmen Aff., Exhs. A and L. The Association is selectively 
enforcing payment obligations; the Association has not enforced all alleged payment obligations. 
Malmen Aff., Exh. M. In sum, the Association's actions have been arbitrary and the Association 
has not complied with applicable statutory and corporate governance operating requirements. 
B. Big Wood Ranch is a Bona Fide Purchaser Under Idaho Law 
Big Wood Ranch is a bona fide purchaser (''BFP") under LC. § 55-812 which provides: 
55-812. Unrecorded conveyance void against subsequent purchasers 
Every conveyance of real property other than a lease for a term not exceeding 
one (1) year, is void as against any subsequent purchaser or mortgagee of the 
same property, or any part thereof, in good faith and for a valuable consideration, 
whose conveyance is first duly recorded. 
In Idaho, water rights appurtenant to real property pass with title to real property unless 
specifically excluded. A bona fide purchaser takes title free and clear of encumbrances not 
recorded. § I.C. 55~812. The Court in Weitz v. Green, 148 Idaho 851, 859, 230 P.3d 743, 751 
(Idaho 2010) described the test as follows: "In order to claim the protection of being a BFP, a 
party 'must show that at the time of the purchase he paid a valuable consideration and upon the 
belief and the validity of the vendor's claim of title without notice, actual or constructive, of any 
outstanding adverse rights of another.' Imig v. McDonald, 77 Idaho 314, 318, 291 P.2d 852, 855 
(Idaho 1955)." 
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There is no dispute that Big Wood Ranch paid a valuable consideration for the Property 
and appurtenant water rights 7 and that Big Wood Ranch did n~t have notice of the Association. 
There are no Association signs or markings near the Richards headgate8 and a reasonable 
investigation would not have revealed the existence of the Association. Posted notices indicate 
that the Richards' headgate and the headgate on the Slough are under the control of the 
watermaster/IDWR. Malmen Aff., Exh. K. Accordingly, as a BFP, Big Wood Ranch is entitled 
to the protections of LC. § 55-812 and is not obligated to pay Association dues. 
C. The State and the Owners of the Rockwell Bypass Are Required By Law to 
Maintain the Slough and the ByPass Respectively; the Association Does Not Have 
Authoritt to Charge for Maintenance of the Slough or the Bypass 
1. The State of Idaho and IDWR Are Responsible for Water Delivery From the Slough 
The source of surface water delivered via the Slough and the Bypass is either the Big 
Wood River or the Broadford Slough, both of which are natural waterways. I.C. § 42~101 
provides: 
42-101. Nature of property in water. Water being essential to the industrial prosperity of 
the state, and all agricultural development throughout the greater portion of the state 
depending upon its just apportionment to, and economical use by, those making a 
beneficial application of the same, its control shall be in the state, which, in providing for 
its use, shall equally guard all the various interests involved. All the waters of the state, 
when flowing in their natural channels, including the waters of all natural springs and 
lakes within the boundaries of the srate are declared to be the property of the state, 
whose duty it shall be to supervise their appropriation and allotment to those diverting 
the same therefrom for any beneficial purpose, and the right to the use of any of the 
waters of the state for useful or beneficial purposes is recognized and confirmed; and the 
right to the use of any of the public waters which have heretofore been or may hereafter 
7 Big Wood Ranch's suxface water rights are identified as Water Right Nos. 37-537B and 37-
538B and have 1882 and 1891 priority dates, respectively. 
8 The headgate on the Bypass that apparently controls delivery of water to a lateral ditch is 
referred to by Defendant as the "Richards' headgate." See Malmen Aff., Exh. G. Marc Richards 
is a member/manager of Big Wood Ranch . 
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be aHotted or beneficially applied, shall not be considered as being a prope1ty right in 
itself, but such right shall become the complement of, or one of the appurtenances of, the 
land or other thing to which, through necessity, said water is being applied; and the right 
to continue the use of any such water shall never be denied or prevented from any other 
cause than the failure on the part of the user thereof to pay the ordinary charges or 
a.<.sessments which may be made to cover the expenses for the delivery of such water. 
(Emphasis added). See also I.C. § 42-105. 
Further, I.C. § 42-602 provides: 
42-602. Director of the department of water resources to supervise water distribution 
within water districts. 
The director of the department of water resources shall have direction and control of the 
distribution of water from all natural water sources within a water district to the canals, 
ditches, pumps and other facilities diverting therefrom. Distribution of water within water 
districts created pursuant to section 42-604, Idaho Code, shall be accomplished by 
watermasters as provided in th.is chapter and supervised by the director. 
The director of the department of water resources shall distribute water in water districts 
in accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine. The provisions of chapter 6, title 42, 
Idaho Code, shall apply only to distribution of water within a water district. 
. (Emphasis added). 
Reviews of applicable statutes indicate that the Association has no authority to assume 
the duties of the State. It is not disputed that Big Wood Ranch pays property taxes as well as 
fees to IDWR for water delivery. The Association, even if validly formed, cannot assess 
tax.payers for duties the State is required to perform_ Malmen Aff., Exh. Q, at WUA000444. 
The Association has no authority to assess Big Wood Ranch based on the Association's 
voluntarily a,;sumption of the duties of the State/IDWR. 
2. The Owners of the Rockwell Bypass are Financially and Otherwise Responsible for 
Any Required Maintenance of the Bypass. 
It is not disputed that the Bypass is an artificial waterway and that the Rockwell v. Coffin 
decree requires the Rock-well saved water rights owners to maintain the Bypass. The owners of 
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the Rockwell Bypass saved water rights, if they are indeed current members of the Association, 
were not members of the Association until sometime after April 2010. Malmen Aff., Exh. P. 
It is further undisputed that the Rockwell saved water rights include a condition of 
approval that requires majntenance of the Bypass, and that Big Wood Ranch's water rights do 
not include any such or similar condition of approval. Big Wood Ranch is not obligated to 
maintain the Bypass and Big Wood Ranch does not own the Bypass. If the Rockwell saved 
water rights owners believe that Big Wood Ranch is required to participate in the maintenance of 
the Bypass, then the Rockwell Bypass saved water rights owners can consider whether to bring 
an action against Big Wood Ranch. The Association does not have the authority to assess dues 
or seek contribution for maintenance of the Bypass from Big Wood Ranch. 
V. CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing argument and authorities cited herein. Big Wood Ranch 
respectfully requests that the Court declare the rights of the parties and enter summary judgment 
in favor of Big Wood Ranch. Even after all controverted facts and reasonable inferences are 
construed in favor of the Association, it is clear that the Association was not properly formed and 
has not even attempted to operate under the law or its own governing documents as a matter of 
law. This case does not involve any genuine issues of material fact and, therefore, Big Wood 
Ranch is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. 
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DATED: April 23, 2012. PERKINS COIE LLP 
By:~ ~ hardC.oardman,I No. 2922 
Erika E. Malmen, ISB No. 6185 
Attorneys for Plaintiff/Counterdef end ant 
Big Wood Ranch, LLC 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, certify that on April 23, 2012, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing to be forwarded with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, 
in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Procedure, to the following person(s): 
Gary Slette 
Robertson & Slette, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906 
FAX: 208-933-0701 
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant 
Hand Delivery 
U.S. Mail 
Facsimile 
Overnight Mail 
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Gary D. Slette ISB # 3198 
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906 
Telephone: (208) 933-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701 
!rlm\JER\broadford\MSJ _ aff. Slette 
Joi',nn Draae, Cl::rk District 
Court Sia:,ie County, !dallo 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
* * * * * * * * * 
BIG WOOD RANCH, LLC, 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, 
v. 
WATER USERS' ASSOCIATION OF 
THE BROADFORD SLOUGH AND 
ROCKWELL BYPASS LATERAL 
DITCHES, INC., 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Defendant/Counterclaimant. ) 
______________ ) 
STA TE OF IDAHO 
County of Twin Falls 
) 
ss: 
) 
Case No. CV-10-842 
AFFIDAVIT OF GARY D. SLETTE 
GARY D. SLETTE, first being duly sworn, deposes and states as follows: 
1. I am counsel of record for the Plaintiffs named herein. 
2. Exhibit "A" attached hereto, and by this reference incorporated 
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herein, is a copy of certain of Plaintiffs Responses to Requests for Admission. 
3. Exhibit "B" attached hereto, and by this reference incorporated herein, is a copy of 
the Decree and Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law in Rockwell v. Coffin. 
Further, your affiant sayeth not. 
DATED this U day of April, 2012. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this--,-
/ 
I 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on the __JJ]_ day of April, 2012, he caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following manner: 
Erika E. Malmen 
Cynthia L. Yee-Wallace 
PERKINS COIE LLP 
1111 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 500 
Boise, ID 83702-5391 
AFFIDAVIT OF GARY D. SLETTE - 2 
[ ] Hand Deliver 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ ,}-6vernight Courier 
[ ] Facsimile Transmission 208-343-3232 
[ ] Email EMalmen@perkinscoie.com 
CYeeWallace@perkinscoie.com 
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any facts, documents, or other evidence which may hereafter develop or come to Plaintiffs 
attention. These responses are based upon information presently known to Plaintiff and its 
attorneys. Plaintiff reserves the right to supplement or amend both the answers and objections at 
any time prior to the trial of this action. 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 1: Admit that the Rockwell Bypass is a man-made 
ditch. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 1: Admit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 2: Admit that the Rockwell Bypass was constructed 
in order to save or develop water. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 2: Big Wood Ranch admits that 
the Rockwell v. Coffin decree indicates that the Rockwell Bypass was constructed to develop 
water right from the Big Wood River. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 3: Admit that the water rights of the members of the 
Association are all transported via the Rockwell Bypass. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 3: After reasonable inquiry, Big 
Wood Ranch is without sufficient information to admit or deny this request. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 4: Admit that a dike was constructed across the 
banks of the Big Wood River at the point where the Broadford Slough ran out of the Big Wood 
River. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 4: Big Wood Ranch objects to 
. this request on the basis that the terms "dike,, and "ran out" are undefined and ambiguous. 
Because of this objection, Big Wood Ranch cannot admit or deny this request. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 5: Admit that a headgate has been installed at the 
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unqualifiedly admitted. Unless your answer is an unqualified "yes," state in detail and 
with particularity each reason that you have failed to disclose each such document in your 
response. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 1: In addition to the general objections set 
forth above, Big Wood Ranch objects to this interrogatory to the extent it seeks to impose 
obligations greater than those required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, is overly 
burdensome, seeks legal conclusions and is otherwise duplicative and/or cumulative. Discovery 
is ongoing and thus, Big Wood Ranch has not completed its investigation of the facts relating to 
this case. Big Wood Ranch further objects to extent the interrogatory calls for information 
neither relevant to the subject matter of this litigation, nor reasonably likely to lead to the 
discovery of admissible evidence. Without waiving any objection, Big Wood Ranch responds as 
follows: 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 14: Admit that the Broadford Slough is no longer a 
natural stream. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.14:. Deny. 
This denial is based on Big Wood Ranch's inspection of the Broadford Slough, the 
definition of the word "slough," Scott King's preliminary verbal communications and 
conclusions, documents obtained in discovery from the Association labeled as WUAOOOOOl-502, 
and documents obtained from IDWR labeled as IDWR 000001-29. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 15: Admitthatthe·Reckw!fnJ'YlfflSs bra emat 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO.JS; .• ~-.. , .. 
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This denial is based on the fact that the Rockwell Bypass is a ditch:i ,'J'he Roci:well v. 
Coffin decree supports thisassertion. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 17: Admit that the Idaho Department of Water 
Resources recognizes the Association as a legally formed association pursuant to Title 42, 
Chapter 13. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 17: Deny. 
There is no statutory or regulatory authority or procedure for IDWR to "recognize" the 
Association as a legally formed entity and documents obtained from IDWR (IDWR 000001-29) 
do not indicate otherwise. An assertion by an ID WR employee that appears to indicate that 
IDWR does recognize the Association as a legally formed entity is not binding, does not appear 
to be the official position ofIDWR, and is otherwise inaccurate. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 2: Please identify each person having knowledge of the facts 
of this case whether or not you intend to call them as witnesses at the trial, and for each person 
state the substance of his or her expected testimony. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 2: In addition to the general objections set 
forth above, Big Wood Ranch objects to this interrogatory to the extent it seeks to impose 
obligations greater than those required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Without waiving 
any objection, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 33 ( c ), see the documents produced 
herewith, from which the burden of deriving or ascertaining the answer to this interrogatory is 
substantially the same for Defendant as it is for Big Wood Ranch. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COL.RT ul• THE J:"OUl~Tll JU.i.lICl.Al, D.ISTIUCT OF 
THE STATJ.: O.l'' ID!iJIO., IM .IU'\J.U l·Olt THE COUNT? OF ll,AlNE 
IRVIll E. ROCKWELL 
Plaintif'i' 
.w 
:·MANS H. COFFIM, Waterroaster 
De.t:enlant 
* r .. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
* •~ 
DECREE 
--- -----
This cause ca.'lld on regularly for trial bE>.faro the court 'Without 
a jury on t.ho 29th day of Jul;r, 1949, in open court., at the County- Court House 
at HaiJ.e1, in the Countvr of Bltdne, State of' Idl.lbo, tho plainti.f'.t' all)8aring in 
person and ~ bis attom.ey L'ugene H. Anderson, and tb:l defendant apporing in 
person, and no other per.3on apponr:Lng, either in person or ey·attome,., in the 
cause. Whereupon., the case was heard am su~ttod and by the court taken ~er 
advisement and duly oans~ered, and the cairt having mde and riled its decision 
that is to say its firdings of fact nnd oonoluaions of law, 
NOW, TllEREFORE., on motion of the plaintil'r., IT IS ORDERED, .ilDJUDOED 
and DF.ORF.FIJ., as follows, 
I 
3,-ot~!J:hat the plaintiff is too o;m.or of ani entitled to the use .for 
irrigation, stock water, and domestic use, of 4.6s· cubic feet per second or· time 
01' 232.S0 minors incheu, of the aers of Big Wood Id.ver, bemg wnters saved., 
ocmse~, and developed by said plaintiff durlnc the irrigation seaa0t1 or_ each 
:roar when the 11.ocklmll By.Pass is operated and used for the conveyance ot the 
watel'S ot Dig Wood River fom.erly i'low:!Jle through 1mat is co~ laio\ln as 
Jhloadford Slough Swamp S:l.nk, and tba t too waters decreed hereunderto tbe 
plaintiff are the sole and exclus:l.vo propc~rty of the said. plflintii'.t' as sand, 
oo:nserved and developed waters regardless 0£ tho date of the appropr.iaUon 
thereo.f.', and that the plaint~ 1s entitled to the use or said developed wate:-s 
irrespective of pr:1Dri.t,- tdu11.ever the 111ters or B1e Wood Ri'VOl' for'U>rlf flow;t.ng · 
' . : 
through the Broad:Cord Slough Swamp S=tc ue being conveyoct mi diverted. throl.lll'h 
?{ 
j 
EXHIBIT 
ft; 
.. 
~.;. 
what is k:rlc>1m as the nockwell £IT-Pass canal.J that tb8 date of tb8 appropriation 
ml priority- in am to said water is the l2th day or No'IQ\ber, 1936, 
II 
IT IS FUr.TIJr.n.JID, ommmi, JllJtlOOED AND DJ«:REFD, that the plaint.itt 
be and be is boreby required to minta1n th! said Roc1ct,roll Bz:,Pass from the 
., l • -
entrance thereof at the entrap.ca arib thE>I11f'o.r to its discharge into the 
Bl!oadford ~lough stream sufi':l.oient to pt'Orlde ample free way for not loss tban 
17.36 cubic feet per second of til11a of water, during the irrigation season each 
. m 
IT IS FURTIJER ORDrnED,. ADJUOOF2l AND DECRF.m that th9 defendant be 
perpetue.JJ.r and forever enjoined and restrain.ad from intori'ermg Vith plainl;:U'f1s 
UBEI of Said 4,6$ cubic feet per second of time,t or 2)2.S miners ineheS,t of.tho 
wat!rs of Bir, Wood Hivor developed_ and saved by said plai11tiri' .if' tm Rockwell 
By-Pass. 
STArE OF DMlD ) 
ss 
County or JllaiJle ) 
L. E. G:tmiNON 
District Judge 
I., GFDRGE F. McCOY_, T~..0£.f'icio Recorder in ani tor said County and 
State do hereby' certify that too fbn!go.ing is a. run, true run correct copy ot 
th!tt certnin instrument or record in lllY' offiDe, in Book 12 of Judgments• Page 
JJ5,. Records or Blaine County, State of Idnbo •. 
Witmss my hand am official soal this 13 day ot September, 1949 
OIDRGE F, MoOOY 
nx.-omc1o Recorder 
. 
-------------·-··~----· ........... ------.. --... ·--··-·~-------·- ...... ---,-
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AHD F.OR 'Tli& COUNTY OF BLAINE. 
* 
-----.-----
* 
IRVINE. ROCKWELL, I Plaintiff, 
! FINDINGS OF P'AC'l' AND -va- CONCLUSIONS OF LAW MANS H. COFFIN, W'atermaster, 
Defendant. i 
* * 
* 
The above entitled cause came on regularly tor trial in open 
court a.t Hailey, in the.Cow:i,ty of ·Blaine, State ~f Idaho, on 
the 29th day of July. 19~9, at the hour ot 2:00 o'clock P. M., 
before the _ijonorable L. E. Glennon, District Judge, presiding. 
The plainti.f."f appeared in person and by his attorney Eugene H. 
Anderson. The defendant app~ared _in person. No other parson 
appeared, in person or by attorney, in the above entitled cause. 
The _cause was tried to the court without a jury. Proof o.f service 
of process and or publication as required by statute was made. 
Oral and documentary evidence was introduced by the plaintiff, 
and the plaintiff rested and the defendant did not introduce any 
evidence or testimony' and the cause having been subm.1 tted to the 
cour-t for deoision, the court being now fully advised in the 
premises makes :I.ts findings of tact and concluSions of.' law as 
follows: 
_., -··· 
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FINDIN8S OF rAcT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
I 
That the defendant, Mans H. Coffin, is the duly elected, 
qualified and acting Watermaster or Big Wood River, having 
charge of the distribution ot the waters of said Big Wood River. 
II 
That t~e plaintiff is the owner of the following water 
right, to witi 4.65 cubic feet per second, or 232.50 miners 
inches, of the waters of Big Wood River, being waters of-Big 
Wood River conserved and developed by what is.known as thG 
__ lioo~µ. By""f!is~ • whi ri~t sai~, ~t•r W~/J_._ c~ns'erv,d and deve;oped 
• .1'¥ • •, -1 \• ' ~. ' . , • I • . • • 
from and in the flow of Big Wood River by the construction of 
a by-pass diverting the waters from what is aolllJllonly known as 
Bread.ford. Slough Swamp. Sink through said by-pasa. together with 
necessary headworks, and by so doing conserving and saving not 
less than 4.6S cubic feet per second, or 232.50 mine.rs inches 
o! water, o£ the waters of l3ii Wood River, which 4.6; cubic 
feat per second of.water would otherwise have been unavailable 
for irrigation. 
i'hat the plaintiff conserved and developed by the construction 
of said by-pass canal diverting the wate.rs of Big Wood River from 
what is known u_BNad!ord Slough Bwamp Sink through said by-pa.~s 
canal which. is. _commonly· known as Rockwell By-Pass and constructed 
the necessary headworks to control and cause said waters to be 
diverted through said by.pass and by so doing conserved and saved 
·2-rw 70 . 
-r 
~'i- ·: 
·~· not less than said 1+ .. 65 QUbio feet per second, or 232 • .50 miners· 
inches of water of Big Wood River which w~ter would otherwise' 
have been unavaila~le for irrigation,; @cf that by reason of so 
- ..... ' . 
'.;,. diverting said waters of Big Wood River through said Rockwell 
By:--:Rass instead of permitting the saine.·.to flow through said 
' ... 
Broadford Slough Swamp Sink plaintiff saved· and developed a 
. . . . . 
:.· continuous flow of not less than 4. 65 cubic teet per second, 
. or 2.32.;o miners· inches of water ot. Big }\'ood River,.. being tho 
wa.ters which formerly sank, disappeared and were wasted in and 
through Broadford Slough Swamp Sink and which waters would 
have otherwise been unavailable for irrigation. 
That the said 4.65 cubic feet per. s~oond, or 232.;o miners 
inches, of the, w~t.ers. ~f. B.ig, Wood River ~e.v.eloped and put· to 
beneficial use by the plaintiff as herein set forth will be 
saved and d~veloped during each irrigation season so long as the 
waters of Big Wood River flow'through the Rockwell By-Pa:ss and 
do not flow through the Broadford Slough Swamp Sink. 
_______ ...;;:. ______ ..-; .... -......... --.-----....... -... _-
That in or~er for said.by-pass to continue to fully conserve 
the waters of Big WGod·River to the extent of said 4,65 cubic 
feet per second such by-pass must be kept open sufficientlr.,..~P. 
provide flow therein of not less ~.~-~ .. .l7"'JQ..,.Qub.i..c .. J~,.t_-9.f.. w~ter _______________ .. _..... ----· . . .•.. ,.~ 
per second of time during the irrigation season each' year. 
III 
1ha~ on th~ 23rd ·day ot January~ 1937, the plaintiff, 
Irvin m. Rockwall, ~de application for permit to appropriate 
the public waters of tbe State 0£ Id.1.ho, including said 4,, 65 
cubic feat per second, or 232.50 miners inches, of the watei-s 
3-:f'w 
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of Big Wood_Ri~er conserved by the Rockwell_By~Rass, being 
.. ·4;.. . . . . 
Application .No·. 25661, to the Commissioner of Reclamation o! 
. ' 
the S:tate of Idaho, in accordance with the laws or the State ot 
; . 
Idaho, and that on the 26th· day of January, 1937, the Commisnionar 
of Reclamatiqn of the State_of·Idaho did issue Permit .No~ lf:lli,Ql, 
1n accordanoe witn:t~e laws ot the Stat~ of Idaho, and which 
Permit is reco'rded in Book· 27, page 164-Pl in the office of ~he 
' ·.,, .. 
then Department o! Re_olamation ~f the State _of_ Iq.aho, and that·. 
.· in connection with said Application and Permit there. was .f~lcd 
with the Commissioner-of Reclamation Permit Map No. 18401, which 
. . 
was approved January .26., 1937, by the Oommf~sioner of Reclamation. 
IV 
That upon the filing of the Application and the issuance 
o:f Permit No. 164,01, the plaintiff herein complied with all of 
the laws of the ~tate of Idaho with respect to the appropriation 
of waters in connection with said_Appli~ation No. 1a4oi, and 
that on the 9th day- of Dacembert 1943, and.after proof of completion 
of work~ had been made. and beneficial use of the waters 50 appro::, 
.priated, including Sa.id 4.65 cubic feet per second, or 232.50 
miners inches, of the waters of Big Wood River conserved by the 
·Rockwell By-Pass, establishedt the Colllll1isaioner of Reclamation 
of the State of Idaho issued License and Certificate of ~ater 
Right to the plaintif'.f' herein under the prov lsionu of Section. 
41-213. Idaho C~de Annotated, for the purpose of irrigation, otock 
and domestic use, and entered the same ot rocord in VolUlll& 7 of: 
Licenses at page 418~ in the office of the Department of Reclantation 
._;.( _____ 4-fw 
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of the State ot Idaho, ~d that said waters had been bene£icially 
used on the ·to!lowing ~escrlbed.land~ ·1n th~ ·county of Blaine, 
State or Idaho, to Wit: 
Northeast quartarf northwest qual".ter of the 
northwest qua~er.-· southeal!lt' quarter o:£ the 
northwest:quarter/ and :southeast quarter ot 
Section_ One; nor.tn.ea11t· quart-er ot,Seot!on 
Two:-· nortn:~ .ot:. the northwest quarter and 
southea~t · qua,rtet~ot· the no~hw,st qua:rter of 
Be~ti(?n. ,;-_.Su;._: eas~ · ~t . of: tl:i.t.:northeast ··quarter, 
a..nd ·. ~ut· ~~Lt' ~f ,t?e · soutl;lea~t+.q~art~r .of, 
Saotion TltelY.,; northeatsit quarte:r ot·.thernorth-
east qu.arter~ot. Section Thirt~en).northe.ast 
quarte:r· ot · the southeast quarter. ~d south hal..f 
of the s9utheast qu~rter of Section Twenty-four; 
all in Township One-North, Ilange Eighteen East; 
Nort~est quarter of the northwest ·qu~rter, 
south half at.the northwest quarter, southwest 
quarter, northwest quarter 0£.the southeast 
qul:lrt~;r, aµd south. half of the sout~eas.t quarter 
. o~ 1,at1~~;.8fJ~nJ .. SQ~thwest qµarter of/the north-
·west quarttr)''northwest quarter of' the southwest 
quarter, and south half of the southwest quarter 
o.f ·,eotion Seventeen;: northeast quarter; northwest 
quarter of the southwest quart&r, and southeast 
quarter of B•ction Eighteen; all of·~eetion Nine-
flen; west half of the ~rt4east quarter, north-
west quarter, aouthweBt ·quarter, and southeast 
quarter of.Section Twenty; west halt ot the north-
west quarter> and ~outhwest quarter of ~~otion 
henty-e·ight.; all of Sea'l;ion Twenty-nine; north-
. east · quarter of the northeast qunrter and north 
hal.f ot th.e northwHt quarter ot tlction Thirty; 
northeaat g~er,.northwest quarter, north half 
0£ the southwest quarter of 8~tiion Thirty-two; 
northwest quarter of the northeast quarter~ south 
half of the northeast quarter, northwes~ quarter 
0£ the southwest qaarter, and southeast quarter of 
Section ~rtr~three, all in Township fl' North, 
Riµige .·Nineteen East; . . 
Southwest quarter of the northeast quarter, south 
hal.f ·ot the northwest quarter, north half o! the 
southwest quarter, north halt of the $Outheast 
quarter, and·south,ast quarter of tho southeast 
quarter of S•Qtion Three; south. half of the north-
eaat quarter, north half ot the northwest quarter, 
north halt of the .southeast quarter. and southwest 
quarter ot the southeast quarter of ~eotion Four; 
,, IN.I(<, 11£. 
~ts_. ! J 2. 1 l,) 12. J /l I 2,.'f 
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west .. hal.f of the northeast quarter, and north-
east' quarter, ot the· southeast-: quarter of ~.-c~~~ll 
;i'l'tP,: wost' h~ of. the ll?,rthweat quarter, and 
southwe.st quarte·r,:; of: St.Q'!;iQ von; . southwest 
quarte;r, of :the::_:f!Pr;h.w~sf·' ., r;· and southwest : 
quarter of ~"O,.'\l~OajWrteen: all O! :'~lotion Four-
. t&en, all in '!'O~l'Jb1},'! Q~j~~e~, ll~~! Nineteen 
~ll'tt ,,o.t: · ~t::;~tae-r.Meridiari: 
: :1~'·.... . 
Soutll- halt> of the northeast quarter 0£ Section 
T1to';. nort~ half _Qt. the_ northeast quarter, south-
eas~ quarter. or th& no~theast quarter, and south 
hal..f"of.:the- ·southeast quarter·,.of' Section Twenty-
.. twe; northei.ust·:·qu.arter 9f tb,1f'northwest quarter, 
· south.wes,t quarter or the nol"'th~est quarter, north 
. half o! the southwest quarter;,. southeast qtli:lrtar 
of the sciuthweat· quarter, and southwest quarter · 
T, z !Vt ~t If E, 
I 
. o.t' .th.e sou1.h.eut. quarter of Be.otion Twenty,-aix; 
north half o! the northeast quarter, southeast 
quarter·of: the.northeast quarter,· and northeast 
quarter· or the ·southeast quarter·or Seation · 
Tw-enty..;save.n.f west. ha.1£ ot .th~ northeast quarter.1 
southeast·quarter_ot·thenorthwest quarter, 
northeast_quarter of.the: southwest quarter, and 
. 5°tL~ }.. 2-2., ~{, 21 1'/ 
, ~ I I I / 
·nortb,we~t·q_u.a,rte~'Q! tha·l,'loutheast quarter ol 
Sec~1on°Thirty~one; northeast quarter, northeast 
'quarter of the squtheast quarter of Section 
Thirty~£1ve; southwest quarter·of the-southeast 
quanter of Section.Thirty-six,. all inTownship 
,Two/.Nortu·, Range.:Eigh.teezf;I$Ji~ ot" the Boise 
M.edd.:tJtn,.- 7,04J. 11;cres. 
V 
. Tb.at from November 12, 19.36, to and. until the cominanc:ement 
of the irrig(a.tion season of 1944,, the said 4. 65 cubic foet pe1· 
second, or 232.50 min~rs inches,· ot the waters of Big Wood River, 
as developed in the manner set forth in Paragraph II hereof, 
were used in the irrigation or the lands described in the pre-
.:·'·~~;,..: \,·. '• ,-:.~·t~,!~i- ~, . . 
ceding para.graph b~r1:tot',and that oommencing with the irrigation 
. . .. · ':"!." ••• . ·.' ..• ~. . . ' . . 
season of 1944, and including th~ irrigation seasons o! 1944, 
1948 and 1949, 
1945, 1946 and 1947,/sai_d:~aters were beneficially ueed in the 
irrigation of the !ollo~ing described lands situated in ~laine 
County, State of Idaho, to wit: 
6-fw 
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Tax ~t 1551 beihg Fr. Northe~at Quarter or tha 
No1.':.'.fm~a~t quarter, and T~ :Lqt·'~69, · being Fr. , 
sou~,n,as.t qu~a~ qf the .. nol1ID!_~f,¥..ll.uarter • · 
s-,o;tl~on :!1h~~trt~ i TowshiP1~--'IINAr;;J:?..:: ~ang!t 
~;t,.~~0,,~s:!1'~~~+~~'.M:itri:4t~i- :>·~: , . :· - . '.'' . 
. The :aollthe~st; quarter of th~ northwest quarter.-
the· southwest quarter 0£ the northeast quarter, 
th& northw~&t\ quarter of the .,quthe~st quarter, 
the ~ort~f~_~tf:quarf;er of the }JOUt~we~t. quarter, 
the .. 801,tthtas-~·-q~ar\)er of the ,nor.th~ast quartert 
of:· ~eat;l9n;f~:lftY:'!1iwo I Townsqip.:-.'l'h~e. North, 
~ange·:fll:t~t,'i#LEa~t of the. Bcsis'e Merid:1,an,' fY _::'\·~-n~~(/. -~:. ·:~ . , :.· :._ ,_ ,\ ~ .' ·. · .. 
Exc~~;t~i. ~he~frt?J!U Be~inning·iat. a point _25.0 
.feet rtGiit~;.qf{the aouths&.st aorne_r of tho 
southeast , q~ter o.t'the · north&as~: quarter ot 
Section'-Thirt7":"two, ·Townl'.lhip Three North, · 
Range Eightein;1 i5ast o:t the Boie& Meridian, 
.thellce llOrth 4$0 4,2' west· 72.0 feet, thence 
north 26~18' west 8$.6 feet, thence north 
6°04, west 135.2 feet, thence north 26° west 
632.2 !~at; thence north 39°38' weat 544.s 
feet, ~ence north 1•00, east 50 feet, more 
. or. less ,·to ... :th~ .no-rtll lin,e 20£, the southeast 
·. ' quai-te~o:t~ the' northeast quarter of Section 
Thirty-two, thence east 718.0 .feet, more or 
less, to :the:·.1ntersection 0£ the east line of 
said section, · thence south along said line 
1~90 feet,·to the point of beginning; Said 
_tract being'a·part of the southeast quarter 
of the northeast quarter of Section Thirty-
two, township.Three North, Range Eighteen East 
of the Bobe ·Meridian. . 
The .northeast 'quarter of the southeast quarter of 
Section Thirty-two> Township Throe North, Range 
' Eighteen maat of the Boise Meridian, excepting 
the.t-efrom a stx·ip of land 11¼ rods. wide and 1320 
feet long on-the-south end of the northeast quarter 
of the southeast quarter 0£ Section Thirty-two, · 
Township Th:tee North, Rang$ Eighteen East of the 
Boise Meridian·, · 
All of the northwest quarter 0£ the southwest quarter 
of Section Thirty~three, fownship Three.North, R.ange 
Eighteen East o! the Boiae M.eri~ian, lying west of the 
o.s.L.R. Right ot'Way,- exoept~ng therefrom, Beginning . 
at. the southwest corner ot the northwest quarter of 
'the southwest quar:t;er 0£ Section Thirty-Three. township 
Three North, Range Eighteen, East ot the Boise M.ar;l,dian, 
rum'lil'lgthence north 189•7? £eet, thence east 990.0 
teet, thence south 189._7; teet, thence west 990,0 feet 
to tne point of beginning. . 
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All of the south·half of the southwest quarter of 
Seotion Thirty-Three, Township.Three North, Range 
Eighteen. East ot the Bobe· .M.e~id:1.an,_ lying west of 
the O.s.L~R. Right_ of Way.· - · · 
I· 
·Excaptirtg there~rom a tract of land as described 
in Book 1.37 of Deeds, at page 497, records of Blaine 
County, Idaho. 
VI. 
That the plaintiff ~as been the owner of said 4.65 cubic 
.feet per second, or 23·2.;o miner, inches, ot the waters of Big 
. . . ~. . . . . . ? . . ' . ·· .. 
Wood River, being what is known as. developed water, and developod 
in the manner set forth in Paragraph II hereof, and which is a 
part ot the waters covered by Permit Nq. 18401 and the License 
. . . ' 
and Certificat~ ?f Water Itight issued by the ))apartment of 
Ricl~~1;io~-:t~e~~ on_:~~·: 9th_ ?_al\ Of ~ecember, l.943, diverting 
water from Big Wood River. Blaine County, Idaho, for a period 
in excess 01' five (5) years, to wit, continuously since the. 
commencement of: the irrigation season of 193'1, and has been in 
open, not~rioua and continuous possession. occupation. use and 
control of all thereof during said period of time, and for a pariod 
0£ five {'5) yeara continuously la:st past said plaintiff has paid 
all taxes, both State and. County.levied and assessed against the 
IHUne; that the plaintiff ill interest anterod into possession 
and ·ooaupation under and founds his claim to possession, occupa-
tion, use and control and to his title to said waters upon said 
proceedings 1n· aaoordanoe with the laws of the State of Idaho in 
the Department of Reclamation thereof, and by reason o.r putting 
' . 
to beneficial use the said waters conserved and developed by 
plaintir.t' in the manner set .t'ortll in Paragraph II hereof. 
-~· . 
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VII 
That. the defendant named in the title ot tbj: c.omplaint. 
claims or asserts some right, estate, title.· interest or claim 
in or to said 4.65 cubio feet per second or 232.50 miners inohes 
· of the waters ·or Big Wo.od River now 0WI1.ed by plaintiff and being 
the waters oove~d.--by ~ermit No. 1$401 issued oy the Department 
of ieclainati(ln of .·th~ :state of Idaho, an.d, the License and Certi-
~ . . ' 
!ieate or Water Right issued by-said De~artment on the 9th day 
o~ Dec&mbe.r, 1943,· and by beneficial use thereof upon the lands· 
daser!bed. and set forth .in ·Paragraphs IV and V hereof, on his 
own behalf or on behalf of the appropriat'ore of the waters .of 
Big Wood River, and that th~ eudd_.estate; right, title and in-
-~~resttas111erte~(am:1,;::$lilnted ·a.fl at~resail by said defendant on 
hiu own behalf -0r on behalf of the apprQpriators of the waters 
or said Big Wood·R1ver, is and are adverse to the title and right 
of possessicm of and belonging to the plaintiff herein, as het·ai.'i.• 
above eet forth, and in and to .each and every portion thereof; 
that the.~aid estate, right, title, interest and claim asserted 
and claimed as aforesaid by said defendant on his own behalf or 
on behalf of the appropriators of _the waters of Big Wood lliver 
is and are without any right whatsoever, and that said defendant, 
either on his own behalf or on behalf,' of the appropriators of 
the waters of Big Wood River, has no estate, right, title, or 
interest therein, ·or in or to any portiort or portions thereof. 
VIII 
That from the tima said waters were firs·t put to beneficial 
use l>y the pla.intif:C b.ereJ.n, the same have been diverted trtim 
' 
·.I: 
. ,;,, 
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-Big Wood River through canals and ditches leading from said 
Big Wood River to the lands described in paragraphs IV and V 
hereot, and were diverted from said ri~er by and through the 
defendant Waterniaster and at the special requemt of the plnin-
tiff herein, and that.the detondant, on hi$ own behalf nnd 
tha approp~ia"t:or~ of the waters or B:tg Wood River have racog-
nized .pla1ntif'£'s ·:righ~·1n and to the waters hereinbefora set 
torth, and the right of.' plaintiff's use thereof\ and have con-
sented and acquiesced thorain. 
II 
That the waters ot.Big Wood River were duly decreed in that 
certs.~ case antitled "~·- c., Fro~t,_ et al.~• vs. _Alturas Water 
Company; et al.• n in the District Court of the Fourth Judicial 
District or the State of Idaho in and for Lincoln County1 Idaho, 
a.nd that the plainti.f.f' herein aocepta u binding upon him said 
Decree and the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law upon which 
it is based, and that the plaintiff has set forth such acceptance 
0£ said decree and the findings o! fact and concluaions of law 
upon which it is baaed, as binding upon him in his complaint 
herein. 
I 
That the !3.efendan_t has repeatedly t~reatened to refuse to 
d~liver to plaintiff the said 4.6; cubic feet per second, or 
2.32.;o_miners inoheri·of the waters o_r l:lig Wood River covered 
by a.aid Permit No. lis40l and the' ·License an_d Certificate o:f Water 
Right issued by the Oorumissionor o!' Reclamation on the 9th day 
.j 
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-of December. 194.3, thereo·n~ and that uni1's1 dt!'en~t is. ~~joined . ::"\,: 
and restrained by this Court that h• will:•int~rt~·re\tith'. and• . > -~}t,) 
• < • ' • • :·\.1 t.;. .. ~.~\ 
.- . ,(· ~i'fi 
· refuse to deliver to plaintiff' said watota, and tna.'t his refusal · : ·'.'} 
..... , . 
.·. ··~. 
'' 
'"}.' 
so to do will cause plaintiff substantial and iITeparabl• damllge 
and injury. 
n 
That the ~laintiff has no plain, sp~edy or adequate· 1·emedy 
at law. 
XII 
That _the plaint.if±" in the above entitl.ed action caused to be 
published onoe a week i'or not less than three weeks a notice of 
. . 
the pendencr and purpose;of ~he above entitled action in The 
Hailey Times, a Wf.lekly newspaper pubiished at Hailey, Idaho,. 
and in general circulation within the County of Blaine, State 
of Idaho, and the newspaper design&ted and ordered by the judge 
ot the above entitled court for such publication. That such 
. . . . notice contained the title of the above entitled court and cause, 
the name of the stream and the waters of which said plaintiff 
claims the interest set forth in these findings of fact, and the 
date of priority claimed by him and the date and title of the 
decree heretofore entered .fixing the permaI:!ent rights i.n said 
'· 
(:' 
; 
· ...•. 
. ,~. 
't; 
Big Wood River. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
I 
That the plaintiff, I1"'Vin E. Rock.well, is the owner of and 
is entitled to the possens:l.on and use or said l+.65 cubic feet per 
·. .. . . ll-tw 
l,io"<l;f;_.~-.... , _. --~· .... ·-···· .. -· ' 
----------···-··-···-----· 
··,:t. 
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' 
second, or 2.32.50 miners 'inches of the waters of Big Wood River, 
baing what ia known as developed water.a~d th~ water covered 
by Permit No. 184,01 iss:u_ed_ by the- Dapa~ment· o:t' Reclamation of 
the State o.f Idaho and the License and Certificate of lfnt~r. 
Right iaaued thereon under date_ Decem~er 9, 19~3, and of record 
in Volume 7 of Licensaa at.'page ~182 in._tho office of tho 
Department of Re~lamation _of the State .9£ Idaho· for the purpooe 
of irrigation_. stock ~ator, and domestic uaa •.. 
II 
That the d~fendant Mane Coffin, Watermaster1 on his own 
behalf and on behalf of the appropriators of the waters of Bi& 
, Wood Riv~r has .no "interest whete~r in or to ~aid 4.65 cubic 
feet per second~ or 232.50 minors inches, of the waters of Big 
Wood· River or in or ·t.o any portion or pox-tions thereof, exc:ep 1; 
the obligation of delivering the same aa provided by law from 
the waters of such river •. 
III 
That tha de.fendant should b.e forever barred and enjoined 
froin asserting any claim whatsoever in or to said 4.65 cubic 
feet per second, or 232.5o_miners inches, of the waters of Big 
Wood River, or in or to any portion or portions thereof adverse 
to the plaintti'f. 
IV 
That the plaintiff ia entitled to use said 4.65 cubic feet 
per seco~d, or 232.50 miners inches, of the waters of Big Wood 
12-fw 
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River for irrigation and that tha defendant should be enjoined 
and restrained from interfering w~th plaintiff's use thereof. 
V 
'l'h.at the plaintii'.f should be required to mninto.il:1 the said 
.. 
Rockwell By-Pass. :f'rom the entrance thereof at the entrance crib 
therefo:t- to its diaciharge into the Broadford Slough Str11&111. 
sufficient to provide ample freeway :f'or not_.less than 17.36 
cubic feet per second of. time of water during the irrigation 
season eaoh year. 
Dated this~ day of August, 1949. 
L. E. Gl~unon 
- District Judge 
S1ATE OF IDAHO,· . ) 
COUNTY OF BLAINE, ~ _ss. 
l.lEORGE F. McCOY 
1, IUP~~THl.1Xmi., Ex-Officio Recorder in aud for said County and State, <lo hereby certify thut the 
foregoing is a full, true and correct copy of that cel'tain instrwnent of record in my office, in Book.. 12, .. 
of ........ {1.-!~121.~.'.!!~---·····-·······-··---, Page ___ JJ.,l ____ , Records of Blaine County, Stnte of Idaho, 
Witness my hand and official seal this __ JJ. ............... day of __ _ 
Deputy. 
t.1ptember ..... c;,_ ·····-·· ,lL49 ... 
....... --~~--~---
.' Ex-officio Reco1•der. 
------ ... -··--·-·· 
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Gary D. Slette ISB # 3198 
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906 
Telephone: (208) 933-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701 
!rlm\JER\broadford\MSJ _atr.Blau 
APR 2 ~ 2012 
Joiynn Drage, Cierk District 
Court Bfai;,e County, Id~_ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
********* 
BIG WOOD RANCH, LLC, 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, 
v. 
WATER USERS' ASSOCIATION OF 
THE BROADFORD SLOUGH AND 
ROCKWELL BYPASS LATERAL 
DITCHES, INC., 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Defendant/Counterclaimant. ) 
_____________ ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
Case No. CV-10-842 
AFFIDAVIT OF TERRY BLAU 
20 ss: 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
County of Twin Falls ) 
TERRY BLAU, first being duly sworn, deposes and states under oath as follows: 
1. I make this Affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge and am competent 
to testify to the matters stated herein. 
2. I was previously employed by the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
("IDWR") for 35 years between 1975 and 2010. During the entire time of my employment with 
IDWR, I served in the Stream Channel Protection Program in the Twin Falls Regional Office of 
the IDWR. In that capacity, I administered stream channel alterations on natural channels in the 
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region, including Blaine County. 
3. During the course of my employment with the IDWR, I became familiar with a 
water delivery system on the Big Wood River in Blaine County known as the Broadford Slough 
and Rockwell By-pass. The Broadford Slough has as its origin a lockable headgate device located 
on the bank of the Big Wood River near Bellevue, Idaho. Water is diverted through the headgate 
into a ditch ("Ditch"). At a point downstream, a man-made channel known as the Rockwell By-
pass is diverted out of the Ditch. A lockable headgate is located at the point where the Rockwell 
By-pass is diverted out of the Ditch. 
4. Prior to the installation of the headgate on the Big Wood River, the channel of the 
Broadford Slough was regarded as a natural channel. However, in or about the mid-1960's, the 
Army Corps of Engineers undertook flood control activities in Blaine County and built a number 
of dikes on the river. One of the dikes was installed along the bank of the Big Wood River leading 
into the Broadford Slough. As part of the construction, the lockable headgate capable of shutting 
off the flow into the Ditch was installed. 
5. During the time ofmy employment with the IDWR, and in my role as the Stream 
Channel Protection Specialist, the segment of the Ditch beginning at the confluence of the Big 
Wood River was not regarded as a natural stream until a point below where the Rockwell By-pass 
rejoined the slough and became a gaining reach. At that point, the IDWR regarded the channel as 
a natural stream for purposes of regulation under the Stream Channel Alteration statutes. 
6. I am aware that Brian Brockette has been appointed as the deputy watermaster for 
the Water Users' Association of the Broadford Slough and Rockwell Bypass Lateral Ditches, Inc. 
7. Exhibit "A" attached hereto, and by this reference incorporated herein, is a copy 
of a judicial decree entitled Rockwell v. Coffin. Pursuant to paragraph V of the Conclusions of 
Law on the last page of the Decree, the plaintiff ( as the owner of the water rights on the Rockwell 
By-pass), was required to maintain the Rockwell By-pass from the headgate to its confluence with 
the Broadford Slough. 
8. The letter attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true copy of a letter from IDWR to 
the former watermaster of District 37 in Blaine County confirming that the Rockwell By-pass 
owners were required to maintain the by-pass for its entire length. 
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Further, sayeth your affiant naught. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on the _Zt:L day of/:l::l.y., 2012, he caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following 
manner: 
Erika E. Malmen 
Cynthia L. Yee-Wal.lace 
PERKINS COIE LLP 
1111 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 500 
Boise, ID 83702-5391 
AFFIDAVIT OF TERRY BLAU - 3 
[ ] Hand Deliver 
[] U.S. Mail 
[ ~Overnight Courier 
[ ] Facsimile Transmission 208-343-3232 
[ ] Email EMalmen@perkinscoie.com 
CYee Wallace@perkinscoie.com 
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m THE m:smc! OOlBf or s WtJJ.i211 .rw>IQUJ, ma:mrc:r o, 
THE STi.!J: 0t' IDAII>, Ill .AHJJ J:OR TJ:IK OOUJlff r6 1LADII 
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:OBCl\llB 
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i'bis cause oa:iul on .ra!PJ]ar]t for tl'ial bElfQl."8 the co\ll"t Withou 
a 31117 on t.be 29th drq of J~., W, 1n open court., at the Co,_ Court. llcmae 
at lfAilA!l7, :l.u the County or 111a1ne, s11ate of Id::no, tbO plRin:La' a[l)8U"ing in 
penall am ~ Ida attomey J:]Qpm H. ~, 11114 tbr defedemi! appall."ing ia 
. . 
penoa• • • otbw person appoGl"J.n£• dtber in par80D Ol' b7"a\tome.,, m ta. 
..... llloze,apon. the oue ,,_ ~ am !Nbd."°4 ond bf the aoazt t,akea. umv 
. -
a4T1Nllet aid ~ oana:ld81'9C11 aad the ccu:rt ba'l1na •cle "1d t1W itll cleo:t.aloa 
that 1a t.o s~ :its fimings ot tact and ocaolwd.ons ol lair., 
l!OW• 'l'llEREFORE, on lllOt:loD ot the plilinti.rt, I1' IS CRDF.BF.D, MlJtJDOmJ 
mid llE0BF:f1)., as folloust · 
l 
i?-otdh-t the pl.GinflUf 1s fllW CIIDOI" o£ am mti.t,1,ed, to tm ,_ .tor 
irr.lcats.l, a t.oalt water., and ._nto uae, o£ li.6S aisbia Eau\ ptl' aeaoml ol U. 
GI' 232.SO mnem :lncbeo., ot tha ••l'II o£ 81g Wood K1-.v, be1q attn sanil; 
~, an.t c:1eftlA,ped bJ' aailt ~~ duii.nc t.be 1ffiption aea&QII at each 
,var '11111m the Roaklmll. 87-l'U1 1a op81'8ted and uaed for t.111 OOhV9J'lllff at tm 
' wators or Dig Wood Riwr lo:r.'lllllJ:'J;r .t'1old.ll6 ·through 'lfha.t 1, oo~ kJlo1lll u 
Bro.tdf'o:td Slough Swamp flint, cml that thl 11atera dcoroed het'emdona the 
p1e:fnt:lff. &N 1lhl IIOle and 8Dlmi'ID IU'Qpt'l"GT ol tm &Nl:ld.,plldnt.Uf a .__ 
~ rmd d8l9lope4 watera reptdloa cE tbrJ ute o& 1illa appavpdat:laa 
~. aJXl *' the pla1rltl1a 1a anU.t.led 1lo tla .... ot aid d""1oped •tan 
urespaotiw ot: PL":lar~tv 'llhsevci- the -.taN ot 0:1.g Wood RiVUII' i'O?'fflitl.7 tlold.Da. 
through the B:l"oadtcml Slough ~ S:izlk II.ft beinl ocme;yod. and dlvari9d fllmNgh 
too~ 
;."'. 
.. · _.,_ 
•.. 
EXHIBIT 
j A 
-. .. 
•; :.' . ·tl 
. •. 
-·· 
what 18 ~ SIS the !t.ocknll D7-Paaa cumalJ that the date of tbl ~t.:Loll 
mid IftOr.l,t)" in ant t.o said mer 1a tho 12th day ot Ho"fflllber, 1936. 
II 
I'l' IS Fm'.!'lJF,Rl\ll, ormmm, .tilJl!OOm Am> Dncm:m, tha• t.111 pl.ai.lmitt 
be and he ia horeb:r reqw:red t:c lllllintdn t.he w.d Roaktlll1l, ~ flml tbe 
antrmioo thcrllo.f' at the mtNDOe crib thirefor to iila discharge Sn-to t.be 
Booadtorcl Slouch si!nlam sut.ftc:lent to prarida mnple tree 1181' bm mt 1118• t.bmi. 
17..36 CNbio toet per aeoond. ot t:1.1!111 of1'ater, dur.!Jlg the 1rr:Lgat:loJI nuou euh 
m 
I'l IS Flltm:R ORDmED1 ADJUOOm:J AMD DECRF:m that tha defm!ant b4t 
~ and !'oreTt>r cm.joined and reabraincd .trom mtartermg vith plainU.tt•t 
ua• or aaid 4.65 au.bic :taet pal" noon.d of: ti1!18, or 232•> m:iD8n iMhll!ls, ot the 
-~ at Bia \-food !liver dsvel.oped_ and saved by said plaintir.t l:r ti. llocblllll 
Dy--.Paas. 
S't'UE OF m.,m ) 
es 
Co\JSlty of llln.1.ne ) 
;r.. E. GW!NON 
District Judge 
I, GE'DF.GE r. licOOI, ~fioio Reccrdar in uni fat' aaid Co'Ullt7 aa4 
Stata do h~by' certify tbnt tbe 1\>l'Ogomg ia a full, trua ml COI'Nat Con' ~ 
that cert:un instz:oulnsnt. o.t: recol"d in~ of.fioe, in Book l.2 ot of~glll!llts, l'uge 
11$, R.aoorde ot BWm County, St&t.11 of Idnho •. 
' ffltneaa ~ l\llnd om o!ficial. acal. this l3 da.Y of Septeinber., 1949 t 
GmRGE F·. McOOY 
zoo~ 
.···: 
I • 
. -. ,,, ..... 
. . -6; j ..... 
-
-------· 
--· 
II THI DIST.aICT cour.r 0, 1'D.,OUJtTH JUDICW .DISmo, or THI 
. .. 
· STAT.I 0,-_ ~• II UD. fOl\ -!Bl OOU)fff ·a, It.AID. 
• • • ' • • • • • ta • • 
... 
----· .------
IR'fDf: I'. ROC~~. 
. -va-
• 
Plaia.titt, 
• • , .• ,•., '' I 
• 
JU.II a .. COPPIJ;· ·--~-r,·. 
. De.r.ndant. J 
• 
J'IIDDGS or IACT AND 
OOIOLUSIOBI· 01. lJ,.'f 
----.------
* 
The above e:ititled_cauu came on rag_ula~lf to~ t~ial in ope~ 
cOUJ:'\,,t.t"··~•r., ~ t~_:Oow,.ty;.ot-Sl.f.i!i•, · Stat,. or Idall,o, on 
tb.• 29111. ~ of July, 194'?,. at the hour of 2:00· o'clock. P • .M., 
betoz,, the _Hworable Li 1. oiua011, Diatrict Judp·, pnaiding. 
T1:w pluntU.t' appeared 1n ptnon and.I>:, h11 1t1aone1 JuP.n• H. 
·' . 
Anderaon. ~ cl•tadCAt ap~&nd. in penon. lo othel' person 
. . _. ' . 
ap~and, u 119reon or bJ. a\1Jei'.uJ', a. the UOft· nti tled cau•e• 
::· ·. . . . . ---~ . 
The oawse vu tried to the o•\U't wttJ:iout a J\U'7"• Prod' ot service 
~ -. . . . . 
o~ p:roqass and or publloat~n u required bf atatute ~· made. 
Oral and doetume.ntary ertdeao• WU introdUc•d b7 the plaintiff, 
a.nd the plaintiff rested ud the de.fend.ant did not introduce any 
-~ . . . , 
en.dance or·t~stimony, and tu cause haT!.nc been aubmitted to the 
. ' . . 
co~ ~or dec~1on, the oovt, being aw tull7 adn. .. d in the 
. . preai••• maka• 1.~ .tind1Ds•-af ~ao'li ad oonoluaiona o£ law u 
1'ollowa; 
too Q!! 
~----- -- ----------------------
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1llDDlfJ& 01 ;uoT AlU) CORCLUSIOIIS OJ' L1W 
•.'; I. 
'i ~ 
- ' ·.. . -~ 
-
that the .datea.dant~ ~ H. 'cottia• i• tho. dul7 eleet•d, 
• ~ • i 
ciualifiect. and aot.iq.W~~:nldter·ot 81& Wood River. ha1'1.na 
. . . . . . . . 
owce ot th• dbtribuUou of tu nun of 1114· ·11, lfoo4 liver. 
n 
·,. . ., ·.'{ 
: . . '. \. . . . . 
That ~ pl&intil't ii ·.the owner' of the tollowi.ng water 
r:lpt,. tc 'lfitl. 4,.6,S ~biC .. tHt J>•:r'.a•4•ndj or_ 2)2.50 miners 
111.ohu, of the watars .. o.t B1C ·-wood RiTer, beiq waters ol Big 
. . . 
Wood R1Tez•. c:ouened. and dewloped by wba.t ia ·known aa th• 
> •• • • • ., • 'I 
·f.· .,-,8,,~~~~.~~Z~!,~t~~'.~~l'~'!f~~~~·~~- an~. dev~;ope4 
f";rolll. and.; in. the. flow ot Big Woocl Ii v:er bJ'. the acuaat~otion ot 
._ ~~ell ~~~ii& the·..;_ten t~~-.. h~t 1a o~~~T ~own u 
. . .. ' ,, . . .. ... .. . 
8N1adt~ri. 8l.olig)& S..Ji Sirµt· through aaid. by-pa•• together\·Witn 
. •(" . .. . . . . ' . 
n.ec111111U7 hea-.rica, aa '07 •o doing con.aen-1DC amt .saving not 
le_e~~- ~~-4-65· .. ~U~ic .f'.e,t ~l' ~H~~- or·2J2+50 id.nu-a iMb:H 
t ' ·, ... , • .••· "., • ;.. ' .. ' 
· ~ wat•~., ot the waters ol Bi& ·)food River. which 4.6,S cubic 
t~•~ .. ~•r!~o®d of water-.. ~;{ ~~erw:la. h&n· bun unaTailable 
tor irrigation. 
'?bat the pld.ntift.couen'-4 and develo~d-by the coustruction 
or .ud ·.by-pa.ea_ canal dJ.nnin& ~- wa.t..ra ot Big Wood River from 
what. i• .im'o~i.'. ~~dt~n ·Slough: &fup S~ through said by-pass 
•• •• .. •• .... ~: • _! • : q: - .;..a-•• : .. 
cca1 w.bicb. 11 com11DD17; Jmow as Rockwell. 11-Paaa and coutncted 
. . . ... . ' - . 
the _.nec•uar-y heacbrorkll ·. to control and ca:u.,e aaid water, to be 
d.ivert•d tbl'ougb said 01-pua and b7 50 doinl oonaened and saved 
too~ 
•' 
.. }· ..... 
aan,f and · tl~nloped during each 1rrication 11eai,on ~o long aa the 
waters o£ Big W~od. JU,ver flow'through the Rockwell By•Pass and 
do not now tbro~ the Broad/ord Slough Swamp Sink. 
~t: 1a. O'J;'de'l'. ror aud 'oy-paaa to continue to fully cona!Jrv• 
. ·~· '(11~8rll .Qf'. 131&-lf'!Ocl,;,liNl: to the ext,nt_ 0~ l!IU!{ l.,.65 Cll~ic 
. :... ' ... . . . . 
.teat peraocond au.ch bf•!)&•• muet be k6pt open sutticiently·to 
. provide £low therein ot not. lese than l.7.~36 cubic teet CJ£ water 
per second ot.timfl,dUl'ing the irrigation •-aeon each year. 
III 
That on tb,·23~·d.ay ol Janua17, 1937, tbe plaintif'f, 
Irvin 1. 11.oolahll, ~ application tor permit to appropriate 
th• public waiera ot Che State ol Idaho, including aaid ~.6$ 
cubic feet per aeooDd, or 232.,0 miner• inches, ot the waters 
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ot Big Wood JU.~•r.conHrnd.by_th• RocknU.a,.iaau, being 
. ,I°,.,\ • •. .. • • • • '' ,. ' 
ApplioatioA. J(cf .. 25662.,·.~9 ·,:J1~1 • .Qo~1io~~ o~· R~~uation o! 
• ! • • !• ,j: ', t • ,•, t, '.' : : ·~ ••' ' •: .~ I •_. ;t f.:.1:, :·~• t, ;r~ •• ' : ' ... ~ 
_the ~ta!~· ot_ }~, ~J:°':~~~~-)r.t~~~~. A .. -·t?,t. tu State ot 
Ida.b.c,· ~ that on.:t~. 26~,j~l).'.-o.t. '11A1W7, ·,]ll7, th• Commiaaioaei-
• I ., ••' •:' f • f ,;:•: ', • • • J ." • -; • • • i'~ :, t • •, • 
or Recl ... t.i~a .. ol,· the ~~~:-P~ I~ dtd . .b.inuf•f°tU"lllit Mo; 16401, 
I .•·:. • • .:t • ~ .. ,! 1:"',·,• ·~~,._,.' • •:.,,~ • •tr{• ",1 1 • , :,;• ~ .? ' 
in ao·o~rd~-c~ ~~/~•:.~.·~~~~;:.t~ ~~t_e.,;~~~J~:~~~ ~-W,hi~ . _ _:J:• 
. P~mt ~--:~~·~~?~~-f,. ~·}~-~ J~/::!.tia~'~ot: ~~' ,- · .... 
. ·;,.,then De)!~~:ot·.~,.~i.mi.;~-,-~.f: tb.•-~-~~f .~i~o, artd-thai · . • :_·_· :: 
~ ; ,. . ~,. . ,: ... .: ..... i!\: • - • • •. \"':-;• • • • '!' : . • ~ •• ' ._,. 
,. · il'l oonn•otiQJl with •ai4.-Appiioation aNi b.nd;11· there.· '!lfllll filed .: · · r · 
. with the -ai~er,10.f' Re.claf114$1on p~:~t Ma~ No\. ~81+01~. Whioh ·' 
waa approved· January· ~6, 19)7,.··by- the. Oomm.iasioaer·o.t Reclamation. 
. . ~ 
IV.·. 
.~ r• ~" # • ! .~ • ,,: ·., ' #! . .. · . . : ,. ~-
.. ·.;·" 
That upaA the til~ of the Application a~d the taauance 
of· Permit No~ 18401, th• plainti.t."t.herein complied with allot 
the la.tta ~ the t;tate of Idaho· with re1_peat t;o the appropriation 
oz wate.ra in· oonnecticm ld.th ad( Application No. 18/+0l, and 
. . . " .. . 
that on the 9th dq or Dece~be:r, 1943. and. after proot ot completi.c.D 
. . .'. . . . . 
at work~. J1ad: baan · ~da- and: be.u.ati.oi.al ua• ot tJw nters so apprc:-..:: ,, 
.~.;:'l :'• ··. . : . ' ·.· 
pr:l.at.ad. ~Uding Said 4,.6, cllbio .teat po:r aecoud., or 232.;o 
min~ :f.Acb.es~ ot· ~ ntct.ra of Big Wood'Ri'ffr coaaerv-ed by the 
Rockwell By-Pu•, eatabliah.•d• the Coaiaaione.r or .Reclamation 
. . 
of the atate o~ Iwµ,,.o ieaued t1o•~ and Csrtil'ioate ot Water 
Right tc, t~, :~l~ini~ h•nin ~r the p~viaiona of Section 
4,1.-213, Idaho Coda Amlotat•d, tor the P'IU'P.O•• ol irrigation, ~toak 
and domeatic uH, m4 eut-affd. the Hile ot record :La. Volumt 7 or 
LicenaH at pap 41~ 14 the otti.c. o! the Departme.a.t or Realamation 
900~ 
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.:;· , ~-.. i:· ·: ·. ' • . . ·· · ·•'· · ·: .: . . .. . / . : ~ . .. 
· .. =.··Tha"-rtm· ffoV'Plbar.°-i2,' l9)6; 't41.ancl until the COllll!lallC8Mt1t 
. . • ••. •. : =t. • • • • : . - /•,} . ' ! )· t,,• ' . . · • 
ot t~·: uf.i_p.t;io~: ~•-.o~~t/ 19.44., the s\id ~.65 cubic 1'Ht per 
. ,"' . • : 4'_. : • .• • - ' • •• I°~ \. y::..-,.,-1-'· ,-. _ •.,,._. , : . ' ' 
H~Ond~\>~·-23_~_~50. ~~i:2(.~&,db~~,:~'i,.f th• waters ·ot Big Wood River, 
as 4enloJ*l--' D1 the' ~.; · a~t 't.orth 1.r:i Paragraph II heNa!', 
weNt ;~~~~-" ~f=t.\irr • . j~; .;~ft'}-~ds __ duerlb•d in the pre-
c..µ.n,&. :par~~·.!f; ··. :,~ . f~-~ ~c~ 'With th• il'rigat1ou 
· , · .-· - ~, · ~' ;,J - / ·-;,~i' r·· ~-~·-:' ... · 
HUOll oJ: 1944. an'i 1ap · - .t1'• :Lrri&atiou sauona ot 194-lr. 
· · · · · . · .:~9~e.-and' ·1949. 
l.94-5,, 194_6 ~cl : l9.;.?_•/i;Mf.~j1te~:·••n bene.!lci&lly uaed in ;he 
1rr1,atio.a d tht .ro:i.;~_.d .. ~ib•d la%lda aituated in ~&int 
' • ,I ' !'"' .,' • • 
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,?Mt 1;~-- p}.~j,#;··haa.- be4'zi";tlie ~r· ~ ffid .r,..6,S C~C" 
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. :~-;~ .. : ~!'•t ;~r N4bi:t::0.~::~.~;5~:,~~~~1~~e~,~f-1i~:~~~t~ o~:~ ':: 
Yood. RiVU,. be1llg '!f'bllt · ij,: knon · ai:il' dtlVti;toped. ~t•r• and- d,v~lopad · 
'•I t • ' J• , , , 
in the manne~ i,et.!'~rili. ;fi.n. Par~jh lI h~ra·o:.r, · and: which i~ a 
. ~ : ' . , ~ . . . . : . . . . 
part of tbe w.ter.s·, c:·O"Vft'i,d· b7 · Permit Hd. 16401 and the Licert,e 
' -:·i' . ~- .. ·.• . :: ... I. :\.. • • . • • • • • 
and C•:rtit'ica.te· ,pt \fa.~~ lUgbti iesue(l. bT. the l>epartunt ot 
'"1 '• • -~ :i.- ' • ;' • • • "t, • ~· • . • i:. • • ,r •' • I• 
, ~,~~t~~~~~~~;i~~t?a~~~~-!:-~t?f'~CUU)~:11 1943. diT~rtin& 
water .from Bi& Wood River, .8la!Ja.e County, Idaho, for a period 
in a.x~eH ·o.f·t'1!e {5) ;_.;.a, to·lrit,·contuiuously since the 
coau.cement or the .i.t'riga.tion aeaaon of 1937, and has been in 
. . 
open.1 no".'Orioua and continu~ua poaaeaaion, occupation. use and 
cont~i ~ ill thereof durixlg aaid perlod ot time, a.r.11:I £or a period 
. . 
•, o.t "t1v.:· fs} years cont1Auoual1 la.st put said pla.intU'r ha.a paid 
' . . .. 
all tax.a, both State Qcl. dounty:. levied and assessed against the 
tame;. tihat t~e plaint~t· in in~ereat entertd into poss•aaion 
a.ad ·ocaupation under and, .:f'ounda his claim to poaseesion, occupa-
. ' 
tion. uee IUld control and to his title to :said waters upon nid 
.. . :· .' r . I • :". • • ,/· • •• 
prooeedin&~ in acco~o,:with the lan ot the State -or Idaho in 
• ', t 
th• D1partmen.t or R1cslU11.t10~ theNot, u~ b7 reaaon o.r putting 
to beneficial use tbe· aa.14 water• oonaerved and develop,~ by 
plai11Wl 1A the mam:a•~ aet; .torth .ta .Parasraph II henot. 
OlO~ 
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IVd co:oz tlOZ/6l/Zt 
-
-. ·:: ·. . . !·.... . m - . .. ··:.~·~·/ 
:: ·,-:__.I\ ) • • : ;~ •:. :··-··:.<:}·. ·.;. ~((:~.· ./·,.: .' • ;· -~--~;::::'t~: i ~:~:/"\,, ... .. ,:~., ;•. ,::,~.<•\::: 
;:·.·-·).;.;. · •. ;'.~k" -~t.. ~~~;~~.=!.~,~-~~~t:!;t .•. ~~ .. ~-~~ '.b· : . .. -iJ;:i-: ;;..~~-
• •! ..... •a • . • •· - f'"' y'a.J •• ,... -~;'t.t '":"!' • ·•lll ifl'• i~,I • . h • ••• • .•. •• • I •,• 
t. ·._.,, : claillilJ.-•r uaerbi .-.,:,~~- ••1ta:ie. ti~rlin•Mit or.-oiu.:., ;. : .•. · 
.•. . . . .. . ... .. •: ......... , '. . . . ~ . .. . . . ., . : .. .... . '. . 
·,-.......-' .. -:· in o:r ~o add.· 4.65. .C11&bttl_~J$1·· Jtf.l' ieco~d (!Z-.;.2,~. ,o miHra ~chea· . .·: . 
. . ~ tile .·~1:-~>~f ~~~;~i ~!e~ now ~~d. b~\;~i!~t~ iµsil ,b~ing. •.'" ... 
.! 
·.x: 
-~ .'.::: 
. , . ;--• .. 
.. •
' .. ·. 
:; '· 
---· 
,,, '~ f .•• ;. • ..... l't , •• -' i j ·.;·~·· :· . ~'. . . ' :··· . 
the w~te.r•. 00,v,."'1'•,bf-;1rm1\.:J10., l'81i,tlI.'·taatt•cl by .. ~ Department · · · .. ~ 
· :· :· ·. ·r ": :··:~f~ ::,.r ,!;:"'~;-·, /: .. :f · " .: ~~- ~~ · .,_ '!,, · ". • .. · · · ~ le•\~"'~~~t~·:~~--'· .. ~!If. ~J~~~~~.:LiiltDh and O~rt~-. 
• • • ~ h ~~=-~ .. ~J~jl• • • ."ft.,.. ' .r·.-,:T.J( l. .a., • 1,•., , •' • 
ti_eate ~ ·w..ter-:~ · ·- · s{·:by': Hid ».~t oil' the 9th day-
• . • • . '"i.A' .. I ..... ; ') •, . . •. • • • 
o1: Da~~.:::i~~3,_::~_::~~-~~1~t\ ~~· ~-~ot--upoQ tu 1anda, 
deacr:lbe.S- uctMt .t~~~--+n:~· ·iv llld·T henot, on his 
on. b.U or- on b9h-1,fot · th• appropriat~r~ -ot the watera o.r 
• •• • ·~ {· j. • ': .': ':\' .. . : ~\ •• \. • ' • • . . • • 
. iii& ~~o.ot .~~t~,ian~.}~:~i~~:-.!~~-~-~~~!~ ... r~t1 t~tle ~d _in• 
.... t~~attaa~.~~tfinlaa~liiifi~~-at~rtu1it''bT· ~id d&tendan~ on 
~ OWi& bwlt \'Ir OD·~ ~ the appre>pl"U,Qrl! ot the wat.ra 
_or aaid. Bi& Wood It1Tt:t,- is and are adverse to the title and right 
o~ poasesaion of and bel~ to the plaintiff heNin, aa herein .. · 
aboY• Ht f'orth,' and :l.n ancl to each and eveZT portion. tureot; 
tb&t the.said ,aute, r11b.t, title, 1atereat and cla1.m as1erted 
. . . . ·. . . 
,: 
... 
..:--
and ol.Aiad u at'or1t1aid b:r aaicl datudant on his oWll behal! or :-··. 
011 beba.lt o:t tba app;rop:t>iatora or the 1taters 0£ Big Wood River 
: ' .... . .. 
1• ud are without 8lf1 rl.cht whataoever, and that said defendant, 
. ,· . 
either on hie own behalf' or on 'Mhalf ot the appropriators ot 
the wa~rs- oE _Big \foocl Bi:,-ar, ha1 _no estate,. :right, title, or 
' • • • • ... • t ~ • • • • I 
int•re•t therein, ·o~ in •r ·to aa, portion or portlona theNO.f. 
· VIII 
That from the ~ime 1aid waters were'first put to beneficial 
uae by the plainti.f'f her.11in• the aamo have been diverted trom 
no(fJ 95 YVd to:oz ttOZ/61/Zt 
~; · ... 
~.l,·· ·s ... 
;,,{/;.,: 
"\~•::.-..:···. 
:·•v 
·---
Big Wood R:inr t~q:h canal.a and ditches leadinc trom. said. 
Bic tr/00,d ZU:v.r·to ·t.l;t~ -~d, _deser$b~d :tn par~h• IV and v 
' . ,-.. . ' . ::, ' : .~.. , : .. ..,.:. ""•. ·; :~·.· , '. ' . . - . 
. h•notj· and'. w•zoe, tt..Terkd trom: Rid ·rtver'b7· and through the \. , . ;.:. .· '. ~~··:·· ·.·.... .-.. :- ·. ,· :\!•. ..• J " ~~... • • - ... ' • \ \ - ., 
d.tendct •• i.rnii.,ter mt ai~tb•'1peci&1. "qQ••t oi'the'pld.~-
t . . . ~- ' 
ti!.t ~z-.µi, . a.ntl t.b.~1;. t~,- ~~-~cl.mt., on Ma ·otm _be.balt and 
. • • • • ~'. c. .~ •, • • I ... ;• •" '•' • • • l • • • 
th• f.lJ!l1'9Pl'~._~o~ ~ th•. ntanf ot B.11~ Wood livN- have recog~ 
. · 111.~¥-P~~~ii#.•a :~~{~.·~d: to., ~K..,~~-~ h~~-inbe.to~· Ht 
. : ·~ ~:· ·:;·t -X-.,t ... - '· ::_ ... ? · . ."/ t . ·. ; _,. ·. · 
to~h1. · an~.·th• · r;!gh, ;<:,t.: plaµ:iil~~ •a- ·uH thereof,. and. ha-vii aon-
: ~ . ,· ' ~ . !.'! ' : :-. ' . . ' ' ... 
sented and acquiesced ·therein. · -' 
.. .. . .. 
II 
'!'hat the wa~era .oi::1tg:W90, R1nr wre duly decreed in that 
cet1,~ c·a~~(~iit~i}~~/~i~~;;_~ ·.et.~-~~ VPh .~t~raa Water 
CompaE1.7, eG al •• " in the_Diatrict Court of the Fourth Ju.dictai 
-~~ . . . 
Di•trict,ot the·state ot Idaho in and tor Lincoln County~ Idaho, 
.. •, 
and tut the plaintiff herein accepts as binding upon him said 
Decl"II• .and the findings of Fact and Coacluaions of Law upon which 
. . . .. . . 
i~ ia b.taad. and th.at th• platiti!'t haa set fo~th such acceptance 
ot aai4 deeree and the :_.tid~inga_ of' .tact and conclusiou of law 
' 
upon which it ia baaed. as bin~f.ng_upon him in hi• complaint 
hi!Jrdn. 
X 
Th&'\ th• ·;1etenclan~· bu repea'!,,adly threatened, to re.fuse to 
. . .~ . . . . ,; . . .. . . . . . . . . ,, 
claliYer to plaintitt 'tQ.e sai~ 4,~-65 cubic :teet per eacond• or 
~ c· 
' •. . . ' .. 
232.;o miners inoh6a'.ol\th• watera.ol ~ie Wood River covered 
by oaici Penut Ho. l~l. a.mi tlle· Licenae an_d C_ertiticate of Water 
Ri1ht issued by the Oolllllliaaioaer o£ Reclamation on the 9th day 
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That. t.n,. ~&1n~1.t'~, ~'? · pl~n, · ape.~~-.o~ ·· ~e.quata 
.... • f -~ .. · • . . •.. ,. . . ' t • 
remedy 
at law. ,. 
·nI 
. . 
That the pl~t).~~ in th•_'. above enti tl.ed acti1,n caused to be 
puDliabed onoa a week for ·not lea• than three weeks a notice ot 
the pendenc7' -~.._·pui,io'a,4;·or .. \l!,-.. &l:!oY•· tn.tit~e.d action in Th• 
o • , I '. ,I.,.. • I :0. ''•f ,: ;,! .. ', \;'Y''"• '• 1-1 • ., :, ' , • 
Hailey t'imes, a.. weekly newspaper p1ibli11hed. at Hailey-, Idaho, 
and in general ciroulation witbin the County ot Blaine, State 
o~ Idaho, and tbs newspaper de•.1.p&ted and ordered by the judge 
o! the above entitled colU't tor suoh pu'blication. That such 
notice cont&ia•~ t1w titl• o! the above •ntitled court and cause, 
the Jl81le 'ot t.he atreu. .. ~d tli• water• ot lddch •dd pl.ainti.tt 
ala.inla th• inte.reat; aet forth in these findings 0£ ract_ and the 
data oi p;iority claimd b1 h1Ja and the elate and title of the 
dearee heret~fore enteftd fixing tbe permanent rights in said 
Big Wood liver. 
•• t",·· · 
I 
That the pl&intU-t • Irvin l. aockwell, is the owner of and 
ia entitled to the posseasion and use 0£ said 4,65 cubic feet per 
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-
isecqnd, Cir 2)~., SO' lll~ra inahH ot ~h• lratll"I o£ Bf.& Wood 1l1Ter, 
... . ~ . . . ·- .. . 
1?«111& :what _it._bowi:(.~ ~-~~p~d.:°)fate_r ~ti ~ ·;,.,."' coverd 
. , · ~=· ;· :,:· · ~ .. :;-·:· ·- · ,::--,:··t_-1-f . . ··1 ~i·: ;: •j,\\ l. . . · • . .. · . .. , J , • 
. bT .P~,:,~o.,. ::1-~~--~~i'Pt:Jll~P,~aeit~~ .B~ciauticm ot 
·· . . _ .:-~,-·. :,i\·:··:_;.:~,;~~r,~:~,. , ... ---:t.:. =,~-:. · .... ... - . f. _ .. ,._ · 
· tbt Stat:• f!t' Idaho·, ,ii.II: ~t. lJ'.ice~• 1,&1d Certitiu.t• ot W&tin 
- .: . ••• : \ ·. "!' -~. • .;, _: . . • 
Right iuued thereo.zi-.. u,ida::/~te D.cember ·9, ,194-3, and ot record 
' • I, 1 •• •• ' ~• ·'="', /;•, 1:i'·\·~· : -~ \ ·,: • ;',, r . 
in V'P:~ ;7;-:~ ~i~-~~~:~~~~~----~ -~ -, in!_:~h~t-~f'~ce o! tne _. 
I2•P.utm~~ :_ or: B.eo~~.ton ~;.t' ·t~. ;-·at,n 'p~ .-':tdat.,o tar the purpose 
•· -. · • ·t: •• •. .J - r:1.r~--: 1 ... ,t·.: .. ··'-."-· ... ,, \ ..... . ·.\:J': :· · . 
ot · it'f."ig&tiqn. ,,~qk, wa~~;~d .. d~~stic ·-~e~ ; . 
~: . . 
II 
That the defendant.Mua .Co£t'in, Watermaster, on his own 
.. :-:.· •; .. 
behalf' and on bebalt.. o!' . t~ appropriators of th& ~atars or Big 
. -. . . r · . ·,, . . :: .1. , . · 
Wo~· RiV!tl'. h~_.,a,o :~t,~a~,:~l:j.m,e~r in or to as.id 4,.6$ ·cubic 
·.. • • • 'If' '· • •"" l · ·· ~· t, ·, · •. ' "•., · , , 
feet p~r 8eco~d~ ~r 2,fa.;o -~er~'~chea, of the watars ot Big 
Wood River or in ~r to any portion or portions thereo£, except 
tbe obligation o! deli "'ring the same aa provided by law trom 
the waters o! such river. 
III 
Tlat the defendant should b•· forsver barred and enjoinod 
£rom aaaertin& any cla~ whatsoever in or to said 4.6; cubic 
!oat per second, or 2J2.50,zdnera inch••, ot the waters ot Big 
Wood Riv•r, or in or to anr por'tion or portiona thereor ad~erae 
to the plain,f,..f'f. 
IV 
That the plaintiff la entitled to use said 4-65 cubic teat 
or 2)2.50 lllinei-e inches, or the waters ot Big Wood 
.. r·.;. -~ 
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That the ~~~~ tthOllld be Nqtti:-td to maintain th• said 
: .; ....... ./. ' . . .· 
aoc~l By.:.Pu1. t'f'O!!II: t!s+ entru.oe thano.t at th• t1\truc• cri'b 
' • .• 1 • ,t••I •/- , : : !• •'' , • 0 • • '?• • * • _. 
th•retot> to ita d~.c~1• p,ito- th• ~•dlori Slough Streu_ 
', . 't··!·.-{·· ... . . ,. t· • • 
· auf'dci.en• to-'p~~· ~11U'J"11~:toi---n~t;-.1.u1 than 17.36 
eubic-.t••t· p.r 'sec~11.:;ot·'.~~~ ·ot ~.~; -~u~~ng tb.e irrigation 
. ' 
aeaaon. each year. 
Dated. th.ta· 25 . .da.Y or ··Au~, 1949. 
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"i::r(ATE OJ!' lDAH0, . J 
COUNTY OF BLAINE.r..' _as-
BEORllE F. r.rcC01. 
l, ltJUnlB!OD(, &x--Ofticio !ueorder In ood f4>1• said County 11nd State, du her,1by e~1-tif.r th1,L 1,lLe 
:foreiroina- is a full, true und correct copy of that ce1·t.ain inatl•ument of NCord in m.y office, in BoolLJ.,L 
of·--~!:!~.~~----···----·--·..., Page _ _l.JJ,__, Reconlls rd Blaine Cr>unty, ~tate ed. Idaho. 
WitnetrA my hand and ofiicial aea1 th.la _J.l _______ 1.1ay~---~.P.!§1.Pk.!JI. .. - -~:-···-· .10.Ji2 __ _ 
s} . ------ .... .. ~~---
'1 Deputy. · Ex-Officio Recorder, 
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__________ ,,, ___________ --··-···-·· 
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,.,···- . ..,. Stateof~o ( ]:) 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
1341 Fillmore Street, Suite 200, Twin Falls ID 83301-3380 
Phone: (208) 736-3033 FAX: (208) 736-3037 
' . " - · _, 
SOUTHERN REGION DIRK KEMPTHORNE 
Governor 
KARL J. DREHER 
Director 
March 18, 2003 
Lee Peterson 
Watermaster 
State Water District 37 and 37 M 
BoxT 
Shoshone, ID 83352 
Dear Mr. Peterson: 
The following letter is to provide clarification concerning delivery of "saved water'' from the 
Rockwell By-Pass. This should also clear up any confusion with regards to Ken Durin's November 
16, 1979 letter to Reid Newby. 
Conditions that must be met in order for saved water from the Rockwell Bypass to be available for 
beneficial use: 
l) Water must be diverted through the Rockwell By-Pass in association with delivery of valid 
priority water rights. -
2) Rockwell By-Pass owners must maintain the by-pass for the entire length of the by-pass 
capable of carrying 17 .36 cfs of water during the irrigation season. 
The Idaho Department of W atcr Resources interprets the above conditions being met to mean that: 
1) When water is diverted through the Rockwell By-Pass for the purpose of delivering valid 
priority water rights, 4.65 cfs shall be made available to the owners and right holders of 
Rockwell By-Pass water. 
2) The Rockwell By-Pass must be capable of carrying 17.36 cfs of water. This does not mean 
that the Rockwell By-Pass saved water rights, totaling 4.65 cfs, is not deliverable once the 
flow at the Rockwell By-Pass measuring device drops below 17.36 cfs. 
3) Rockwell saved water can only be delivered when valid priority rights from the Broadford 
Slough are called for and delivered. 
In summary: 
The saved water shall be made available to the Rockwell By-Pass saved water right holders 
any time the Rockwell By-Pass is being used to deliver water to Broadford Slough right 
holders. The Rockwell saved water rights shall be curtailed when calls for senior water 
rights from the Broadford Slough cannot be delivered. 
EXHIBIT 
j 15 
100 
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• 
The department would also like to request that measurements are taken at the Broadford Slough 
measuring device and the Rockwell By-Pass measuring device. Please include these measurements 
in your annual repon:. This will help us to answer future questions regarding this issue if they arise. 
Please contact this office during the irrigation season when you believe there is a potential that 
senior priority rights from the Broadford Slough cannot be delivered. If further assistance is 
necessary feel free to contact me at your convenience. 
John Freitag 
Water Resomce Agent Sr. 
Cc: John Stevenson, Chuck Brockway Jr., 
Allen Merritt and Tim Luke 
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Gary D. Slette ISB # 3198 
ROBERTSON & SLETIE, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906 
Telephone: (208) 933-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701 
lrlm\lER\broadfbrd\MSJ_af[Brock.way 
FILED P.M:_ Cbc_ 
APR 2 ~ 12\2 
~1 k o;·frict Joiynn Drage, ,.., ar ;d~ho 
Court Blaine County, ' 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTII JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TIIE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
* * * • • • * * * 
BIG WOOD RANCH, LLC, ) 
) 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, ) 
v. 
WATER USERS' ASSOCIATION OF 
TIIEBROADFORDSLOUGHAND 
ROCKWELL BYPASS LATERAL 
DITCHES, INC., 
Defendant/Counterclaimant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
_____________ ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
ss: 
County of Twin Falls ) 
Cue No. CV-10-842 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES E. 
BROCKWAY 
CHARLES E. BROCK.WAY, first being duly sworn. deposes and states under oath as 
follows: 
1. I make this Affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge and am competent 
to testify to the matters stated herein. 
2. I am a registered professional engineer in Idaho and other states and have practiced 
in Idaho since 1965. My primary field of practice is in hydrology, hydraulics and water rights. 
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3. I am familiar with Idaho water rights, water right transfers, and adjudication 
procedures in the Snake River and its tributaries. 
4. In my experience, channels equipped with controllable and lockable head.gates as 
required for diversions from natural channels by the State ofldaho are considered to be canals. 
5. The Broadford Slough in Blaine County is a part of Water District No. 37. From 
the headgate at the Big Wood River to the return to the Big Wood River at Window Rocle Ranch, 
the slough has been managed and maintained by the water users diverting from the Broadford 
Slough. This includes hydraulic changes such as cleaning, widening, beaver dam removal, and 
construction, repair and maintenance of diversions from the channel. 
6. The formation of the lateral ditch company was at the behest of the water users of 
the Broadford Slough and the Rockwell Bypass at an advertised meeting. One of the concerns of 
the water users was that activities on the Broadford Slough, such as pond ·construction and other 
flow obstructions, were being allowed, and which were preventing senior water users from 
obtaining their decreed diversion rates. Also, it was not possible to control beavers and beaver 
dams which impeded flow in the slough and prevented authorized diversions. 
7. The Rockwell Bypass channel is and has been utilized for minimizing decreed 
losses in the section of the Broadford Slough, and has been recognized as a man-made channel by 
the current and all previous District 37 Watermasters. The Rockwell Bypass is and has been 
maintained by local water users as required by the decree. 
8. Deliveries from the Broadford Slough have, in the past, been referred to as re-
diversions with the recognized water right diversion being the diversion from the Big Wood 
River. In the Snake River Basin Adjudication ("SRBA "), the source of water on the SRBA 
decreed rights is now listed as the Big Wood River with the point of diversion on the Broadford 
Slough or on the Rockwell Bypass channel. 
Further, sayeth your affiant naught 
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this~ day of February, 2012. 
,,,,1111,,,, 
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NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residingat: Ki~ 1 a Commission Expires: ,i.z? 13. 
CERTIFICAIB OF SERVICE _ /
The undersigned certifies that on the z.o day on;JJ:1,, 2012, he caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following 
manner: 
Erika E. Malmen 
Cynthia L. Yee-Wallace 
PERKINS com LLP 
1111 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 500 
Bois<; ID 83702-5391 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES E. BROCKWAY - 3 
[ ] Hand Deliver 
[] U.S.Mail 
[ i.rOvemight Courier 
[ ] Facsimile Transmission 208-343-3232 
[ ] Email EMalmen@&,erkjnscoie.com 
CYeeWallace@perldnscoie.com 
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Gary D. Slette ISB # 3198 
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906 
Telephone: (208) 933-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701 
!rlm\JER\broadford\MSJ _ aff Peterson 
fF:L:~l n I , -
' , L- ____ ___, 
JOiJ•IO DrD_:1e, C!~rk Di.Si 1·fct 
Court bfa1;:o CC''ff!!/, :d,..=;:10 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
********* 
BIG WOOD RANCH, LLC, 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, 
v. 
WATER USERS' ASSOCIATION OF 
THE BROADFORD SLOUGH AND 
ROCKWELL BYPASS LATERAL 
DITCHES, INC., 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Defendant/Counterclaimant. ) 
_____________ ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
ss: 
County of Twin Falls ) 
Case No. CV-10-842 
AFFIDAVIT OF LEE PETERSON 
LEE PETERSON, first being duly sworn, deposes and states under oath as follows: 
1. I make this Affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge and am competent to 
testify to the matters stated herein. 
2. I was the Water Master for Water Districts 37 and 37M for fourteen and one-half 
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(14 ½) years between January of 1991 and October of 2003. 
3. I am familiar with the water delivery system known as the Broad.ford Slough and the 
Rockwell Bypass. 
4. During my tenure as the Water Master, the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
C'IDWR") and I regarded both the Broad.ford Slough and the Rockwell Bypass as a water right 
delivery system. 
5. Flows into the Rockwell Bypass were regulated by a lockable headgate control on 
the Big Wood River. Neither the IDWR nor I regarded the Broadford Slough and the Rockwell 
Bypass as anything other than a ditch or canal for the delivery of water rights. 
6. I am not aware of any applications that were ever required or submitted to the 
IDWR for purposes of gaining approval for a stream channel alteration permit on the Broad.ford 
Slough or the Rockwell Bypass, although work in the ditch system had to be undertaken from time 
to time to keep water flowing in order to fill the water rights on the system. 
Further, sayeth your affiant naught. 
~K~ 
LEE PETERSON 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 2.Z.r-l-day of February, 2012. 
N.CFORIDAHO 
Residing at: '14,-..'f\r t-t,J k.. 
Commission Expires: _7.._./'--1-i, /r-..t...,7 ___ _ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
Afnl 
The undersigned certifies that on the 2t> day of- J, 2012, he caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following 
manner: 
Erika E. Malmen 
Cynthia L. Yee-Wallace 
PERKINS COIE LLP 
1111 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 500 
Boise, ID 83702-5391 
AFFIDAVIT OF LEE PETERSON - 3 
[ ] Hand Deliver 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ ~ernight Courier 
[ ] Facsimile Transmission 208-343-3232 
[ ] Email EMalmen@perkinscoie.com 
CYee Wallace@perkinscoie.com 
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Gary D. Slette ISB # 3198 
ROBERTSON & SLETIE, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
,,..... 
FILED~-~ 7 
APR 2 l 2012 
...... 
£ 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906 
Telephone: (208) 933-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701 
lrlm\JER\broadford\MSJ _ afrt..ewis 
jo/ynn Drage, Clerk District 
Court B!aine County, Idaho 
IN 11IE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE FIFIB JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR 11IE COillffY OF BLAINE 
********* 
BIG WOOD RANCH, LLC, ) 
) 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant. ) 
V. 
WATER USERS' ASSOCIATION OF 
THE BROADFORD SLOUGH AND 
ROCKWELL BYPASS LATERAL 
DITCHES, INC., 
Defendant/Counterclaimant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
_____________ ) 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of 3(11 I !11 
) 
ss: 
) 
Case No. CV-10-842 
AFFIDAVIT OF LEROY LEWIS 
LEROY LEWIS, first being duly sworn, deposes and states under oath as follows: 
1. I am over the age of 18 years and not a party to this action. 
2. I make this Affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge and am competent to 
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testify to the matters stated herein. 
3. I was born in Pocatello, Idaho in 1940, but my family and I moved to Broadford 
Road near Bellewe in 1956. 
4. My parents moved off the property in the fall of 1962, but my family members and I 
continue to own the same property at 377 Broad.ford Road where ived when I graduated from 
high school. Jr J._ J cJ (!)Lt> wif ~t..~ 1..voot>~u 
5. ~~ I did ~ersonally obsei~eadgate on the Big Wood River that led 
.l"'YJ' 1:' ~'30 . C . 
to the Broad.ford Slough during the 1950's, 1r{cnow e had to have been a controllable head.gate at 
that location, because the Broad.ford Slough was dried up in the winter in order to minimize the risk 
of flooding. The channel of the Big Wood River contained the water during the wintertime that 
would otherwise have flowed down the slough if the headgate was not closed. 
Further, sayeth your affiant naught. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this .12.. clay of 
~ ,.--'tr·-·..,"'·.;-·'"-
AFFIDAVIT OF LEROY LEWIS - 2 
NO ARYPUBLICFORIDAHO 
Re ding at: SlytJ v ~t_e.Jl)f :ti> 
Commission Expires: { 0 ,.. l 15' ~ ~ ( f, 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE vtf 
The undersigned certifies that on the Z.O day of~. 2012, he caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following 
manner: 
Erika E. Malmen 
Cynthia L. Yee-Wallace 
PERKINS COIE LLP 
1111 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 500 
Boise, ID 83702-5391 
AFFIDAVIT OF LEROY LEWIS - 3 
[ ] Hand Deliver 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ ..y(Jvernight Courier 
[ J Facsimile Transmission 208-343-3232 
[ ] Email EMaimen@perkinscoie.com 
CYeeWallace@perkinscoie.com 
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Gary D. Slette ISB # 3198 
ROBERTSON & SLEITE, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906 
Telephone: (208) 933-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701 
!rlm\JER\broadford\MSJ _ aff.Cemeron 
FILED 
I ! APR t !> 2012 
; 
! Jc-: m,; brage, Cli.,rk District 
Coiirt 6,aiile County, Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIF1H JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
***"'***** 
BIG WOOD RANCH, LLC, ) 
) 
Plaintiff7Counterdefendant, ) 
V. 
WATER USERS' ASSOCIATION OF 
THE BROADFORD SLOUGH AND 
ROCKWELL BYPASS LATERAL 
DITCHES, INC., 
Defendant/Counterclaimant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
_____________ ) 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Blaine 
) 
ss: 
) 
Case No. CV-10-842 
AFFIDAVIT OF ED CAMERON 
ED CAMERON, first being duly sworn, deposes and states wider oath as follows: 
1. I am over the age of 18 years and not a party to this action, 
2. I make this Affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge and am competent to 
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testify to the matters stated herein. 
3. I was born in 1943. My family and I moved to Bellevue in 1945. I have lived in 
Bellevue ever since that time except for the four and one-half year period in which I was in the U.S. 
Navy. 
4. From the time that I was an eight-year-old boy in the early 19501s, my friends and I 
regularly played around and swam in the Big Wood River and the Broad.ford Slough. During that 
ti.me, I recall that there was a wooden headgate on the river at the point the Broad.ford Slough was 
diverted out of the Big Wood River. 
5. In the late 19501s or early 1960's, flooding on the Big Wood River destroyed the 
wooden headgate that led to the Broadford Slough. Following that flood event, the Army Corps of 
Engineers built a levee on the bank of the river, and installed a new headgate for the delivery of 
irrigation water on the Broadford Slough. 
6. After the water was diverted out of the Big Wood River, individual water users 
diverted their water by means of separate headgates and diversions. Some of the water rights on the 
Broad.ford Slough date back to 1880, and I understand that they are some of the earliest rights on 
the river. 
Further, sayeth your affiant naught. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this l3 day of March, 2012. 
IMACE.AEINEMANN 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF IDAHO 
AFFIDAVIT OF ED CAMERON - 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVIC~ n-/ 
The undersigned certifies that on the 2..o day of Iii~ h., 2012, he caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following 
manner: 
Erika E. Malmen 
Cynthia L. Yee-Wallace 
PERKlNS COIE LLP 
1111 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 500 
Boise, ID 83702-5391 
AFFIDAVIT OF ED CAMERON - 3 
[ ] Hand Deliver 
[] Ufi-Mail 
[ vt{)vemight Courier 
[ ] Facsimile Transmission 208-343-3232 
[ ] Email EMalmen@perkinscoie.com 
CYeeWallace@perkinscoie.com 
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Gary D. Slette ISB # 3198 
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906 
Telephone: (208) 933-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701 
lrlm\JER\broadford\MSJ _atr.Lakcy 
FILEOP.M.·-
APR 2 3 :s;z 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
********* 
BIG WOOD RANCH, LLC, ) 
) 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, ) 
v. 
WATER USERS' ASSOCIATION OF 
THE BROADFORD SLOUGH AND 
ROCKWELL BYPASS LATERAL 
DITCHES, INC., 
Defendant/Counterclaimant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
_____________ ) 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of U~U:> \ ""-
) 
ss: 
) 
Case No. CV-10-842 
AFFIDAVIT OF KEVJN LAKEY 
KEVIN LAKEY, first being duly swom, deposes and states under oath as follows: 
1. I am over the age of 18 years and not a party to this action. 
2. I make this Affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge and am competent to 
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testify to the matters stated herein. 
3. I have been appointed by the State of Idaho as the watermaster for Districts 37 
and 37M. In that capacity, I have become familiar with water right administration on the Big 
Wood River, including water right delivery in the Broadford Slough ("Slough") and the 
Rockwell Bypass ("Bypass"). 
4. I am aware that the Defendant water users• Association was formed for purposes 
of managing the delivery of irrigation water rights on the Slough and the Bypass, and for 
purposes of repair and maintenance of the Slough and the Bypass. I am also aware that Brian 
Brockette has been appointed as the deputy watermaster for such purposes. 
5. From my review of IDWR records, the Army Corps of Engineers in the 1960's 
constructed a levee or dam across the bank of the Big Wood River ("River") at the point where 
the Slough had its origin. In addition to constructing that levee, a lockable and controllable 
headgate was installed that regulated. flow into the Slough. 
6. The Bypass is a manmade canal that was constructed for purposes of saving water 
that would otherwise have passed down the Slough and which would have seeped into the 
ground. 
7. During the irrigation season, all irrigation water rights that are delivered through 
the Bypass are diverted from the River, and the volume of such rights is controlled by means of 
the headgate on the Slough. Another headgate is located immediately below the Slough headgate, 
and serves as the diversion point for the Bypass. An irrigation check structure is located 
immediately adjacent to the Bypass headgate as shown in the photograph attached hereto as 
Exhibit "A". During the irrigation season, boards are placed in that structure so that no flow is 
allowed to go down the Slough, and all water diverted out of the River must flow down the 
Bypass for water right delivery. 
8. I am aware that substantial work has been done, and improvements have been 
made by the Association on the Slough headgate and the Rockwell Bypass headgate. 
9. The Association's management of the delivery of waters rights on the Slough and 
the Bypass have made the administration of those water rights much simpler for the IDWR to 
administer. 
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Further, sayeth your affiant naught 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this _l_ day of }4arc"n, 2012. 
4p,i/ 
~Ae tn· ~aJ~ 
NOT Y PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at: W .1!A1 d f I ( 
Commission Expires: j -7 -/ 5 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE (!fr-i( 
The undersigned certifies that on the~ day of 1- Is., 2012, he caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following 
manner: 
ErikaE.Malmen 
· Cynthia L. Yee-Wallace 
PERKINS COIE LLP 
1111 W. Jefferson St, Ste. 500 
Boise, ID 83702-5391 
AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN LAKEY - 3 
[ ] Hand Deliver 
[] U.S. Mail 
[ ~vemight Courier 
[ ] Facsimile Transmission 208-343-3232 
[ ] Email EMalmen@perkinscoie.com 
CYeeWallace@perkinscoie.com 
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Gary D. Slette ISB # 3198 
ROBERTSON & SLEITE, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906 
Telephone: (208) 933-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701 
!r!m\JER\broadford\MSJ _ aff.Reinemann 
APR 2 3 2012 
Jolynn Drage, Clerk District 
Court Blaine County, Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH ruDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
********* 
BIG WOOD RANCH, LLC, 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, 
v. 
WATER USERS' ASSOCIATION OF 
· THE BROADFORD SLOUGH AND 
ROCKWELL BYPASS LATERAL 
DITCHES, INC., 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Defendant/Counterclaimant. ) 
______________ ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
ss: 
County of Blaine ) 
Case No. CV-10-842 
AFFIDAVIT OF MARC REINEMANN 
MARC REINEMM'N, first being duly sworn. deposes and states under oath as follows: 
I am over the age of l 8 years and not a party to this action. 1. 
2. I make this Affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge and am competent to 
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• • 
testify to the matters stated herein. 
3. I am currently the secretary/treasurer of the Association, and have served in that 
capacity since approximately 2007, 
4. Kathleen Rosenkrans Duininck (Kate Rosenkrans) previously held the office of 
secretary/treasurer since the date of the Association's formation in 2002, until 2004 or 2005. 
5. In or about 2004, Ms. Rosenkrans sold her property, and consequently neglected to 
send assessments out for the Association. Chris Haugh took over from Ms. Rosenkrans, but again. 
assessments were not sent out. Notwithstanding those omissions, I went through all the corporate 
books and records upon assuming the office of secretary/treasurer, and sorted out the back due 
assessments. Both Spencer Eccles and I personally funded the Association in order to keep it 
operational during those times. I have been reimbursed by the Association, however there is still an 
outstanding balance owing to Mr. Eccles. 
6. Since that time, the Association has operated effectively to provide for the delivery 
of irrigation water diverted out of the river at the headgate for the Broadford Slough. 
7. Attached hereto collectively as Exhibit "A" are four (4) aerial photographs showing 
the reach of the Broad.ford Slough and the Rockwell Bypass prepared by the office of Dr. Charles 
Brockway. 
8. Exhibits "B" and "C" attached hereto are copies of correspondence from the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources that are contained in the Association's historical files. 
Exhibit "D11 attached hereto is a list of original members of the Association. 9. 
10. Exhibit "E" attached hereto is a list of saved water right owners of the Rockwell 
Bypass who contribute to assessments. 
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Reid Newby 7'' 
Watermaster 
State Water jastrict,i37 
Box T · 
Shoshone, ID~ 83352 
. ·--: E/n} ~u.w;,:~_ ·1\~-~. ~·/~/~:: 
" ,. (llJ 1£ ' J .:. \ iv -;i A; 
~ L t· 1 Ill~~ 
,. ' . .. :~ .,.. --=- • Ir! " ~ 
,;:f'~ i'.-t JUN~, ~ "!" _1, x •. .!t,: 
•' 28 19Bd •. ~:,;,P: ,. .• , ,,. 
·,~ltmen ,. ·· : .',, , :~, i 1~}'., \,~ ~ ;: 
g,....,,'c) ~-. .fer Jti..t ,, ~ ,'·y,: ,1,:·:"'<'.J . 
, ,,, -we .... ·;;. _, ,o·-•' ,~ ,,,,,• ..., ,-. 
""' ,,, ~; .. ~, J .,. •S/:/ic:t O)/Jti-;;"911! ,. -?'' .. • ;,w, 
Dear
1
~~:,d, ~ ~~ .. ' ,, ~-~;·/.;,{~i~f::i-, ~ 
~~·-· The following._letter is confirmation of our earlier,discu~sions ··c~nc~~-~l~s·~~l , 
the Rockwell Bypass anti the E?',tensi<?,n J,ypass Canal." "'t 'tf, ;t':t1l ,f,,,,:i; .. ~ ~~~~i1 ~'":H ""'; •• , . · . . :_ , : , , ·, , ; .,. ,:·:·:· ,, J;~ )'i~::::f i 
Rights to saved water as a result of construction of' the Rockwell".ai"e iden;.. t :[t· 
tified in the lRVIN E; ROCKWELL .. vs MANS R. COFFIN Decree issued on ~9 July,._;949;., ., .. 
The court determined that by 17-eason of diverting the Big Wood River through the~' ,l··"' 
Rockwell_Bypass instead of permitting i't to flow ,,,,through _Fhe Broadford Slough ,."~f~ "'[;2 
Swamp Sink, "a continuous flow of not less than 4:i 65 cubic feet per second or- . ': , ,;/• ·,•· 
232. 50 miners inches;;of watfr of Big Wood River" was saved and developed./ The · ~- ;,.t::J 
court also indicated· that said Bypaijs must be suffidently kept "to provide ,,, , , 
flow therein of' not less tban ,17 .36 cubic feet of water -per aec:ond of tim~.., "' ii_,;;~. {~~ 
during the irrigation season each year-I. 11 -: _ ,, .. :\.r< J.,¢-, :\): ~: 
4 ,, . • . • • ~) 
'J;~e Department interprets this ;.last statl;!ll!.ent to· mean that the owners· of. . '' 
the Rogkwell Bypass must maintain said By;,ass in such a manner that it is 11;. : ··~: • _f~> 
capable of carrying 17 .36 cubic feet of wate:r needed to fill downstream,~ate;. . 
rights. However,., the actual delivery of 17 .36 cfa of water is dependant" upon.,·:· · 
' ,\II " 
available Big Wood River flows to fill the priorities of the water rights icon- -.:. ;; · 
stituting. the 17, 36 cfs. ·The wat.~rmaster is required only to deliver suff~c:.ient 
water to water rights· with priorities entitled to recei.ve available Big Wood ... , 
River· flow. Further, it Big Wood River flow at the head of· the Broadfot'd ·'ilough' " 
is insufficant to fill the oldest rights, including channel loss, diverting s . ~-
from the Rockwell .Bypass or from the Broadford Slough down stream of wh~re the,: 
Bypass· rejoins th~ slough, you must but off the d'iversions of 4. 65 cfs consu .. _ _ _,., 
tuting the water saved. At no time should the saved water be allowed to divert 124r · .i,,·~ 
when water is not running in the· Rockwell Bvoass. · · • · '· · l!i 
.J..'f0W.ifh.PJ 
~~:l~,~-· ~ i C , ' ' S ' • • J~C,i'tl'i\,~. 
~,=.I",._... x 7-· if"N', -t· ::;_ -*:-,-~- ~ 1C" ,:,r~ 
/ !"' In regards to" a second question as to when water shall be diverted into..1 · )$i f?. ,J';,.,W.Jl;~, 
~ •' ' the Bypass. the depa;tment takes the following position.• 0• J ~ \ 0 "' ~j-•. '. i '1'..t!·);~ :· · 
"l- ·:~ .... ., ,~ , -:.· .. ~:~ - ~~ (~:: i ~~t~! ·;s 
The Rockwell" Bypass was constructed by"ptivat~ individuals for th~ pur.i ,. · { " : --" 
pose of reducing water loss;\ occurring when Big Wood water,~was flowing througl\ 1;,;.'.,l: 
the Broadford Slough. The before mentio~ed decree identif~ed those rights bf~~?-::.~,,'! ·1f; 
which were established as a result of this water savings. There is nothing~.~-~, .. ~-·t i'JJ 
contained in the decree which requires that water be diverted into the Bypae1~:'~ ~;_t,r:· ~~--~ i 
instead of ,1:he Broadford Slough when there is no need for the saved water. /4~l,;, ~;: ·· -~ --\.11. 
If the owners of the Rockwell Bypass do ;,not:' want water tunning through "t~e ,;p~ ~\/;'- ,;~. t J'~'}! t:· 
Bypass•!then the Broadford Slough (as it ts the natural channel). must be .. : ~~::;:\P:~·,,a1f  ~~'-;') • 
used to deliver water to the down.stteam rights. .,1 . y •,··--.. ,._: · ,." ,, 
Extension Bypass Canal: , • • , ~ i •·, ' ( ; c~ ;:}~;;; : 
The court Decree in the case of TOM HUGHES et al. vs MANS" H, COF,FIN ' ·"};. -~. '..i; r.,',.,~ ?j 
identifi'es the amount of water saved through constrlfction of the~!xtension •·l !•\ ,;:-, ,~:;:; ~;,, 
Bypa:~::~::ree further idm>tifies 'that wate; shall b~ ~iverted in t:•" ~t: ;·,~t;,~~:  : 
sion Bypass wh~n the flows of Big Wood River above and into the Dry Beds "•o .:. ~.;;,.'.,·:~;~_~:.~';:,,.·"'._· 
diminishes in amount that it is by reason of losses in the Dry Beds unavail~ :;;; , " ~."."~ ,.,• 
able to prior "appropriation.II _ The court recognized that it was difficult to~t ~.,. ~ ~~:t.. ~;~ 
"accurately fix the time when the flow of the river became an independent ~.,(sJ: ~ i ,:.., t ('f,tf 
source of supply not tributary to the stream"· below the Dry Beds 1 11 therefore '·,.. ,;'' -. ,.; :~ -"~· 
it · stated that the right shall become "efrec:tive when water rights in said 'wt' ' Ji\; . j, 
stream with priority of June 15, 1883, are shut off," Th: court also pro- . ,,,p ' a ;l 1:r : 1 
vided that the right could bek in effect if "the points of diversion of •. such ,, :, .;/;i.';"'-'; -~::': 
prior rights are changed from within said Dry Bed''area",,"'-nd if 11 the flow of ':2,~: . • :;--J,fi, .:~ 
the river is turrl'ed into the Base Line Bypass, provided tltat, the Eiten,_fon;};,~;,i }\ ,,¥' .;·• 
Bypass is capable of carrying the prior rights deliverable under the Frlt'st . :~. 11 1 ,, ~,1 
Decree " -. ,; "'~· I e; ·., 
<t 1 4 . ~ ~ i(;i f-',Jr;f:.~~,11 ,~-· ' ·~- i',: ... ~ 
:?: .. ... ~- • •: ~/:~ ~-:~~~.::,. ~~:-'i~) ·t;···} :-.{ ~ 
t· The Black Diversion No. 61 should b~ measured at the head of Diveraiotfi J~it'f5!/-·";/~ ~~, >'ft 
No. 61. If water delivered to this diversion -..-.comes via Extension Bypass f-:. '\ :" ;-.': ''.i ,,:: 
canal,, then th~ provisions of the decree are~met and th'e owners of the . ::~ ,1,-.'':;/t·~i "''(~ < 
Extens·ion Bypass canal right (l:8 cfs) _shall 15e allowed to divert. ~ . .~.f . ' . ,~, f ~'°: Al 
., .· ·.r ~ ' .. -'-'J: !' . f'f._';lt ,.;; ;~ i~~: 
.,,., Questions arisi~g £tom diversions of water saved by construcj;ion oi th&if~; ::  ~-![ ... ·':.~:·: ,~ ~ 
~ypass canal"s in relation to senior upstream rights should be viewed from the' · ~j · ~· ~ 
standpoint that these upstream rights would shut,, off any, way if the Bypass •• ~t~~~JJ~~,:,/,I• ·,t; 
canals were not in use, The Bypass rights are simply the water saved from ~~f ... .. . ); ~.,. .,.'1'. 
channel loss, . and shall be allowed to divert ,when water, as provided ,:by the .::i:,., ; • l '· ··~!1: 
r~· f :r;~ ' ·~ ¥· 
court, is pas s~d through the Bypass canals. . ,, -.. /';:. ·· .• '-!i.tt:\i .. 1 • ' ~ :-: .•: 
Sins•::~ c:~ ;. ';,£'any further •~:,ist .. snce pleas~" ~et us '":w. :~, ".)'. .. ,),;_~r,-~.· -·;_: ! __ -~;:_: 
.-,;;.~ -;.", .... ~,. I'" ., ~, ·1. - -
1- 91;,)r:;;,.,rl,. ," .·•. ~ ' ~: 
"'·'f.."~: ·,, :~:~r~ it. ~ ::- '"'~ 
.. i, 11, ,:.plll "•t \,111''1'1 11 I~ ~- ·• X ·• \ , ! ~), :.,-,:-:::;~!.:· 
;.j ''i(l);,JJ: -p!-? ; ,: ,  ,.. <; t ~ ,,:;, ,. 
-~ 
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'f 
.H l : .~'J.-;· .,;·, .:, . ; ,;4 ;.?.,., :'i(/-"'' 
.~ 
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Memorandum 
To: John Freitag - Idaho Dept. Of Water Resources ?ih--3037 
From: J.F. Stevenson 
Date: 3/3/2003 
In reviewing the 1949 Rockwell Decree, Findings of Pact and Conclusion of Law, it is 
apparent that: 
1) Rockwell is required to-maintain his By-Pass Canal for not less tlum 17 .36 cfs 
2) Rockwell is the owner of 4.65 cfs of Big Wood River whenever the Big Wood 
River waters are being conveyed through the By-Pass Canal. 
3) The Water master is enjoined and restrained from interfering with Rockwell's 
use thereof. 
The Watermaster is now requiring 17 .36 cfs in the By-Pass Ca.Dal to deliver the, 4.65 cfs 
of Rockwell water. He is probably relying on the last paragraph in section II of the 
Findings of Fact and ignoring the rest of the 14 page document That paragraph could be 
const:riled as requiring 17.36 cfs in the canal to save 4.65 cfs. But, nowhere in the 
document is a minimum ca.Dal flow mentioned. The preceding paragraph states that 4.65 
cfs "will be saved and developed during each irrigation season so long as the waters of 
Big Wood River flow through the Rockwell By-Pass and do not flow through the 
Broadford Slough Swamp Sink." 
·:.;' 
,:·. 
The omission of a minimum canal flow requirement makes sense. Assume for a moment 
that the By-Pass canal loss is zero, the Broad.ford Slough Swamp Sink loss is 4.65 cfs or 
greater and that only 4.65 cfs is flowing in the Big Wood River at the head of the canal. 
With the canal shut there is no flow in the river at the end of the canal. Now, divert the 
4.65 cfs into the canal and you have saved water back in the river at tb.e end of the canal 
of 4.65 cfs. Rockwell still bas his saved water even though there is less than 17 cfs in the 
canal. And, ~,is why the Decree states that RockwelL "is entitled to the use of said 
developed waters irrespective of priority whenever the waters of Big Wood River 
formerly flowing through the Broadford Slough Swamp Sink are being conveyed and 
di\lerted through what is known as the Rockwell By-Pass canal." Why is he entitled to 
that water "irrespective of priority"? Because by the time all senior rights prior to the 
development of the canal are cut, diverting the last 4.65 cfs in the river to the canal can ,,. 
still save 4.65 cfs. The old rights do not include this 4.65 cfs saved because the canal and 
the' saved water did not exist when the senior rights were ~d. 
EXHIBIT 
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It is also interesting to note that the 4.65 cfs saved is a minimum amount saved. 
Paragraph II of the Findings of Pact states three times that the water saved by the by-pass 
canal is not less than 4.65 cfs. In other words, it is sometimes more. Toe decree implies 
that diverting the full 17 cfs intp the canal saves more than 4.65 cfs and that 4.65 cfs is 
saved if the caruil is used at all, instead of the slough, swamp and sink. 
The Rock.well By-Pass was completed by 1937, probably as a result of the low water 
years in the 30's. 
Now we are in short water years again, only now the Watennaster is requiring the 
" Rock,well By-Pass to flow at 17.36 cfs minimum, or he cuts off the Rockwell rights. 
Rockwell owners have gone from an entitled right irrespective of priority to a junior right 
of marginal value. 
p.2 
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Richard C. Barker 
1 Britton Avenue 
BeNedere, CA 94920 
Inches: 
%: 
·60.00 
4.91 
S. F. Eccles 
PO Box3028 
Salt Lake City, UT 84110 
Inches: 
%: 
Bill Evans 
166.50 
13.61 
42 Foxhollow Gulch 
Bellevue. ID· 83313 
lnches: 
. %: 
40.00 
3.27 
Ralph Girton 
PO Box826 
Bellevue, 10 63313 · 
Inches: 
%: . 
46.00 
3.76 
Jack Parker 
PO 0DX418 
B8llevue, ID 83313 
Inches: 
%: 
20.00 
1.64 
. Robert Bouttier 
-.PO 8ox476 
Bellevue. ID 83313 
Inches: 
%: . 
10.00 
.82 
Bill Eittreim 
Box334 
8~llevue, ID 83313 
Inches; 
%: 
1.00 
.08 
Candida Forstmann 
POBox201 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Inches: 
%: 
6.50 
.53 
Leroy Lewis 
3774 s. 5th w. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Inches: 
%: 
90.00 
7.36¾ 
Thomas Peck 
Broadforcl Road, Box 40 
BeHe\lt.le, ID 83313 
Inches: 
%: 
15.00 
1.23 
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Kathleen Rosekrans 
26 Townsend Gulch Rd. 
Bellevue, 10 83313 
Inches: 
%: 
129.00 
10.55 
Warren G. Sorensen 
355 Broadford Rd. 
Bellevue, 10 83313 
Inches: 
%: 
170.00 
13.90 
Jann S. Wenner 
c/o Wenner Media 
1290 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, NY 10104 · 
Inches: 
%: 
193.50 
15.82 
Mrs. George Wise 
PO Box 164 . 
Bellevue, ID 83313 
Inches: 25.00 
%: 2.04 
TOTAL INCHES: 
TOTAL%: 
122.3 
100% 
James L Smith 
PO Box:895 
Bellevue, ID 83313 
Inches: 
%: 
30.50 
2A9 
Nick Vanoff 
10960 Wilshire Blvd:, Ste. 1100 
Los Angeles. CA 90024 · 
Inches: 
%: 
200.00 
16.35 
Anne L. Wingate 
2675 lamar Rd. 
Los Arigeles, CA 90068 
Inc.hes: 
%: 
20.00 
1.64 
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Rockwell Bypass Saved Water Right Holders 
Valley Club POBox252 Sun Valley, ID 83353 
Deer Creek Ranch Jay Sevy PO Box 187 Hailey, ID 83333 
HELIOS Development DDRM Great Place, LLC PO Box 4151 Park City, UT 84060 
Ed Cameron PO Box 177 Bellevue, ID 83313 
Earl Cohen PO Box4942 Ketchum, ID 83340 
John Stevenson Hillside Ranch 36 Hillside Ranch Road Bellevue, ID 83313 
Don Anderson PO Box 121 Sun Valley, ID 83353 
Chris Haugh 113 Townsend Gulch Road Bellevue, ID 83313 
Sun Valley Trust 8383 Wilshire Blvd, Ste Beverly Hills, CA 90211 500 
Don Jackson PO Box3403 Ketchum, ID 83340 
Cynthia Jesinger PO Box 111 Sun Valley, ID 83353 
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Gary D. Slette ISB # 3198 
ROBERTSON & SLEITE, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906 
Telephone: (208) 933--0700 
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701 
!rlm\JER\broadford\MSJ _aff.Broclcette 
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! L_APR 2 3 
L~ Jo:ynn Drage, Cls;k District 
_ Court B':1;,-i", Coumy. !d3/10 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE FIFIB mDICIAL DIS1RICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
********* 
BIG WOOD RANCH. LLC, ) 
) 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, ) 
v. 
WATER USERS' ASSOCIATION OF 
THE BROADFORD SLOUGH AND 
ROCKWELL BYPASS LATERAL 
DITCHES, INC., 
Defendant/Counterclaimant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
____________ ) 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Blaine 
) 
ss: 
) 
Case No. CV-10-842 
AFFIDAVIT OF BRIAN BROCKETTE 
BRIAN BROCKETI'E, first being duly swom, deposes and states under oath as follows: 
1. I am over the age of 18 years and not a party to this action. 
2. I make this Affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge and am competent to 
testify to the matters stated herein. 
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3. I am the deputy watennaster appointed by the State of Idaho for District 3 7 and act 
as the lateral manager of the Defendant Association. 
4. In that capacity, I have undertaken numerous construction activities regarding the 
Broadford Slough and the Rockwell Bypass diversions as well as the channels themselves. 
5. I took the photographs which are collectively attached hereto as Exhibit "A" which 
are photographs showing the point at which the ditch is diverted from the Big Wood River for 
purposes of downstream delivery. Numerous other photographs show the headgate on the 
Broadford Slough and the headgate on the Rockwell Bypass where water is diverted out of the 
Broadford Slough. I have identified each photograph in the margin as to what the picture depicts. 
6. When the irrigation season starts, check boards are placed at the 
Rockwe)l/Broadford split to prevent any water from running down the Broadford Slough ditch, 
with all water being diverted into the Rockwell Bypass for ultimate diversion and delivery. 
7. A portion of the USGS quadrangle map of Bellevue, Idaho (1986 Ed.) is attached 
hereto as Exhibit "B". The blue line on page 1 of the map that is to the right of the black arrow 
shows a channel that follows Broadford Road. That channel is the Rockwell Bypass canal. The 
Broadford Slough ditch is west of the Rockwell Bypass, and is not depicted as a stream on this 
USGSmap. 
8. Assessments for the Defendant Association are made upon a prorata basis as each 
individual member's water rights bear to the total amollllt of water ri~--\ F-.-~~-~- f?~< Jv~ 
'~KETIE 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this l~~day of April, 2012. 
( 
- -
NO ARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO MARC E. REINEMANN 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF IDAHO ' 
Res ing at: 49(.IP\) ',,)tfl.W::(: -cl> 
Commission Expires: 1,0 ..... 7.'.,;-- '20 l ~ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on the 2-C day of April, 2012, he caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following manner: 
Erika E. Malmen [ ] Hand Deliver 
Cynthia L. Y ee-W allacc [ ] U .~. Mail 
PERK.INS COIE LLP [ ~ernight Courier 
l I 11 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 500 [ J Facsimile Transmission 208-343-3232 
Boise, ID 83702-5391 [ ] Email ~scoie.com ffl . . 
AFFIDAVIT OF BRIAN BROCKEITE - 3 133 
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Richard C. Boardman, Bar No. 2922 
rboardman@perkinscoie.com 
Erika E. Malmen, Bar No. 6185 
emalmen@perkinscoie.com 
PERKINS COIE LLP 
1111 West Jefferson Street, Suite 500 
Boise, ID 83702-5391 
Telephone: 208.343.3434 
Facsimile: 208.343.3232 
Attorneys for Plaintiff/Counterdefendant 
Big Wood Ranch, LLC 
rcFfLr==E:-;::::;D:--;;-A7,-M ---
. P.M,Z: ,-i = 
f APR 2 3 2012 I--
f -~j;t~n Drage, Clerk District 
•·· · ·· ·- . .:.J!f!!!!!!!..Coun • Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
BIG WOOD RANCH, LLC, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
WATER USERS' ASSOCIATION OF 
THE BROADFORD SLOUGH AND 
ROCKWELL BYPASS LATERAL 
DITCHES, INC., 
Defendant. 
WATER USERS' ASSOCIATION OF 
THE BROADFORD SLOUGH AND 
ROCKWELL BYPASS LATERAL 
DITCHES, INC., 
Counterclaimant, 
V. 
BIG WOOD RANCH, LLC, 
Counterdefendant. 
Case No. CV 2010-842 
AFFIDAVIT OF SCOTT N. KING, P.E. 
172 
STA TE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
SCOTT N. KING, P.E., having been duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states 
as follows: 
1. My name is Scott N. King. I am over 18 years of age and am competent 
to testify in this matter. I have been retained by Big Wood Ranch, LLC ("Big Wood Ranch") to 
conduct analysis of channel characteristics and research on Broadford Slough and Rockwell 
Bypass. I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein and I could and would testify 
competently to the matters stated herein and documents attached hereto. 
2. I have a Bachelor of Science degree in General Engineering from Idaho 
State University, and a Master of Science Degree in Civil Engineering from the University of 
Idaho. I am a certified Professional Engineer by the State of Idaho (No. 7914, 1995) and State of 
Oregon (No. 84533PE, 2010), and a certified Water Right Examiner by the State of Idaho 
(No. 12-133) and State of Oregon (84533CWRE). I have over 21 years of professional and 
academic experience in water resource engineering. I am currently a Supervising Engineer with 
SPF Water Engineering, LLC, where I have worked from 2005 to the present, and where I 
specialize in water right issues, surface water hydrology, water flow measurement, pumping 
system design, water well design, and geographic information systems (GIS). Prior to my 
employment with SPF, I worked at DHI, Inc. from 2004 to 2005, where I was responsible for the 
AFFIDAVIT OF SCOTT N. KING, P.E. - 1 Client:2350108.1945.0pj§ 
development of various surface water models, and at the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
from 1990 to 2004, where I worked in a variety of positions, including Technical Engineer in the 
Adjudication Bureau, Staff Engineer in the Water Distribution Section, in the Western Region's 
Safety of Dams Unit, and in the Energy Division. My curriculum vitae is attached hereto as 
Exhibit A and accurately depicts my educational and professional background. 
3. In my experience and opinion, a natural stream channel can generally be 
characterized as: 1) a water course of perceptible extent, with definite beds and banks, which 
confines and conducts flowing water; 2) typically meandering when not otherwise confined or 
artificially straightened; 3) having a channel depression created by erosion from the stream's 
flow, and 4) not constructed by man. Natural stream channels generally have a defined thalweg, 
which is the stream's longitudinal section, or line joining the deepest point in the channel and 
which is often the lowest elevation line along the valley. A natural stream channel may bifurcate 
into two or more separate stream channels with some branches conveying more water than other 
branches. When the nature of a channel is in question (i.e. natural or man-made), the 
determination is often made on a case-by-case basis. 
4. I have personally inspected portions of the Broadford Slough and 
Rockwell Bypass located northwest of Bellevue, Idaho. 
5. In my opinion, the Broadford Slough is a natural stream and is not a man-
made canal. The Broadford Slough is a low-lying water conveyance feature meandering along 
the general vicinity of the Big Wood River corridor and situated west of the Big Wood River. 
The Broadford Slough appears to be a natural side-channel of the Big Wood River. Multiple 
water rights having the Big Wood River as their source are delivered from the Big Wood River 
into the Broadford Slough for subsequent rediversion from the Slough at downstream points. 
AFFIDAVIT OF SCOTT N. KING, P.E. - 2 Client:2350108.1945.0f7~ 
Specifically Big Wood Ranch water right numbers 37-537B and 37-538B are delivered from the 
Big Wood River into the Broadford Slough, and subsequently rediverted from the Broadford 
Slough into the Rockwell Bypass for delivery to Big Wood Ranch property. Although it is a 
natural water feature, I expect that the Broadford Slough has at times been maintained and 
manipulated by man as is typical for irrigation water conveyance facilities. This maintenance 
could include such measures as installation of a headgate at the upstream end of the Broadford 
Slough for use in controlling flow, and flow conveyance improvements including but not limited 
to clearing vegetation, removing sediment and debris, and/or widening the channel. 
Maintenance for the purpose of improving water flow conveyance is common practice in both 
natural and man-made channels and the practice of maintaining a natural channel does not 
automatically change its nature from a natural stream to a man-made canal. 
6. In my opinion, the Rockwell Bypass is a man-made water conveyance 
channel. I personally observed the location where Big Wood Ranch's water right numbers 37-
537B and 37-538B are diverted from the Rockwell Bypass. At this location, the water surface 
elevation in the Rockwell Bypass is sufficient to allow gravity (non-pumped) diversion from the 
Rockwell Bypass into the ditch used by Big Wood Ranch to convey water for irrigation of Big 
Wood Ranch property. Water diverted from the Rockwell Bypass into this ditch can be applied 
to Big Wood Ranch property utilizing gravity methods of irrigation water application (i.e. 
"flood" irrigation). 
7. In my opinion, the Broad ford Slough and the Rockwell Bypass are 
separate water conveyance features. 
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
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Scott N King, P .E. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this day of , <2/,ku '/' 
-- 7 ·-
2012. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, certify that on April 23, 2012, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing to be forwarded with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, 
in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Procedure, to the following person(s): 
Gary Slette 
Robertson & Slette, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906 
FAX: 208-933-0701 
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant 
61592-0005/LEGAL23460942. l 
Hand Delivery 
U.S. Mail 
Facsimile 
Overnight Mail 
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Supervising Engineer 
Education 
M.S., Civil Engineering 
University of Idaho 
B.S., General Engineering 
Idaho State University 
Professional Certification 
Professional Engineer 
Idaho No. 7914, 1995 
Oregon No. 84533PE, 2010 
Certified Water Right Examiner 
Idaho No. 12-133 
Oregon No. 84533CWRE 
Professional Affiliations 
Member, ASCE 
Member, AWRA 
Areas of Expertise 
• Water rights 
o investigations and analysis 
o permits and transfers 
o marketing and acquisitions 
• Water resource investigations 
• Water well design 
• Surface water modeling 
• Gravity irrigation systems 
• Stream flow measurement 
• Pipe flow measurement 
• Pumping efficiency evaluations 
Scott N. I<ing, P.E. 
Experience Summary 
Mr. King has over 21 years of professional and academic experience m 
water resources engineering. He is currently a Supervising Engineer with 
SPF Water Engineering, LLC and specializes in water right issues, water 
flow measurement, open-channel flow, pumping system design, water well 
design, and geo1:,rraphic information systems (GIS). Prior work includes 14 
years experience in a broad variety of Idaho Department of \'vater 
Resources' (IDWR) programs including water rights adjudication, water 
rights administration, safety of dams, and energy efficiency. He also has 
recent experience developing surface water models and providing 
consulting engineering services while employed at DHI, Inc, formerly 
known as the Danish Hydraulic Institute. 
SPF Water Engineering, LLC - 2005 to present 
Mr. King is currently a Supervising Engineer with SPF Water Engineering, 
LLC SPF was founded in March 2004 to provide hydrologic 
characterization, water resource development, and public water system 
design and regulatory compliance. Mr. King provides consulting services on 
water rights issues, pump design, irrigation system evaluation, surface water 
hydrology, surface water modeling, and river hydraulics. His recent project 
experience includes the following: 
• Extensive water right experience including 
o permit and transfer applications 
o investigations and analysis 
o acquisitions and sales 
o beneficial use field examinations 
o adjudication claim preparation and support 
• Gravity irrigation system design and analysis 
• Stream flow measurement and monitoring 
• Conveyance capacity determinations for streams, culverts, and other 
open-channel systems 
• Water well design including designs to municipal public drinking water 
supply standards 
• Well capacity determination 
• Pumping system design 
Page 1 
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Scott N. King, P.E. 
DHI, INC - 2004 to 2005 
Mr. King worked as a senior project engineer responsible for development 
of various surface water models. Project experience includes the folio'wing: 
Modeling - MIKE 11. Developed hydrodynamic 1-D MIKE 11 model of 
the Little Claggett Creek storm water drainage system, a part of Marion 
County's East Salem Service District, Oregon. Produced flood maps for 
SCS Type 1A design storms and for the February 1996 flood event. This 
model includes 8.5 km of streams in two branches, over 100 cross-sections 
extracted from a 2 ft vertical resolution DEM, and 23 culverts with 
corresponding broad-crested weirs representing roadways over culvert 
crossings. Inflow boundary conditions are represented by 21 catchments 
contributing point-source and distributed inflows simulated in MIKE 11 's 
rainfall / runoff module. 
Modeling - MIKE BASIN. Project lead on MIKE BASIN surface water 
distribution models developed for the Idaho Department of Water 
Resources. These models are used by ID\X'R for three primary purposes: 
flow enhancement tools to address flow-limited stream reaches; decision 
making tools to assist in selecting effective mitigation and restoration 
projects; and communication tools for educating decision makers and 
stimulating discussion among stakeholders. Developed systems include the 
Pahsimeroi River and East Fork Salmon River, and experiences with Lemhi 
River and Stanley Basin models. These models operate on a daily rime step 
and represent the water distribution svstem within the basins including the 
stream networks, points of diversion, places of use, and locations of return 
flow. Time series information includes records of stream gaging, diversion 
measurements, precipitation, and evapotranspiration. Provided training to 
ID\x:'R staff, contractors, and watermasters on the operation of MIKE 
BASIN through a series of hands-on sessions. Presented proposals to local 
waterusers and stakeholders for new model applications in Morgan Creek 
and Carmen Creek. 
Modeling - Rainfall / Runoff. Developed lumped conceptual 
rain/ snow/ runoff models of the Stanley and East Fork Salmon River 
Basins for the Idaho Department of Water Resources using DHI's lumped 
conceptual rainfall/ runoff module. The developed models are used to 
supply tributary inflow boundary conditions to the East Fork Salmon River 
and Stanley Basin MIKE BASIN models. 
Developed rainfall/runoff models of 21 catchments supplying inflow 
boundary conditions for the Little Claggett Creek MIKE 11 model 
described above. Rainfall/runoff is simulated using DHI's URBlLN module. 
Four storm events are modeled including the February 1996 observed event 
and SCS Type-1A 2-, 10-, and SO-year design storms. 
Idaho Department of Water Resources - 1990 to 2004 
During 14 years with the Idaho Department of Water Resources, Mr. King 
held four engineering positions and gained experience in a wide range of 
IDWR activities. These positions included Technical Engineer in the 
Adjudication Bureau, and Staff Engineer positions in the Water 
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Distribution Section, in Western Region's Safety of Dams unit, and in the 
Energy Division. Relevant experience includes the follm:ving: 
Program Management 
Managed Western Region's Safety of Dams program. Inspected dams and 
made recommendations for maintenance and operation to improve safety 
and meet state standards. Issued storage certificates and authorizations to 
fill. 
Lead technical consultant in statev.ride water measurement program. 
Defined water measurement standards and implemented a program for 
measuring and reporting ground-water withdrawals. Coordinated field work 
performed by department staff and various measuring districts. Inspected 
contractor projects for adequacy and compliance with department 
standards. Designed and managed water measurement databases. 
Water Rights 
Reviewed complex water right claims and prepared water right 
recommendations for the Director's Report to the Snake River Basin 
Adjudication court. Provided technical analysis and recommendations for 
nonstandard water right claims, such as claims for diversion rates exceeding 
the standard allocation, and for claims to the use of water outside of the 
standard seasons of use. 
Provided training and direction to new employees, water districts, water 
measurement districts, groundwater districts, and private consultants on 
water rights, water measurement programs, and adjudication procedures. 
Worked with water users and their legal representatives on various water 
right enforcement issues, including excessive and illegal water diversions. 
Experienced with all aspects of ID\X'R regional office operations including 
water rights, transfers, well drilling, adjudication, water district operation, 
violations, enforcement, and customer complaints. 
Irrigation and Pumping Systems 
Performed pumping system evaluations including determinations of 
municipal, industrial, and agricultural pumping plant efficiencies and 
recommended measures for improved efficiency and reduced operating 
costs. Provided recommendations and designs for conversions to low-
pressure irrigation systems for reduced operating costs and improved yields. 
Technical Expert to Snake River Basin Adjudication (SRBA) Court 
Provided technical engineering support to department staff in the ongoing 
SRBA. 
Designated as department expert to the SRBA court regarding irrigation 
requirements, evapotranspiration, and crop water requirements. and how 
this information is utilized for preparing recommendations. 
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Public Relations 
Presentations at public meetings to explain laws and regulations relating to 
water measurement and water appropriation. 
Provided conflict resolution support for several water related disputes. 
Trained IDWR employees, state Watermasters and Hydrographers, 
contractors, and consultants on water measurement standards, equipment, 
practices, and procedures through regular training sessions and individual 
assistance. 
Guest lecturer in 1996 and 1998 for College of Southern Idaho's Water 
Measurement course, and in 1998 for Boise State University's Water 
Measurement lab. 
Presented Selection and Installation qf Pipe Flo)/) U7ater Measurement Devices at the 
1997 Idaho Irrigation Equipment Show and Exhibition, Shilo Inn, Idaho 
Falls, January 8-9. 
Technical 
Developed and proposed to department administration and to the general 
public technically sound methods of using power records for estimation of 
pumped water diversions. 
Determined acceptability and provided professional opinions for numerous 
non-standard water measurement methods and devices proposed to IDWR 
by engineering consultants and water users. 
Determined conveyance capacity of pumps, diversions, pipelines, open 
channels, turbines, etc. 
Led IDWR efforts to utilize global positioning systems (GPS). Developed 
standards for use, trained staff and consultants, and integrated GPS data 
collection into GIS work. 
Report Development 
Authored various reports including annual reports of ground water 
diversions, reports to individual water users, flowmeter accuracy reports, 
and various other reports relating to water measurement. 
Co-author of Eastern Snake Plain Aquifer Jf?ater Meas11rement Program, A 
S11mmary ofMeas11rementActivity & &sultsfivm Basin 36 Project Area, 1995-1996 
and a Review ef Program Expansion in 1997, IDWR, May 1998. 
University of Idaho - 1999 to 2002 
Masters of Science in Civil Engineering Thesis: The Effective Discharge 
Concept in Gravel Bed Stream Restoration: The Twelve Mile Reach of the 
Salmon River at Challis, Idaho. 
Determined channel effective discharge based on sediment transport 
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measurements and flow records. Compared effective discharge to bankfull 
discharge and stated implications of findings in regards to channel 
restoration. Completed hydraulic, hydrologic, and geomorphologic 
characteristics of the study reach. Presented findings and recommendations 
to technical groups and local property owners. 
Developed hydrodynamic pseudo 2-D MIKE 11 model of the Twelve i\Iile 
Reach, Salmon River, near Challis, ID. Produced animated flood maps of 
primary flooding events from 1974 (100-yr), 1996, and 1997. This model 
includes 27-km of mainstem river including braided sections and split flows. 
Over-bank discharge into Hannah Slough and across One-l'viile Isiand is 
represented by link-channels. The model includes 68 surveyed cross-
sections and utilizes a 2-ft interval contour map for flood mapping. 
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Plaintiff/Counterdefendant Big Wood Ranch, LLC ("Big Wood Ranch"), by and through 
its counsel of record, Perkins Coie LLP, submits the following Memorandum in Support of its 
Motion for Summary Judgment. This Memorandum is supported by the Affidavits of Erika E. 
Malmen ("Malmen Aff.") and Scott N. King ("King Aff.") filed contemporaneously herewith. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This dispute arises out of the Water Users' Association of the Broadford Slough and 
Rockwell Bypass Lateral Ditches, Inc.' s ("Association") claim that Big Wood Ranch failed to 
pay dues/assessments allegedly owed to the Association for the Association's operation and 
maintenance of the Broadford Slongh ("Slough"') and the Rockwell Bypass ("Bypass"). The 
Broadford Slough and the Rockwell Bypass are used for delivery of surface water from the Big 
Wood River, including water delivered to Big Wood Ranch. 
Big Wood Ranch asserts, however, that the Association does not have the authority to 
assess dues against Big Wood Ranch because the Association is not a properly formed lateral 
ditch water users' association pursuant to LC. § 42-1301. As the name of the Association 
suggests, the Broadford Slough and the Rockwell Bypass are two distinct waterways. Alleged 
Association members do not take water from the "same canal or reservoir," and therefore the 
Association does not satisfy the first basic criteria for formation of a lateral ditch water users' 
association under I.C. § 42-130 l. 
The Association cannot assess dues related to maintenance of the Broadford Slough 
(assuming arguendo the Association wa,s properly formed) because the Idaho Department of 
Water Resources ("IDWR") has authority over natural waterways as a matter of law. The 
Association cannot assess dues related to maintenance of the Bypass because the owneTs of the 
Bypass are required, as a matter of law, to maintajn the Bypass. Finally, the Association has not 
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been operating in accordance with Idaho Code, its Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws, and 
therefore its actions in assessing Big Wood Ranch are not enforceable. 
~OOi 
Big Wood Ranch requests the Court enter summary judgment declaring that the 
Association was not properly formed, has not operated within the parameters of its purported 
Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws and, therefore, does not have authority to assess and collect 
fees, dues, or any other sum." of money from Big Wood Ranch. 
II. LEGALSTANDARD 
Summary judgment is appropriate when. "the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on 
file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact 
and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." I.R.C.P. 56(c). When 
considering a ruling on a motion for summary judgment, the Court must liberally construe all 
controverted facts in favor of the nonmoving party and draw all rea.;;onable inferences in favor of 
the nonmoving party. Lawrence v. Hutchinson, 146 ldaho 892,897,204 P.3d 532, 537 (Idaho 
Ct. App. 2009). "If the evidence reveals no disputed issues of material fact, then only a question 
of law remains, over which this Court exercises free review." Watson v. Weick, 141 ldaho 500, 
504, 112 P.3d 788, 792 (Idaho 2005). 
The fact that the parties have filed cross-motions for summary judgment does not change 
these standards. The court must evaluate each party's motion on its own merits, talcing care in 
each instance to draw all reasonable inf er9nces against the party whose motion is under 
consideration. Bear Island Water Ass'n. Inc. v. Brown, 125 Idaho 717, 721, 874 P.2d 528, 532 
(Idaho 1994) (internal quotations and citations omitted). 
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III. STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS NOT IN DISPUTE 
The Association was formed in May 2002. The Association's Articles of Incorporation 
("AOf') indicate formation pursuant to I.C. Title 30, Chapter 3 (the Idaho Non-Profit 
Corporations Act) and LC. Title 42, Chapter 13 (Lateral Ditch Water Users' Associations). Title 
42, Chapter 9 is not referenced in the AOI. The Association's AOI indicate that the Association 
was formed to transact "any lawful activity, including, without limitation, the ownership, 
operation and maintenance of the Broad ford Slough and Rockwell Bypass lateral ditches located 
in Blaine County, Idaho .... ·· Malmen Aff., Exh. A (AO! Alticle V). The AOI indicate that 
membership in the Association is evidenced by certificates of membership. Malmen Aff., 
Exh. A (AOI Article II, VI). The Association has not issued a certificate of membership to Big 
Wood Ranch, and Big Wood Ranch has not consented to Association membership verbally or in 
writing. No certificates of membership have ever been issued by the Association to any alleged 
members. Malmen Aff., Exh. B (Response to Admission No. 28); Exh. C, 38:22-39:17. The 
Association does not own surface water rights, the Slough or the Bypass, or easements in the 
Slough or the Bypass. Malmen Aff., Exh.B (Response to Admission Nos. 17, 18, 20). 
In or about July 2006, Big Wood Ranch acquired the real property commonly referred to 
as 303 Broadford Road, Bellevue, Idaho (the "Property"). The Property includes appurtenant 
surface water rights, which water it receives via the Rockwell Bypass explained below. None of 
the documents related to the purchase of the Property (e.g., Warranty Deed, Title Report) 
identified or referenced the Association. Malmen Aff., Exh. D. Big Wood Ranch otherwise did 
not have notice of the existence of the Association when it purchased the Property and did not 
become a ware of the existence of the Association until approximately 2008. 
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The Bypass is an artificial waterway that was constructed in approximately 1936 by Irvin 
Rockwell in order to develop Bjg Wood River surface water 1ights- Malmen Aff., Exh. E. The 
Big Wood River developed water rights that were gained through construction of the Bypass are 
referred to by the parties as the "Rockwell saved water rights" 1 and are addressed in the 
Rockwell v. Coffin decree (Malmen Aff., Exh. E).1 
The Rockwell v. Coffin decree includes a provision that orders the plaintiff in-·that case to 
"maintain the said Rockwell Bypass from the entrance thereof at the entrance crib therefore to its 
discharge into the Broadford Slough stream." Malmen Aff, Exh. Eat~[ V; Exh. B (Response to 
Admission No. 25). Water rights with a Rockwell v. Coffin decree genesis include a condition 
of approval that states ''Rockwell By-Pass owrrers must maintain the by-pass for the entire length 
of the by~pass capable of can-ying 17.36 cfs of water during the irrigation season." Malmen Aff., 
Exh. B (Response to Admi.~sion No. 26). The Rockwell saved water rights owners have a 
continuing obligation to maintain the Bypass. Malmen Aff., Exh. C, 48:21-49: 1; Exh. F. Big 
Wood Ranch's surface water rights do not trace their origin to the Rockwell v. Coffin decree and 
do not include a condition of approval that requires maintenance of the Bypass. Id., Exh. B 
(Response to Admission No. 27). 
In or about September 2008 Big Wood Ranch received an invoice from the Association, 
Big Wood Ranch refused to pay the invoice, and the Association brought a small claims action 
against Big Wood Ranch. Big Wood Ranch sought removal of the small claims action, which 
was granted. 
1 The terms "saved" and "developed" water rights are used synonymously. 
2 The Rockwell saved water rights are now identified as Water Right Nos. 37-833D, 37-833F, 
37-833H, 37-833K, 37-833P. 37-833Q and 37~833R. Malmen Aff., Exh. B (Response to 
Admission No. 26). 
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IV. ARGUMENT 
A. The Association Does Not Meet the Statutory Criteria for Formation of a Lateral 
Ditch Water User's Association, Nor Does the Association Comply with Statutory 
Operating Requirements 
J.C. §§ 42-1301 et seq. does not authorize the formation of the Association and neither 
does I.C. § 42-901. In fact, none of the Idaho Code provisions cited by the Association in their 
Counterclaim autholize the formation and subsequent actions of the Association. Title 42, 
Chapter 13 authorizes the formation of lateral ditch water users' associations upon satisfaction of 
certain statutory criteria. The Association does not satisfy that criteria. Title 42, Chapter 9 
concerns appointment of a watermaster by the court and therefore does not apply to the facts in 
this case. As fully explained below, the Association has not followed the statutory criteria for 
operation of a lateral ditch water users' association nor its own AOI or Bylaws. 
1. The Association Does Not Meet Statutory Requirements Under I.C. § 42-1301 for 
Forming a Lateral Ditch Water Users' Association-the Bypass and the Slough are Not the 
"same canal or reservoir." 
This case may be quickly disposed of by simply considering the name of the Association: 
Water Users' Association of the Broadford Slough and Rock.well Bypass Lateral Ditches, Inc. 
The name of the Association clearly references two distinct waterways. Membership jn the 
Association is based on alleged delivery of su1face water via the Slough or the Bypass. 
Idaho Code § 42-1301 states: 
Where three (3) or more parties take water from same canal or reservoir at the 
same point to be conveyed to their respective premises for any distance through a 
lateral or distributing ditch or laterals or distributing ditches such parties shall 
constitute a water users' association known as "Water Users' Association of 
Lateral or Laterals." Such water users' association may meet and organize at any 
time after thirty (30) days <1fter this chapter shall take effect, and shall meet 
annually thereafter between January first and the last Monday in March of each 
year, at the call of the secretary of such association, said secretary to give ten (10) 
days' notice by mail of such annual meeting; provided that if for any reason the 
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secretary should fail to call a meeting, then the annual meeting of such association 
shall be held on the last Monday in March of each year. At such annual meetings 
each water user shall be entitled to one (1) vote in person, for each inch and a 
fractional vote for each fraction of an inch of water which such water user is 
entitled to receive from such laterals, and a corporation shall vote by one (1) of its 
officers designated by it. Such association shall organize by the election of a 
chairman, vice-chairman and a secretary-treasurer, which officers shall also 
constitute the board of directors of such association, and shall bold office for one 
(1) year and until their successors are elected. Such association at the annual 
meeting shall also elect a manager of said lateral or laterals to be known as 
"lateral manager" for the succeeding season and shall fix the compensation of said 
manager, and of all officers. Such association may adopt such rules and 
regulations for the management of said lateral or laterals or distributing ditch or 
ditches and the delivery of water therefrom as they deem best, and may, by 
majority vote, if it be deemed for the best interests of the association, combine 
one or more laterals and abandon laterals not in use, and do any and all things not 
in conflict with the provisions of this chapter or the laws of this state wherein the 
best interests of the association will be furthered. 
(Emphasis added). The plain and unambiguous language of J.C. § 42-1301 requires that 
the canal or reservoir entity be the "same_" See, e.g .. Verska v. Saint Alphonsus Reg'l Med. Ctr., 
151 Idaho 889,265 P.3d 502, 505-06 (Idaho 2011). The Bypass and the Slough are not the same 
canal or reservoir. King Aff. 'l[ 7. 
The Broadford Slough and the Rockwell Bypass are clearly distinguishable on the ground 
and from aerial photographs. Malmen Aff., Exh. G. The Defendants depict and describe the 
Slough and the Bypass as distinct waterways and all parties refer to the Slough and the Bypass as 
different waterways. Id. Other documents produced by the Association in discovery further 
confinn that the Slough and the Bypass are distinct and separate, as does the RockweJl v. Coffin 
decree.3 Malmen A~f., Exh. E. The Association fails to meet the first basic requirement for 
organization under I.C. § 42-1301. 
3 The Rockwell v. Coffin decree refers to the Slough a.~ a "stream." 
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2. The Slough is a Natural Arm of the Big Wood River; It is Not a Canal. A Canal is a 
Prerequisite for Formation of a Lateral Ditch Water Users' Association Under 
I. C. § 42-1301. 
Even if the Court can somehow reconcile the fact that the Bypass and the Slough are not 
the "same" canal or reservoir as reqttired by statute for proper fonnation, the Broadford Slough is 
not a "canal" or a "reservoir" as required for formation of a lateral ditch waters users' 
association.4 The presence of a headgate and maintenance activities do not transform a natural 
waterway into a canal. If the presence of a mechanism that controls flow and maintenance 
activities were the litmus test, most if not all waterways in this State would be considered a 
canal. 
In 1927, at the time I.C. § 42-1301 was first enacted. Black's Law Dictionary defined 
"canal" as: ''f a)n artificial ditch or trench in the earth. for confining water to a defined channel, to 
be used for purposes of transportation."5 The term "slough" was defined as: ''£ a]n arm of a 
river, flowing between islands and the main-land, and separating the islands from one another. 
Sloughs have not the breadth of the main river, nor does the main body of water of the stream 
flow through them." Id. When I.C. § 42-1301 was enacted, by all accounts, the Slough was 
present as a natural arm of the Big Wood River. 6 There is no evidence that the Slough is human-
made. A review of the aerial photographs provided by the Association ( along with other 
compelling evidence) confirms that the Slough is not artificial. King Aff. '15- The fact that the 
Broad.ford Slough has been and continues to be referred to as a slough is additional evidence that 
4 The requirement for a canal or reservoir (artificial waterway) is consistent with Idaho law 
!?ranting IDWR authority over natural waterways. See. e.g .. J.C.§ 42-101. 
~Black's Law Dictionary (2nd ed. 1910) did not define the term "reservoir." No party in this 
case asserts that the Bypass and/or the Slough are a "reservoir." 
6 The headgate on the Slough was likely constructed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in the 
1930's to keep water from the Big Wood River from redirecting to the Slough. Malmen Aff., 
Exh.H. 
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it is a natural waterway as its name suggests. While there may be some argument about the 
difference(s) between a "canal" and a L'ditch," the point here is that the Broadford Slough is 
neither. The Broadford Slough is a naturally occurring waterway. Id. 
3. The Association Does Not Operate in Conformance with Statutory Requirements 
for Lateral Ditch Water Users' Associatio~s or In Compliance With It's Own Articles of 
Incorporation and Bylaws. 
There are several applicable statutory requirements in Title 42, Chapter 13, Idaho Code 
and provisions in AOI and Bylaws that the Association has entirely disregarded. For example: 
(1) Assessments were not provided to members on an annual ba'>is as required by I.C. 
§ 42-1304. Members were not invoiced for at least four consecutive years. Malmen Aff., 
Exbs. I and J. 
(2) There was no annual meeting of the Association in 2006. Mahnen .l\ff., Exh. N. 
Annual meetings and notice of annual meetings are required by LC.§ 42-1301 and the 
Association's Bylaws. Further, the Association has not produced any documents that indicate 
notice for the annual meeting apparently held in 2007. 
(3) The Association has never issued any certificates of membership as required by the 
AOL MalrnenAff., Exh. C, 38:22-39:17; Exhs. A and L. 
( 4) The Association does not comply with the "classes of membership" requirement in 
their Bylaws. Id., Exh. L (Article II, Section 2). The Association admits that some memberships 
arc voluntary and some memberships are involuntary, the practical effect of which is two distinct 
classes of membership. The Association considers membership in the Association to be 
voluntary, unless a real property predecessor in interest was a member, in which case 
membership is considered involuntary, even without notice. Malmen Aff., Exh. C, 41:12-42:4, 
47:4-11. 
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(5) The Association has not produced any documents that indicate compliance with LC. § 
42-1303 requirements to inspect laterals or distributing ditches and estimate operation and 
maintenance costs for the upcoming year. 
Despite the fact that the Association did not follow Idaho Code provisions and jts own 
governance document~, the Association assesses and is attempting to enforce the assessments 
against Big Wood Ranch. Malmen Aff., Exhs. A and L. The Association is selectively 
enforcing payment obligations; the Association has not enforced all alleged payment obligations. 
Malmen Aff., Exh. M. In sum, the Association's actions have been arbitrary and the Association 
has not complied with applicable statutory and corporate governance operating requirements. 
B. Big Wood Ranch is a Bona Fide Purchaser Under Idaho Law 
Big Wood Ranch is a bona fide purchaser (''BFP") under I.C. § 55-812 which provides: 
55-812. Unrecorded conveyance void against subsequent purchasers 
Every conveyance of real property other than a lease for a term not exceeding 
one (1) year, is void as against any subsequent purchaser or mortgagee of the 
same property, or any part thereof, in good faith and for a valuable consideration, 
whose conveyance is first duly recorded. 
In Idaho, water rights appurtenant to real property pass with title to real property unless 
specifically excluded. A bona fide purchaser takes title free and clear of encumbrances not 
recorded. § I.C. 55~812. The Court in Weitz v. Green, 148 Idaho 851, 859, 230 P.3d 743, 751 
(Idaho 2010) described the test as follows: "In order to claim the protection of being a BFP, a 
party 'must show that at the time of the purchase he paid a valuable consideration and upon the 
belief and the validity of the vendor's claim of title without notice, actual or constructive, of any 
outstanding adverse rights of another.' Imig v. McDonald, 77 Idaho 314,318,291 P.2d 852, 855 
(Idaho 1955)." 
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There is no dispute that Big Wood Ranch paid a valuable consideration for the Property 
and appurtenant water rights 7 and that Big Wood Ranch did n~t have notice of the Association. 
There arc no Association signs or markings near the Richards headgate8 and a reasonable 
investigation would not have revealed the existence of the Association. Posted notices indicate 
that the Richards' headgate and the headgate on the Slough are under the control of the 
watermaster/IDWR. Malmen Aff., Exh. K. Accordingly, as a BFP, Big Wood Ranch is entitled 
to the protections of I.C. § 55-812 and is not obligated to pay Association dues. 
C. The State and the Owners of the Rockwell Bypass Are Required By Law to 
Maintain the Slough and the Bypass Respectively; the Association Does Not Have 
Authoritt to Charge for Maintenance of the Slough or the Bypass 
1. The State of Idaho and ID WR Are Responsible for Water Delivery From the Slough 
The source of surface water delivered via the Slough and the Bypass is either the Big 
Wood River or the Broadford Slough, both of which are natural waterways. LC.§ 42~101 
provides: 
42-101. Nature of property in water. Water being essential to the industrial prosperity of 
the state, and all agricultural development throughout the greater portion of the state 
depending upon its just apportionment to, and economical use by, those making a 
beneficial application of the same, its control shall be in the state, which, in providing for 
its use, shall equal I y guard all the various interests involved. All the waters of the state, 
when flowing in their natural channels, including the waters of all natural springs and 
lakes wirhin the boundaries of the srate are declared to be the property of the stare, 
whose duty it shall be to supervise their appropriation and allotment to those diverting 
the same therefrom for any beneficial purpose, and the right to the use of any of the 
waters of the state for useful or beneficial purposes is recognized and confirmed; and the 
right to the use of any of the public waters which have heretofore been or may hereafter 
7 Big Wood Ranch's surface water rights are identified as Water Right Nos. 37-S37B and 37-
538B and have 1882 and 1891 priority dates, respectively. 
8 The head gate on the Bypass that apparently controls delivery of water to a lateral ditch is 
referred to by Defendant as the "Richards' headgate.'' See Malmen Aff., Exh. G. Marc Richards 
is a member/manager of Big Wood Ranch. 
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be allotted or beneficially applied, shall not be considered as being a prope1t)' right in 
itself, but such right shall become the complement of, or one of the appurtenances of, the 
land or other thing to which, through necessity, said water is being applied; and the right 
to continue the use of any such water shall never be denied or prevented from any other 
cause than the failure on the part of the user thereof to pay the ordinary charges or 
assessments which may be made to cover the expenses for the delivery of such water. 
(Emphasis added). See also I.C. § 42-105. 
Further, I.C. § 42-602 provides: 
42-602. Director of the department of water resources to supervise water distribution 
within water districts. 
The director of the department of water resources shall have direction and control of the 
distribution. of water from all natural water sources within a water district ro the canals, 
ditches, pumps and other facilities diverting therefrom. Distribution of water within water 
districts created pursuant to section 42-604, Idaho Code, shall be accomplished by 
watermasters as provided in this chapter and supervised by the director. 
The director of the department of water resources shall distribute water in water districts 
in accordance with the p1ior appropriation doctrine. The provisions of chapter 6, title 42, 
Idaho Code, shall apply only to distribution of water within a water district. 
. (Emphasis added). 
Reviews of applicable statutes indicate that the Association has no authority to assume 
the duties of the State. It is not disputed that Big Wood Ranch pays property taxes as well as 
fees to IDWR for water delivery. The Association, even if validly formed, cannot assess 
tax.payers for duties the State is required to perform. Malm en Aff., Exh. Q, at \VUA000444. 
The Association has no authority to assess Big Wood Ranch based on the Association's 
voluntarily a,:;sumption of the duties of the State/ID WR. 
2. The Owners of the Rockwell Bypass are Financially and Otherwise Responsible for 
Any Required Maintenance of the Bypass. 
It is not disputed that the Bypass is an artificial waterway and that the Rockwell v. Coffin 
decree requires the Rockwell saved water rights owners to maintain the Bypass. The owners of 
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the Rockwell Bypass saved water rights, if they are indeed current members of the Association, 
were not members of the Association until sometime after April 2010. Malmen Aff., Exh. P. 
It is further undisputed that the Rockwell saved water rights include a condition of 
approval that requires majntenance of the Bypass, and that Big Wood Ranch's water rights do 
not include any such or similar condition of approval. Big Wood Ranch is not obligated to 
maintain the Bypass and Big Wood Ranch does not own the Bypass. If the Rockwell saved 
water rights owners believe that Big Wood Ranch is required to participate in the maintenance of 
the Bypass, then the Rockwell Bypass saved water rights owners can consider whether to bring 
an action against Big Wood Ranch. The Association does not have the authority to assess dues 
or seek contribution for maintenance of the Bypass from Big Wood Ranch. 
V. CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing argument and authorities cited herein. Big Wood Ranch 
respectfully requests that the Court declare the rights of the parties and enter summary judgment 
in favor of Big Wood Ranch. Even after all controverted facts and reasonable inferences are 
construed in favor of the A$sociation, it is clear that the Association was not properly formed and 
has not even attempted to operate under the law or its own governing documents as a matter of 
law. This case does not involve any genuine issues of material fact and, therefore, Big Wood 
Ranch is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw. 
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DATED: April 23, 2012. PERKINS COIE LLP 
By:~ ~ hardC.oardman,I No. 29?? 
ErikaE. Malmen, ISB No. 6185 
Attorneys for Pla.intiff/Counterdefendant 
Big Wood Ranch, LLC 
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I, the undersigned, certify that on April 23, 2012, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing to be forwarded with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, 
in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Procedure, to the following person(s): 
Gary Slette 
Robertson & Slette, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906 
FAX: 208-933-0701 
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaim.ant 
Hand Delivery 
U.S. Mail 
Facsimile 
Overnight Mail 
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1111 West Jefferson Street, Suite 500 
PO Box 737 
Boise, Idaho 83702-5391 
Telephone: 208.343.3434 
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Big Wood Ranch, LLC 
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BIG WOOD RANCH, LLC, 
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WATER USERS' ASSOCIATION OF 
THEBROADFORDSLOUGHAND 
ROCKWELL BYPASS LATERAL 
DITCHES, INC., 
Defendant. 
WATER USERS' ASSOCIATION OF 
THE BROADFORD SLOUGH AND 
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Plaintiff/Counterdefendant Big Wood Ranch, LLC ("Big Wood Ranch"), by and through 
its counsel of record, Perkins Coie LLP, hereby moves the Court, pursuant to Rule 56 of the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure, for the entry of summary judgment in its favor determining as a matter 
of law that: (1) The Water Users' Association of the Broadford Slough and Rockwell Bypass 
Lateral Ditches, Inc. ("Association") was not properly formed as a matter of law; and (2) 
Defendant/Counterclaimant is not entitled to any relief. 
This Motion is supported by Big Wood Ranch's Memorandum in Support of its Motion 
for Summary Judgment and the Affidavits of Erika E. Malmen and Scott N. King filed 
contemporaneously herewith. As explained in Big Wood Ranch's Memorandum, summary 
judgment with regard to the above-referenced matters is appropriate because there are no 
. genuine issues of material fact regarding these issues and Big Wood Ranch is entitled to 
judgment as a maner of law on these issues. 
Oral argument on Cross~Motions for Summary Judgment is scheduled for May 21, 2012 
at 2:00pm. 
DATED: April 23, 2012. PERKINS COIE LLP 
... 
Br.~& _, 
'cha.rdC.Boardman, Bar No. 2922 
Erika E. Malmen, Bar. No. 6185 
Attorneys for Plaintiff/Counterdefendant 
Big Wood Ranch, LLC 
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Gary Slette 
Robertson & Slette, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906 
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U.S. Mail 
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